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(i)

PLANNING UJIMITI'EE

The Planning Canmittee responsible for the planning and
organization of the conference comprised the following people:

John Fleming

catholic Education Canmission

Neville Green
(Conference Organizer)

Mount Lawley College of Advanced
Education

Lorna Hume

Aboriginal Advancement Council

Ian Kerr

Churchlands College of Advanced
Education

Colin Mounsey

Education Department of Western
Australia

Peter Reynolds

Graylands College of Advanced
Education

John Sherwood

Mount Lawley College of Advanced
Education

Maureen Stepanoff

Secondary Teachers College

Ernie Stringer

Western Australian Institute of
Technology

(ii)

INTRODUCTION
The first National Conference of Teachers of Aboriginal
Children was held in Adelaide between 29th August and 1st
September, 1976. The conference delegates expressed their
concern about the ineffectiveness of teachers in Aboriginal
schools and while recognizing that the task was often a demand
ing one, they were generally critical of the lack of expertize
of recent graduates and the high staff turn over in Aboriginal
schools.
"Specific concern was voiced that teachers graduating
from training institutions lacked many of the specific
skills needed in Aboriginal and Islander schools."
(Preliminary Report, 1976 p.3)
Arising from this concern was the following recommendations
that there be convened:
".•. annual meeting of representatives of staff involved
in race relationship courses (focused on teaching about
Aboriginals and Islanders and also encompassing other
ethnic groups) at Colleges of Advanced Education and
Universities. That such a meeting give consideration to
possible exchanges of staff so involved".
(ibid,recommendation 5.9)
At a post conference discussion by delegates from the Colleges
of Advanced Education, it was proposed that Mount Lawley College
of Advanced Education make a submission for a National
Conference to be held in Western Australia during 1977. It was
considered inadvisable to attempt to cover the spectrum of
Aboriginal Education. Instead the Perth Conference of 1977
would consider only the following areas:1. Pre-Service preparation of non Aboriginal teachers.
2.

Training programs for Aboriginal teachers.

3. The objectives of Aboriginal Communities in relation to
teachers.
4.

Curriculum innovation in teaching Aboriginals and teaching
about Aboriginals.

(iii)

PLANNING
On 30th March 1977. The first meeting of the planning
committee decided upon the dates title and theme of the
Conference and compiled a list of possible speakers and
participants. In April the Teacher Development and Services
Committee of the Schools Commission agreed to contribute $2500
towards the Conference expenses, and the planning committee was
then able to formalize the arrangements for a Conference
workshop on Aboriginal Education.

I.THE EXPECTdTIOns
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THE NATIONAL ABORIGINAL EDUCATION COMM ITTEE
Stephen Albert
Before describing the establishment of the NAEC, I would like
to say a few words about the Aboriginal Consultative Group
that was set up to advise the Schools Commission. Although
the Aboriginal Consultative Group was involved in drawing up
the chapter on Aboriginal Education for the Schools Commission
report, it also made a number of recommendations and was able
to do a report on TAFE needs for Aborigines. It was as a
result of a recommendation from the Aboriginal Consultative
Group that the NAEC was established.
After all these years of delivering education to Aborigines,
the Government (with the help of the Schools Commission
Aboriginal Consultative Group) decided to establish the NAEC
in order to receive the advice it needed for present and future
action on Aboriginal education.
As chairman of the NAEC I commenced my appointment on the 30th
of March 1977. After three weeks in office I organized the
first meeting that was held in the last week of April.
This meeting gave members the opportunity to exchange views
and relate individual experience and skills that would make
up the composition of the committee. Members of the NAEC
were selected from all States and the Northern Territory,
covering as many areas as possible either geographically
or areas of considerable populations of Aborigines.
In reference to the experience of members in the area of
education, most aspects are covered, either by people who
are in an advisory capacity or who are at present in a teach
ing situation. These include the areas of Pre-School, Primary,
Secondary, Adult Education, tertiary plus teacher aide,
Community Development workers and social workers. On the
social aspect, members are derived from the traditional, fringe
dwelling and the urban areas. With all these attributes,
I feel the members of the NAEC have a very good balance for
reflecting the views of their community's needs in Aboriginal
Education.
Not all of the Aboriginal communities are represented on the
NAEC as participants. It would be impractical to achieve
such a situation. To give increased opportunity for
representation on the committee members are appointed for two
years with half the members retiring each year.

Stephen Aibert is Chairman of the N.A.E.C.
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I would like to spend some time on one of the resolutions of
the first NAEC meeting which states
"It is the opinion of this committee that
any committee, meeting to decide on any
issues involving Aboriginal Education be
composed of at least 50% Aboriginal membership".
This resolution is particularly relevant to the Northern
Territory.
This statement reflects the feelings of the NAEC members
and in many instances of Aborigines of this country that too
many decisions are being made on behalf of the Aboringes with
out prior consultation or very little consultation with the
Aborigines. It is not only logical that Aborigines should
be involved in decision making but it is their human right
that the Aboriginal people as a race choose their own destiny
in this multi racial society that lives on their land.
Thus it is necessary wherever possible for Aborigines to be
involved where decisions are being made by committees on
Aboriginal Education. Even conferences like this one should
strike for more Aboriginal input and particularly the part
icipation of more Aborigines than has been the case in the
past.
In obtaining and formulating its advice to the Minister for
Education and his Department, it is necessary for the NAEC
to review and research existing projects and programs as
well as initiate studies of its own. One project that the
NAEC has undertaken as a matter of urgency is a study of the
Black Community School in Townsville and submit a report to
the Commonwealth Department of Education. The NAEC also
wishes to made a detailed assessment of Early Childhood
education programs invalving Aboriginal children, and
believes no other assessment should occur which would obviate
any decision it mades. Both the Department of Education and
Department of Aboriginal Affiars have welcomed the idea.
The Early Childhood education is but only one aspect of the
many area's in education. So there would be other projects
and programs that the NAEC may wih to initiate.
consultation with the Aboriginal people at all levels is one
of the major roles of the NAEC. In order to carry out this
role the NAEC has requested that State Aboriginal Education
Advisory groups be set up to advise the State Departments of
Education. This would ensure that consultation within the
state with Aborigines can be achieved and the outcome
expressed.
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State members of the NAEC could also be on the State
Consultative groups to ensure a conunon membership at
state and national level. Between the NAEC and the State
Aboriginal Consultative Groups, a national network could
evolve which would include Aboriginal communities, Aboriginal
organisations Aboriginal Teachers, Teacher Assistants Teacher
Aids individuals and most important by Aboriginal Parents.
When this network is achieved and becomes a working component,
it is then up to the Government to respond positively.
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QUEENSLAND

John Budby
I work with the Department of Education in Queensland as an Advisory
Teacher to two Inspectors of Schools and one of my roles is to visit
communities and schools which have a large proportion of Aboriginal
students. I attempt to visit each school at least three times a
year and this paper is aimed at presenting sane of the ideas that
Aboriginal people have discussed with me. Obviously, communities
in different parts of the state have different viewpoints and views
on education. I intend concentrating on the Cape York area where
the people are still in a fairly tribal existence. As a compari
son I will present some points regarding Aboriginal people in the
Brisbane and Ipswich urban areas.
The communities in the Cape York Peninsula area are under the
control of the Department of Aboriginal and Islander Advancement
which is a state government department. I understand that in
other states the COllllllOnwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs
controls the canmunities. One community, Aurukum, is controlled
by the Boaro of Evangelical Missions and Relations. The Depart
ment itself tends to look after the. senior positions which exist
in the canmunities - positions such as the teaching staff,
mechanics, project officers and the like. These jobs are being
done by non-Aboriginal people and this is one of the.major prob
lems and concerns of the people.
Last year, Alan Randell from the Schools Canmission, Alan Duncan
from Sydney University, Margaret Valadian, Frank Young and myself
conducted a survey of the Cape York area. We visited five com
munities, including Mornington Island, Aurukun, Bamaga, Yarabar
and Kowanyama. We looked at the job opportunities that were
available at each community and we discovered that there were at
least 60 jobs being done by non-Aboriginal people.- jobs that we
felt could and should eventually be done by Aboriginal people.
And this is a major concern of the people in these communities,
as I said before, and they want an education which will allow
their children to take on these particular roles. In actual
fact, they want to become virtually self-supporting, with
Aboriginal people running everything. Obviously there is the
need for one or two non-Aboriginal people in each canmunity, but
most people feel that their goal is to become self-reliant.
Consequently, in the secondary school area, most of the programmes
that have been devised are technically or pre-vocationally ori
ented and aimed also at equipping Aboriginal students with enough
skills and expertise to be able, if they wish, to continue their
education at tertiary institutions throughout the state. The
emphasis is on traditional white Australian education rather than
on teaching Aboriginal culture. The Aboriginal people feel that
John Budby, an Advisory Teacher with the Queensland Education
Department, is a member of the National Aboriginal Education
Committee.
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the culture is best taught by the people themselves and there has
been a suggestion that school terms and holidays should be
arranged so that there is a period of time when the Aboriginal
adults can take over and teach their children a bit of their
culture. But the important thing is, that within the school
itself, the Aboriginal people would prefer the concentration to
be on the white educational system.
In the urban situation, the reverse holds true. At a recent
conference I had with urban Aboriginal and Islander teacher
aides in Brisbane, it was suggested and recommended that the
Department of Education consider setting up camps in Western
Queensland. These camps, holiday camps, would be run com
pletely by Aboriginal people and would be open during vacation
times to allow urban Aborigines to spend two weeks or so learn
ing a little about hunting and gathering and t he language and
other cultural aspects of their people. The concern is
obviously in the area of culture and urban Aboriginal people
are very keen to have more culturally oriented programs. Of
course, these kinds of camps or vacation schools could be set
up also in the towns and urban areas so that Aboriginals and
Islanders in the Cape York and other remote areas could get
some idea of what it is like to live in a city or town.
Aboriginal people want teachers to become more involved in their
communities. Many Aboriginal people have expressed to me their
concern that most teachers rarely get to know the people in the
community in which they are teaching. And this is a major
problem. In Queensland we are hoping to overcome this to some
extent by having teacher aides give sane kind of orientation
course for teachers going into particular conmunities for the
first time. These courses will take place during the two or
three days before the start of the school year. The aides
will take teachers aside and basically outline for them, some
of the problems that exist in the school and the canmunity,
the structure of the community and other aspects of community
life that have a direct or indirect bearing on the functioning
of the school. In this way we hope that teachers will take a
greater interest in the community.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Paul Hughes

My talk will be a fairly general one concerning what Aboriginal
communities and people expect of teachers and I will refer mainly
to the South Australian situation of reserves, both the larger
rural reserves and t hose near country towns. Perhaps the most
significant thing that Aboriginal people are saying is that we
want more Aboriginal teachers. It is all very wonderful having
all these white fellows around the place but there is an
absolute need, for two reasons, for having Aboriginals as
teachers of Aboriginals. The first and major reason is that we
can relate better to our own people. The second reason is that
they ought to be there anyway, without importing strangers.
Aboriginal communities feel that the first thing they want in a
teacher is someone who understands and has a real appreciation
of life in an Aboriginal community and doesn't get hung up on
the differences that exist - things like the time factor, kids
turning up late for school, because last night was pension
night and they have slept in; or kids going out visiting and
getting home late; or purely and simply because the kids just
want to sleep in for another couple of hours. Time means an
awful lot in the normal school .system where you start on the
stroke of 9 o'clock, having morning tea at 10.30 and lunch at
12 o'clock and this sort of thing. In Aboriginal communities,
time is not a major consideration and they want teachers who
understand this sort of thing.
Another factor that causes problems is clothing. Aboriginal
children very often wear clothing that is quite different from
and often of a different quality from that worn by non
Aboriginal children. The kind of language spoken by most
Aboriginal children with its shortened speech patterns and high
proportion of swearing also causes difficulty. The shyness of
Aboriginal children and their difficulty in coping with white
style authority structures is another problem area.
So the Aboriginal people want teachers who understand these kinds
of things. They don't necessarily expect the teacher to
condone them or accept them completely. But if they, the
teachers, don't have an understanding, it inevitably leads to
antagonism and other problems and the Aboriginal child ends up
as the victim. More to the point, without this understanding,
there develops a whole negative attitude on the part of the
teacher, and instead of getting closer to the Aboriginal
children and developing a more effective teacher-pupil rela
tionship, the teacher withdraws and becanes over-influenced by
his negative feelings.
·.(,1---------------------------------------------"'!

'

:l,
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Paul Hughes is a member of the National Aboriginal Education
Committee
o
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Another thing that people in Aboriginal communities have commented
on is that teachers are so obviously different from the Aboriginal
people. On most reserves teachers make up the majority of the
non-Aboriginal population. They are respected and held in some
kind of awe by most Aboriginal people. In fact, it is true that
Aboriginal people have difficulty in relating effectively to them
because they are so different. They are better dressed, more
obviously affluent, have different speech behaviour, swear less,
and are not anti-social in behaviour. (You generally don't find
teachers drunk in the gutters). They are obviously different
and are treated as being different.
Teachers do have a great influence because many Aboriginal people,
like any ordinary parent, want their children to emulate them
or, at least, to have the kinds of skills and expertise that
teachers normally possess. This can lead to friction, particu
larly if the standards and the life style of the teacher are so
different from, and so obviously unobtainable by the Aboriginal
people. If the gap becomes too great then it is extremely
difficult for an effective working relationship to develop,
Aboriginal people in South Australia regard teachers as advisors
and there is a lot of pressure on teachers to become involved
in community affairs in general, and not only those directly
related to the school. They are often asked to assist various
groups in organizing things, to act as mediators when arguments
or disagreements arise, and to continually evaluate and assess
ideas and projects on the basis of their experience and vast
knowledge. A number of teachers remove themselves entirely
from that kind of situation and refuse to become involved.
Others do choose to become closely involved and act almost as
community advisors.
Aboriginal parents, like all other parents, want teachers to
provide their children with appropriate academic skills. They
probably have greater expectations and apply greater subtle
pressure than non-Aboriginal parents because by the time a child
has reached Grade 4 or Grade She has usually passed the level
of academic ability of his parents. This means, of course, that
the parent cannot provide the back-up and support that the
normal non-Aboriginal parent can. More to the point, the
Aboriginal parent is unable to really understand or make value
judgments about what happens to his child in the classroom and
so the teacher has to accept greater responsibility in this
regard.
Aboriginal people want teachers to involve them, the Aboriginal
people, in the schools much more than is the case at present.
They don't very often come up and tell people about it. They
don't stand up openly and say 'Find a way of involving us.'
in general, but they do like to be involved in the school and
the teacher should therefore, find a way of creating opportuni-
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ties for this to happen. Schools tend to be 'closed' places and
the teacher inevitably becomes so involved and preoccupied with
what goes on inside the four walls of his classroom that he
neglects the opportunities to be found outside. Teachers should
look outside more and take advantage of these opportunities particularly where there are people outside the school who have
some particular skill or knowledge that teacher doesn't possess.
A very great benefit, both to the teacher and to the Aboriginal
parent is lost if this doesn't happen. More Aboriginal involve
ment in the school means more support for the Aboriginal
children in that school. And I don't mean this in the 'academic'
sense alone. The children need back-up and support in all kinds
6f areas and without it they are doomed to failure. This is
especially so when the child has to travel that extra 20 miles
or so to high school when he or she has completed their
primary education.
South Australian Aboriginals, especially those in the southem
areas, are expressing a great deal of concem about the teaching
of Aboriginal culture and Aboriginal studies in general in the
classroom. They, the people would like to be a part of it but,
at this stage, they have no idea as to how to go about it. The
onus is on the teacher to incorporate this into the school
system. The people feel that Aboriginal culture should be a
part of the school for two major reasons. Firstly, they know
that they are a part of Australia's history and cultural
heritage and think it quite wrong that they are, on the whole,
being disregarded. Secondly, they are seeking more information
about their own culture themselves. In some communities
'traditional' culture has been lost or has broken down can
pletely and they want to recapture and re-establish it as part
of their life-style. Much of it has been recorded by anthro
pologists and others but the people don't have access to this
information, or, even if they have access to it, they can't read
it. Teachers can play a big part in this re-discovery of the
past - if they want to.
Aboriginal people also expect teachers to have some kind of
political skill. Teachers and others working in Aboriginal
communities are often asked to manipulate people and things particularly where the community is near a town and there are
a lot of local politics and other issues such as race relations
and the like involved. Parents expect teachers to play a part
in this kind of activity. Quite apart from the local scene,
the teacher must have the skills necessary to deal with
government departments. Teachers are often asked by parents,
'How do we get this thing done by the Education Department?'.
To change things means manipulating people and teachers must
have the necessary skills if they are going to implement
desirable changes. This applies, of course, not only to the
Education Department but to the wider range of government
departments which can influence Aboriginal affairs in general.
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And talking of Aboriginal affairs in general, there is another
issue that Aboriginal people are concerned with - the issue of
running things for themselves. They are asking non-Aboriginals
to assist them in political action to remove non-Aboriginal
people from positions of influence in order for Aboriginal
people themselves to take over. This is a difficult thing to
come to grips with, I know. There is a belief held by some
people that the Department of Aboriginal Affairs is going to
phase itself out of existence so that Aboriginals can run
things for themselves. As far as I am concerned, none of their
actions to-date have indicated that this is the case. But it
must happen sooner or later if any significant changes are to
take place.
Teachers in Aboriginal communities are always under all kinds
of pressures and they have to possess considerable stamina in
order to become fully involved in their communities and to
respond to the pressure effectively. Stamina, understanding
and commitment are three necessary attributes for a teacher to
be in any way successful in an Aboriginal community.
These are just sane of the expectations of Aboriginal people
in South Australia. They apply, I feel, throughout Australia
as well. It is high time that something was done to satisfy
them.
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THE

YoL�u

TEACHER

Kevin Rogers

In this short talk, I will tell you what my people at Ngukurr
on the Roper River think about schools and teachers. Please
remember that I speak for the Yugal people at Roper and not
necessarily for Aboriginal people in other areas. I will discuss
European teachers in our school but most of all I want to talk
about our own Yolnu teachers.
INTRODUCTION

The community's concept of the Yol9u teacher is changing at
Ngukurr. The Yolou teacher {this includes Teaching Assistants)
was for many years seen as a helper and an odd jobs man. My
community wants its Aboriginal teachers to be leaders, to help
build an Aboriginal school sensitive to Aboriginal needs.
The community is being given a chance to determine and manage
its own affairs. We can see that we must use education so that
we can have the knowledge to make real choices.
BI-CULTURAL EDUCATION

People at Ngukurr want bi-cultural education - they want children
to reach a good standard in English, Reading and Maths, to gain
knowledge to inform others and also to work for the community.
However, perhaps most important for us, we want children to be
Aboriginal - to respect and understand their Aboriginal heritage.
Many people now say how important it is for the young children to
be taught Aboriginal ways. For education to be truly bi-cultural,
it must allow for this. This feeling is the strongest one in my
community. Aboriginal people must know their heritage - this is
our backbone - without it we cannot be secure.
My community also understands that pride is increased through being
truly Aboriginal; through moiety Aboriginal children can under
stand and respect the Aboriginal teacher. So too pride in our
community is increased by having pride in culture and language.
With these two important aspects of bi-cultural education in
mind, I would like you to consider some specific ways in which the
community sees the Yolnu teachers, what they think of the Yolnu
teacher and what they want of him.
THE "IN-BETWEEN" MAN

My community can see the Yol9u teacher as an "in-between" man,
for he must be able to have the knowledge and respect to assist
School , Northern Territoryo
Kevin Rogers is a teacher at Ngukurr
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in teaching culture and also be able to understand and work in
the European ways in which he has been trained.
As an "in-between" man, the community knows that the Aboriginal
teacher must teach the European teacher more about Aboriginal
culture and ways. The European teacher must also help the
Aboriginal teacher to be a real teacher. (He must not be seen
as half a teacher so the community wants him to be taught basic
skills on-site). Some would suggest that having these skills is
more important than having a formal training.
ABORIGINAL AND EUROPEAN CO-OPERATION

My connunity knows that Aboriginal and European must work side by
side but we also know that increasing responsibilities must be
given to the Aboriginal teacher. The conununity acknowledges that
Europeans and Aboriginals must also support one another. This
means more work for both teachers. For the Aboriginal, it means
learning about both ways. For the European teacher, it means
learning about Aboriginal culture and accepting that they do not
have to always be to the fore. My community wants to see the
European teacher continue working as a supporter, a resource
person, and a capable trainer. My community wants European
people of this type.
SPECIAL WORK OF YOLNU TEACHERS
The conununity would like to see the Yol�u teacher play a more
positive part in discipline in the school. If the Aboriginal
teacher controls and disciplines children more he can explain to
parents about children's actions.
The Yolnu teacher can control and discipline children by talking,
explaining to parents. We see that Aboriginal children will
listen and accept advice given by Aboriginals. But to do this
the Aboriginal teacher must have respect through moiety.
The community is saying more now about the value of the Yolnu
teacher as one who builds pride in being Aboriginal. We have
already seen increased interest in Aboriginal culture programmes,
involvement of Aboriginal teachers in developing an Aboriginal
studies curriculum. These factors have made people talk about
and think about teaching culture to children.
There is no doubt that this has helped the community to regard
the Aboriginal teacher as a link or bridge between home and
school. This is a two-way process. The people appreciate
European teachers who gain understanding and who have the spirit
to be involved and interested.
My conanunity likes on the other hand to see the Aboriginal teachers
involved in making decisions, and finding ways to develop under-
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standing of education. It is the voice of the Aboriginal
teacher which gives the community an opportunity to express
feelings and to explain needs.
Because the community is secure with the Aboriginal teacher, we
can see that more demands are being placed on us, the Aboriginal
teacher.
We may often have to explain European ways or "complicated
Balanda methods" which often bewilder or frustrate the people.
The community can also feel more secure if it knows that
Aboriginal people, informed and able, are making decisions for
them. For my people to make choices, they need time and
alternatives. Usual practice from Government Departments is to
offer neither of these. My community wants educated people
like Yolnu teachers to find out about these things and to assist
particularly in education in finding out what its priorities are.
Some of us must be vocal and uncompromising for our community.
INCREASED INVOLVEMENT OF YOLNU TEACHERS IN SCHOOLS

My community is seeing an increased involvement of Yolnu teachers
in schools. However, this will need to expand even more. Only
in this way can the community really believe that we are playing
a part and that Aboriginals can get somewhere and have a real
future.
The community is expressing its support in the way in which
Aboriginal teachers are becoming more involved, through training
programmes, through developing Aboriginal studies and through
adult education. We certainly know that the Aboriginal person is
the best person to express communities wishes on things such as
hours of instruction, organisation of the school year and in
taking into fuller consideration the Aboriginal life style.
The community is thinking more seriously about the education of
their children, but the community wants greater opportunities
for the employment of Aboriginals in education (at least as many
Aboriginals as Europeans in the school) . It also wants commitment
of staff to training and leading Aboriginals to the fore.
In keeping with a community which has a chance to make its future,
my people strongly feel that the Yol9u teacher must immediately
be given the opportunities, support and training to really show
the way.

�.THE EXPECTdTIOns
OF EfflPLOYEAS
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
James Eedle

Last year at the first national conference I raised some
matters of general concern; now I have been asked to indicate
how I think action might proceed. It may perhaps be of interest
that of the 28 resolutions from last year's meeting having
relevance to the Northern Territoy, 16 are being implemented
and the other 12 are being tackled.
Last year I advanced the case for education being considered
as a function of social and economic development. I suggested
that there are limits to what schools and educators can do unless
other developmental activities are going on at the same time.
This, of course, has implications for the style and attributes
required of teachers. This morning I am speaking primarily
against the background of the Northern Territory, where of
100,000 people, half are either Aboriginal or migrant. We
must accommodate to change in the Territory. We cannot approach
the majority of our people in Australia encouraging adaptation
to an ever increasing �ace of change and at the same time urge
the Aboriginal people to conserve their traditional ways and
resist change. It could not be done, even if it were desirable.
At the same time we cannot expect too rapid changes. Attributes
do not change easily. We must look at the time scales on which
it is realistic to expect major changes to take place because
very often we see things either on too short or too long a time
scale. In some cases we think we have time in hand where we do
not and at other times we believe that we can do things in a
short term that we simply cannot. If impatience is sometimes
counter-productive, laissez-faire can only invite disaster.
Change is coming to Aboriginal people, partly as a direct
result of education, partly as a result of other factors, for
example, the entry of the Aboriginal people into the money
economy, the acceptance of Western time systems, increasing ease
of travel, the influence of the media - the transistor radio
has proved to be a major instrument for social revolution over
the last 20 years. Even advances in health services have
unforeseen consequences because as a result of improvements in
health there is now not only an increased population in Aboriginal
communities but a different age distribution. The populations
are growing younger and this is bound to have an effect on the
needs and the aspirations of the people who make up those
communities. Questions are being asked in societies where

Dr James Eedle is the Director of the Northern Territory
Branch of the Aust:ralian Education Departmento
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questioning was never encouraged: this must threaten the
established system. We may well reach the point that is
clearly evident in the island of Malta, where an increasing
number of parents are dependent economically on their children,
who are more educated and employed at higher levels. This
requires a great deal of understanding and accommodation on
both sides.
Against this background, what sorts of people are needed as
teachers? The basic requirement is for both white and black
teachers who are able to adjust their programmes to the local
needs without losing their general perspective. To achieve
this they have to seek opinion from the people that they are
trying to serve. More must be done to ensure that Aboriginal
people are asked how they see their needs and their future
before programmes are drawn up in detail. Teachers, too,
must increasingly consider the needs over the whole range of
ages. The time has gone when schools could turn out the young
sters at 14 or 15 and believe it was somebody else's respons
ibility then to pick them up and train them and employ them.
All too frequently responsibility for adult education and
training lies in different hands to that of school education
and this makes articulation over the life span unnecessarily
difficult.
Let me attempt to list the qualities required by teachers
going into rural schools. First of all, goodwill, a wish to
serve while not losing perspective, not losing balance.
Tolerance and respect for others, while remaining firm to his
own values and being secure in his own society. Gregariousness,
the ability to mix easily with both white and black. Realism,
to temper the idealism, and here I warn against an insidious
paternalism which seems to be creeping back into some attitudes
towards Aboriginal people. The next attribute required of a
teacher is stamina. Teaching in rural areas in a different
culture with not many of the nicities of town life is hard work.
Teachers in these communities are always on display, they are
never off duty, whatever they do in or out of school is observed.
Next, persistence, the will to persevere. Resiliance, to
survive disappointment. Self-sufficiency; too few people going
to small remote areas have the ability to live with themselves,
to be sufficient unto themselves when they are a long way from
artificial entertainment. Initiative, the ability to capitalise
when the opportunities do occur. Humility, a willingness to
learn: it is all too easy for young teachers to be deluded into
a sense of power in a rural community because they are amongst
the most educated (in the western sense) people in that community,
they tend to feel that they have responsibility, power and
influence among the people they are serving which is quite
disproportionate to their years and their experience. For that
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reason I would ask that as far as possible teachers going into
these remoter areas have a broader base of experience; ideally
they ought to be somewhat older people, preferably people whose
experience has not been limited to work in education. This
requirement could be met by encouraging more mature entries
into the teaching profession. With experience comes a soundness
of judgement; judgement of one's self, judgement of the people
one is trying to serve, judgement of the education authorities,
which can lead to a compassionate involvement without inter
ference and advice without prescription. Underlying all this
must be the confidence that arises from being professionally
competent. (I ndeed I sometimes feel that some of the teachers
now emerging from the five year training courses are not markedly
inferior to those that used to come out of the two year courses) .
If these are necessary attributes, what are the desirable skills?
First of all the very real direct skills of being self-sufficient,
self-sufficient professionally and self-sufficient personally in
order to be able to conduct one's own life and the school
programme. Of professional skills I have no doubt in my own
mind the most important is the ability to teach English as a
second language and as a foreign language. There is no class
of children in the whole of the Northern Territory where every child
has English as its mother tongue, either because they are
Aboriginal or because they belong to one of the other 50 nation
alities living in the Territory.
I would like to see more teachers more skilled in dealing with a
greater range of age and particularly more teachers able to
influence mature men in the communities to accept education as
being for them and not just "kid's stuff". We have turned out of
schools in Aboriginal conununities over the past years a number
of people who have half completed courses or who now need to
re-enter the education system. I have often thought that what we
need is a sort of institution that we could call a "drop-in for
drop-outs", where we could offer an informal approach to people
who have started but never finished, or never got as far as they
need to get. Another very important skill is to recognise modest
handicap, physical and mental. In Central Australia anything
between 15 and 60 per cent of children are markedly hearing
impaired: there is also a problem of trachoma, causing visual
impairment. These are problems of respiratory infections. We
have no precise instruments for measuring mental capacity and
mental shortcomings. I am concerned that a number of children
have not benefitted as they could from school because the teacher
did not recognise that they could not quite hear him, or could
not quite see and so allowed them to fall behind.
Finally, what other attributes are necessary for teachers in
rural schools? A certain amount of knowledge, a knowledge of the
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local history, of anthropology and anthropological principles,
some elements of linguistics, and preferably a smattering of
language of the people that he is going to serve. There is
nothing like an attempt to speak somebody else's language to win
goodwill: it does not have to be perfect, the fact that an
attempt is made is indicative of the underlying interest in the
people. A knowledge of tropical hygiene is most important
in the Territory, as is some knowledge of the aims and ambitions
of the children and the parents. The Federal Minister for
Education reproached me the other day, saying that during a
visit to one of our Aboriginal colleges he had asked two
students what they wanted to be. One said he would like to be
a fireman and the other said she would like to be a nurse.
The Minister followed this up and found that the courses that
were being provided meant that in the present circumstances it
would be quite impossible for either of those students to enter
either of those occupations. It does seem, therefore, that even
though we do not see schooling as being exclusively vocational
training, we ought at least to bear in mind that if we are
promoting schooling as helpful towards a useful life in the
modern society, it has to be directed positively to that end.
How do we acquire these paragons of teachers such as I have
described? At present we employers are on a buyer's market
and increasingly we are able to specify our requirements and
expect to have our requirements met. If the best service is
to be provided, it is important that the special skills and
attributes that are required for working in Aboriginal
communities should be developed and then put to the best use.
To this end I would support the suggestion made last year for
a national force of teachers for Aboriginal schools. It is not
easy to create a cadre of high quality teachers when the over
all numbers required nationally are relatively small and there
fore career prospects are relatively limited. But if we could
move across State boundaries and develop a national Aboriginal
teaching service it would make it that much larger and we would
have some of the benefits of scale.

l

I believe the teachers' organisations have some contribution
to make towards ensuring the high quality of teachers, too, by
developing themselves as a self-regulating profession with the
courage to weed out those who are inadequate. If the teachers'
unions are to perform as professional units then they have to
take the unpopular decisions as well and not leave them all to
the employing authority.
In the Northern Territory we must recognise that most of our
teachers should come from interstate. We would not benefit in
such a small system by the incestuous production of the bulk of
our teachers from within our own population. We will be
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shopping on the national market for a long time yet. We have
already begun to develop this systematically. Teachers for the
Northern Territory are already being produced at Bendigo;
Torrens and Mount Lawley are beginning to help from next year.
The CTS scholars who are being prepared in these colleges to
serve in the Northern Territory will follow a prescribed
course, including the teaching of English as a second language,
social psychology and anthropology. We will maintain contact
with these students while they are in training; they will do
their teaching practice in the Territory, we shall supply them
with all our publications and arrange for visits to the
colleges by Territory staff.
We are also endeavouring to improve the quality of teachers in
the Territory by an ambitious progranune of induction courses,
although it is very difficult to do in three weeks what the
colleges have not done in five years. The style of the
induction will probably be changed next year, by the institution
of short induction courses before teachers go to their schools
for the first time followed by a longer course during the first
vacation, so enabling the course to be done against a background
of practical experience. Teachers must then be backed up
on a continuing basis by inservice training. There would be
much merit in devising inservice training to provide a series
of cumulative credits leading to a further qualification
because it is very difficult to ask teachers to give up
vacation periods for inservice training if the sum of the
parts is nil, where however many courses you go on it adds
up to nothing. We must also maintain good conditions of service
to encourage good quality staff to offer their services, even if
they come to the Territory only for a finite time. I believe,
too, that we can encourage teachers to rise to the occasion by
delegating more authority locally. Over the last year I have
nominated the Principals of the larger schools in Aboriginal
communities as local education advisors, responsible not only
for the teaching in the school but also for co-ordinating the
work in the bilingual programme and the adult education and
being generally my representative in that community, relating
directly to the Regional Education Advisers. My aim is to
provide support without suffocation, allowing local initiatives
within policy guidelines.
One major problem in the Territory is the lack of continuity
of staff and even that may be easing. Another difficulty is
that of providing educational services to fragmenting communities,
as tribal people return to their homelands. Then again we are
confronted with a bureaucratic mentality which cannot easily
distinguish education from forms of governmental involvement.
So far my comments have related primarily to non-Aboriginal
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teachers but, a s I said last year, the longer term solution
lies in the production of an adequate number of Aboriginal
teachers. This is the key to longer term stability; this is the
key, too, to the acceptance of education in the communities,
provided it does not lead to apartheid. I doubt the wisdom of
single race staffs, black or white. As Margaret Mead said
on Monday Conference a couple of weeks ago, once you begin to
draw apart in that way, what you have is not a multi-cultural
society, it is a fragmented society. Achimota School in Ghana,
has as its coat of arms a section of a piano keyboard. When
its first Principal and Vice Principal - a Scotsman and a
Ghanaian, Fraser and Aggrey devised it in 1925, they declared
that music could not be drawn from a piano by using the white
notes or the black notes alone; only when both are played
together is the potential of the instrument realised.
We must produce more Aboriginal teachers locally, and we can
do so. We have begun at Batchelor ; we are starting at Ti Tree
next year and we are hoping that we can come to some arrange
ments with Torrens and Townsville to help us out as well.
What qualities would employers look for from Aboriginal teachers?
First among them is a strength of character, because an
Aboriginal teacher working in his own community has to
accommodate to a whole range of pressures that are not brought.
upon the non-Aboriginal. The non-Aboriginal is an outsider,
and while this can have some disadvantages it also relieves
him of local family and social pressures. An Aboriginal
teacher needs that much more strength to be able to resolve
his position in his own society while he is purveying a western
style of education. coupled with that is common-sense and
an ability to take advantage of the local circumstances as they
arise. I would see Aboriginal teachers developing in the style
of the French "animateur" becoming the local force for progress
while not necessarily leading from the front but rather
exerting influence, not only in education but in health, welfare
and development generally . The establishment in the Northern
Territory of a School of community Health, Education and Welfare,
where Departments pool resources to train Aboriginal health
workers, Aboriginal teachers, Aboriginal social welfare
assistants and others is a step in this direction. Finally,
Aboriginal teachers have to indicate that they believe that
teaching is a job for men. In saying this I do not disparage
the contribution of women to education, but it is important for
Aboriginal children, particularly at present, to see models of
success; one of these would be to see a substantial number of
Aboriginal male teachers as well as female. Staffing restrict
ions do not make progress easy but I hope that if the National
Strategy for Aboriginal Employment canes into being, then we
ought to be able to double our present number of 300 Aboriginal
teachers.
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More urgency i s needed i n training Aboriginal teachers.
We must take chances. If we wait for the appropriate time
to come before allowing Aboriginal people to move into
positions of influence and authority, the time will never be
ripe. A White Paper on Education in Nigeria in 1949 said
that by the year 2000 a few Nigerians might well hold senior
positions; of course the country was independent eleven years
later. There is not the same intense motivation here, but we
could nevertheless usefully adopt the United Nations' principle
of counterpart staff, understanding at higher levels with a
conunitment that within a given target period they would take
over these positions.
Another move which I believe to be important is for teachers'
organisations to accept Aboriginal teachers as members. The
Northern Territory Teachers' Federation at its annual conference
this week is discussing associate membership for Aboriginal
teaching assistants. Aboriginal teachers must feel that they
are part of the overall teaching force.
It is possible, then, to state with some precision the require
ments for teachers who will work with Aboriginal students.
The next step is to examine the means by which such teachers
are produced initially and supported professionally later.
Having brought teachers together at two national conferences,
there is a strong case now for a meeting to consider the
selection and work of those teacher educators and advisors who
prepare students to work with Aboriginal people and provide
professional support through inservice programmes. This would
help to ensure a common approach throughout Australia and make
possible the highest quality of service to Aboriginal
communities.
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DERBY

Sr . Leone Col lins
I feel a need to establish what I consider is the role of the
Principal - and I speak from experience in the primary school
only - experience gained in a semi-tribal situation, non-tribal
situation, multi-racial situation and, at present, where a
number of the children cane from the Kimberley outback, are fran
the non-tribal town groupings or are European _ This may help to
broaden or provide awareness of the various situations the
teacher is expected to cope with.
I think the Principal has to:
1. Act as a leader of professionals and paraprofessionals com
mitted to the education of children . Included here are teachers,
teacher aides and auxiliary staff such as various advisory
personnel, social worker, liaison officer , school nurse and dental
therapist.
2. See that the pupils enrolled at the school receive the edu
cation they have a right to. These may include children whose
families:
are long-term business proprietors ;
have been born and bred in the town or surrounding districts,
make up what I call the floating population - mauily government
personnel who are in the town for a period of a few months to
two or three years.
3 . Respond in an appropriate way to the parents of the local
community, where we may find :
those who have had the opportunity of lengthy education, with
high expectations of their children and very ambitious for their
future ;
those born in the area with a minimal period of education, yet
ambitious for their children ;
parents who have not had the opportunity of any schooling and,
therefore, have little or no understanding and appreciation of
the school ;
those whose concept of the school differs from our own, and which
often canes across to us as the parents having no interest in
their children.
The Principal then becanes a catalyst, for after listening to and
discovering the needs of the children and the desi.res, hopes and
fears of the parents, there is the necessity to bring the staff
to the point of sensitivity that provides the climate for the
personal development of all individuals.
sister Leone Collins is Principal of Holy Rosary Primary School,
Derby, WoA u
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Now, that is how I see the role of the Principal developing in the
primary school . Feel free to differ and I "d be delighted to hear
from anyone who does. Because of what I have said about the
Principal, the following are my expectations of new staff:
a)

Skill in getting one's message across �

b)

Concern for the personal self-development of the childrenr

c) To accept the challenge of developing creativity and
initiative.
EXPECTATIONS OF NEW STAFF :
Skill in getting one's message across
What does it mean? It means the teacher must be thoroughly prof
essional, must know what he is about and how to get there.
Therefore, classroom management is an essential part of teacher
competence . Firstly, the teacher must feel confident that the
training received has provided all the skills and techniques to
equip him for the organization of himself and. t he classroom .
Experience will deepen one's awareness and competence but
experience is associated with time, and the teacher new to a class
room cannot afford time gaining experience in order to become
reasonably skillful in knowing how to organize the classroom. To
be faced with thirty healthy, and hopefully, eager new youngsters
is a challenge to any teacher, particularly, when some or the
majority are of a culture new to the experience of the teacher .
A head full of theory will not provide the answer to the question,
..What do I do with them? '' If there are half-a-dozen hyperactive
youngsters used to the freedom of the ranges one can expect
problems if one does not know how to organize the class.
If there is one or more than one minority group in the classroom
there will be the added necessity to adapt the curriculum accor
dingly. One can only do this when one first of all knows the
basic curriculum, is well versed in the language arts and methods
of teaching.
Quite possibly there will be a teacher aide in the classroom
waiting eagerly to assist the new teacher. rt � s also likely the
teacher aide knows the children and the routine of the day and
will be helpful because of this, but if the teacher is unable to
take control of the situation and settle all to work within a
short time the children will have sensed the lack in the authority
figure and respond accordingly.
The teacher aide can be a dynamic force in the classroom, suppor
tive, informative and act as an intermediary. To function in this
way the teacher aide needs td feel the security in the knowledge
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and skill of the teacher, for it is the teacher who holds the
responsibility of the children , not the teacher aide.
I feel the need for particular emphasis on this aspect of classroom
management . Skillful use of one 's own strengths and weaknesses
as well as those of the aide can result in powerful teamwork but
this cannot be developed if the teacher is unable to demonstrate
method and direct his assistant accordingly. Without the
-nowledge of basic method there can be no adaptation and no
foundation for team work.
Often the teacher aide will be of the same cultural background as
the children and this comnon link will be noticed by the teacher.
A knowledge of sociology and anthropology will be supportive here
but this situation can provide a challenge for the use of class
room management skills.
The remark has been heard more than once caning from teacher
aides - "They give us the duds! " (I disagree with the label) .
Perhaps it' s true because the teacher thinks the cultural link is
the answer - that maybe part of it, but it is not the total
answer - the know how is vitally important. Whether the Aide is
given the "duds" or those who are able to cope, the know how is
still most important for the Aide, therefore a must for the
teacher.
The teacher must be well prepared in order to be well o:rganized
throughout the day and unless the basic knowledge of how to go
about things is part of one , new challenges will frustrate and
disappoint.
A further aspect of this area of classroom management is that of
be ing able to relate with children and to develop quickly a good
rapport fran the word "go" .
PERSONAL SELF DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD
An essential role of the teacher expected by parents, children
and principals is that of self-development of the child . Centred
on discipline, self-development, beginning in the early months
of infancy and continuing throughout l ife , must be nurtured in
the child if he or she is to solve difficulties in later life .
In working through mistakes as they occur, the child should be
able to f ind support and direction from the teacher , Some
teachers fear using disciplinary methods in case they damage the
child . Fear of a different culture may cause a teacher to with
hold discipl ine at a time when the child needs it, but this will
not present any great difficulty if the teacher is aware of the
problems a child experiences at the merging of two cultures and
is sensit ive to the child being a child, therefore, needing
direction.
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Every child has to take his place eventually in a society that at
any time may be hostile or kind. For some , after school years,
it may be to return to the seene of the tribal life but for others
the unknown lands of the broader world may attract. Not one of
us is justified in making a judgement of what the future holds for
any one of the children we teach. So we have to prepare the
children as best we can to cope with either style of living. If
we keep this in mind the children will not become "experimental
objects" for the radical teacher .
Children have a keen sense of justice and ready acceptance of each
at the level he is at, is a must for every teacher. Not an easy
task but a vitally important one.
CREATIVITY AND INITIATIVE
A challenge for every teacher is that of providing scope for
children to use and develop their natural abilities and
initiative. No matter whether the child comes from the Kimberley
outback, one of Australia's big cities or from overseas, each has
something that makes him unique, therefore important. The develop
ment of initiative, of creativity and originality can be a question
mark for a teacher. Is it worth it? Can I cope with the
individual who displays such qualities? Or must each child fit
into a mould?
A sympathetic understanding of children experiencing the problems
of adapting to new ways opened up by the merging of cultures is
a quality desired in every teacher coming to a school where such
a situation occurs. The knowledge gained through anthroplogy and
sociology will be the supporting factor for this teacher.
CONCLUSION
:

.

In conclusion, I point to classroom management - method in how to
organize oneself , the children, teacher aide and maybe a willing
parent who lends a hand with reading .
This is the plea consistently heard from teacher, aide and student
- provide basic method that fits one to teach.
Perhaps you are conscious of the absence of the word "aboriginal " 7
Does it leave an unanswered question in your mind?
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M I L I NG IMB I

David Mcclay
What do we expect of new staff . • • ? OR What would we like to be
able to expect of new staff? These are two very different things .
I'm going to talk about the latter, the ideal situation in which
I get what I want.
New staff are often unprepared for the task they face. Some learn
quickly and cope but others are overwhelmed by the task and make
few positive contributions to the education of the children in
their care. We can probably all think of teachers whose influence
on the children has even been quite damaging .
My own viewpoint is that of a Principal working in a remote school
catering for primarily Aboriginal children. It is bil ingual and
bicultural but my comments are more general and could apply to
most schools where there are Aboriginal children in the Northern
Territory at least.
Let's look at the progress of a not untypical first year teacher
in an Aboriginal school in the Northern Territory - Mr. or Ms.
"New Teacher". New Teacher arrives full of enthusiasm, bright
eyed, naive, - the great moment has arrived - the culmination of
several years preparation, the realization often of many dreama .
New Teacher sets to work with a will often plunging into language
study at the same time as setting up a class. The Principal, of
course, is run off his feet and has little time to help New
Teacher especially since at least half of his staff could well be
new.
By the middle of the first term New Teacher has hit rock bottom,
The climate has often been hard to take , the insect life has
caused legs to swell and ulcerate; the children don' t seem to
respond to anything offered and they are hard to communicate with :
the parents are distant figures :!impossibly remote and seemingly
uninterested; the active social life New Teacher led before has
given way to long periods of loneliness and isolation ; the language
is impossible to learn and why bother anyway .
This, I believe, is the crucial make or break point. Some new
teachers at this stage start to take a more realistic view of
their work and of themselves , start to find out who can help them,
start to find ways of coping . It is very much a case of "work
out your own salvation". others, however, thrash around in this
morass never coming to grips with their j ob and ultimately resign
or transfer after a year .
David Mcclay is Principal of Milingimbi Primary School,
Milingimbi, Northern Territoryo
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There are several qualities I see as highly desirable for new
staff if they are going to be able to get up and "work out their
own salvation". Some are personal qualities. others are depen
dent on training.
Firstly, I would expect that a new teacher should be able to cope
adequately in his own society. Some young people simply cannot
relate to other people from their own culture. I have met
teacher trainees who are totally unskilled in the delicate field
of interpersonal conununication - the sort of person who just
doesn't know how to carry on a conversation. Such a person will
nearly always be ineffectual in an Aboriginal conununity. A
certain gregariousness is necessary.
Worse still is the sort of person with all sorts of personal
hangups and problems. I met one young teacher recently who
related his past history to me which started with drugs, went
through the occult to witchcraft and one to a very unorthodox
branch of christianity. Now I'm not arguing for short back and
sides or middle of the road politics . But I am asking that new
teachers, young teachers going outside their own culture to work
with people of another culture at least be on the road to
maturity, at least be basically sound, well adjusted people.
Social misfits have no place in our schools. There will be
plenty of time to develop mild eccentricities after 20years of
teaching .
Secondly, I would expect that new staff caning into a school are
positively motivated towards teaching Aboriginal children . We
still get the occasional teacher who finds himself or herself in
an Aboriginal conununity only to discover that he or she has no
empathy with Aboriginals and no desire to teach them. Some
harbour latent racist attitudes. For example, a teacher may be
hardworking and conscientious in the classroom but then will not
allow the children to approach her house let alone in it . Is it
not possible to identify these people and steer them away from
Aboriginal communities? Far more subtle and conunon however is
the teacher with such a strong ethrocentric outlook that he is
not able to view Aboriginal children and their society dis
passionately. The tragedy with this sort of teacher is that he
can ' t see what is wrong. To those around him who observe hls,
thrashing around, his search for "solutions" , his setting up of
scapegoats for the mess he is in it is all too obvious. His
view is unrealistic, it is hopelessly biased and subjective.
Yet the teacher can't see that. He judges the other society
always from his own elevated viewpont and always finds it
wanting. Such a person may initially think he is motivated
towards teaching Aboriginal children yet after a short space of
time New Teacher will decide that the children can't be educated
and will simply give up. Very rarely does such a person trace
the problems back to himself . I remember one teacher we had who
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lasted 6 weeks, before he resigned. This fellow had worked in
Mexico but decided they were "spoilt". He then trained for 3
years with the aim of teaching Aboriginals who were presumably
"unspoilt" people. Milingimbi came as a shock. He left
chastened but still clinging to his dream - he was off to the
Pacific Islands where he had heard Paradise was located.
(Needless to say he had a rich father who bought him out of bonds
and gave him airline tickets and other nice things). New
Teacher then should display a sincere and genuine interest in
children and in teaching Aboriginal children. He should under
stand what that means before arrival and preferably by having
had sane practise teaching experience in the sort of school he
hopes to teach in.
Thirdly, I would expect that new staff have had professional
training in basic teaching skills. Now all College staff
staff present will, I suspect, groan to themselves and say,
"but of course we do this, of course we give them training in
the basic areas". Good : But why is it then that so many young
teachers seem to have so few skills at their disposal? I
expect a new teacher should be able to teach reading . He should
have a theoretical background and plenty of different practical
approaches. He should understand the nature of literacy
especially since he could find himself helping an Aboriginal
teacher develop a reading programme in the vernacular. The new
teacher must have training in the techniques of teaching
English as a second language. Oral English is all important.
If a teacher is going to work in the Northern Territory with
Aboriginal children it is no good to think of himself as say an
Art teacher or a Physical Education teacher. All teachers
should have this knowledge of the principles of TESL. Many
others should specialize in it.
Maths and social studies - these are the other basic areas a
teacher must have training in. As well as instructional method
I would see training in "curriculum design" as being important in other words a teacher should be able to start from scratch
and build up a teaching progranme if the conditions demand it conditions such as a poorly organized remote school or say a 1
or 2 teacher school in a remote area with few resources. A
teacher needs to be a kind of magician - a showman with an in
finite supply of tricks up his sleeve. His training should
supply him with those tricks.
Fourthly, I would expect that new staff would have a degree of
sensitivity for people. More and more, in the Northern Territory,
at least, "Working in a school with Aboriginal children" implies
working with Aboriginal adults - with Aboriginal teachers and
teaching assistants. In my own school we have 12 Aboriginal
Teaching Assistants whose average length of time teaching in
the school is 6 years. The average length of time teaching of
the 12 European classroom teachers is 2 years.

So often I see the situati on of a young teacher coming int o the
s chool. New Teacher is fresh out of College - fo r 3 years he
has been t raining but now its the real thing - a class of his
own and those wi th thei r sleeves full of magi cians t ricks are
ready to perform. And suddenly I ' m down on them telling them t o
slow down, t o back o ff even, to wo rk with and throug h thei r
Abo riginal co-wo rke r . This comes as a blow to many young
teachers. They have simply not been prepared to work in with
anot her person let alone a person who may appear so shy , so
quiet , so passive. Why not take over? Why not get t his class
moving ? And how easily a ba rrier can go up between teache r and
teacher - t he one t rained formally in an academic sense, the
ot he r t rained on the job and having a whole array o f skills and
knowledge that may go unnoti ced and untapped. The new teacher
then should be prepared to work with Abo riginal staff. In one
sense he may be training t he Aboriginal tea che r. But a
relationship of tea cher-t rainee is not a healt hy one to adopt
in most cases, especially when the so -called "t rainee " may have
been wo rking for 5 - 10 years al ready and the "teacher" is in
his fi rst yea r,
This ability t o relate to ot he r people was touched on in my
fi rst point - he re I re fer speci fi cally to the ability to
relate to Aboriginal people. Recently one of my teachers came
to see me about her class . Attendan ce was way down and to use
he r wo rds "she was at the end of he r tet her''. I asked who the
children were who we re not coming and then asked he r to list
the parents. As I suspected she didn 't know. What I suggested
that one o f t he most positive things she could do to improve
attendan ce in he r class was to get to know the pa rents of the
child ren she taug ht, the reply was " I 'm no good at that sort of
thing. I have t rouble talking to people. I just wouldn �t know
what to say ." Now that was from a teacher in he r 3rd year of
teaching . She is planning to keep on working with Aboriginal
child ren . But she has no intenti on of interacting wit h the
community outside the s chool. She claims to be un able t o do so.
Lastly, I would expe ct that a new teache r s hould be well on t he
way to a reali zation of his own ethnocent ri sm and well on the
way to reducing it. In other words New Teac her should be aware
o f the othe r cultu re and have a positive regard for it . This
is an area in whi ch basi c training can help a lot. New Teacher
should be given t raining in language learning techniques. He
should have been helped through that mental block that most o f
us have that says language learning is an impossibility fo r me .
(Yet of course not impossible for 30 children t o whom he is
going to teach a se cond language). It is also important to help
the new teacher unde rstand the nature of bilingualism and
un derstand the problems the sec ond language learne r faces .
Aboriginal studi es is an obvious area . But not just a purely
t heo retical study of the ideali zed traditional li fe . The study
should in clude contempo ra ry li festyles and issues.
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A third area could be a study of Western culture pinpointing our
own attitudes, values, customs, idiosyncrasies and absurdities.
The aim then would be to help New Teacher respond positively to
the diversity of behaviour he will encounter in the cross
cultural situation. New Teacher should have as one of his major
aims that he will assist children to maintain and extend
identification with and pride in the mother culture (hopefully
this will also include the mother language). New Teacher should
approach his work with this bicultural outlook.
!

In summary then, the qualities I would expect in a new teacher
going to work with Aboriginal children are:
1. The ability to cope with his own society.
good mental health.
2.

A teacher with

A genuine and sincere interest in Aboriginal children.

3. Sound prdfessional and academic training in basic subjects
at least.
4.

Sensitivity to people.

5.

Cultural awareness.
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WALG ETT

Laurie Craddock

Where new staff are concerned, I believe there are some things
we can reasonably take for granted. Obviously we would expect
that a teacher fresh from college would have received a liberal
education, and have a basic knowledge of teaching techniques.
The ones that I would like to focus on are , I believe, those
most crucial for success, and the ones where the greatest weak
nesses are manifested .
I have some sympathy for the training institutions . They are
often unjustly criticized for shortcomings that are not really
theirs . Studies such as that done in Annidale in 1972 show how
hard it is to produce permanent attitudinal change in student
teachers. Nonetheless colleges can sensitize students to
important issues and lay the foundations for professional
development .
The teaching-learning process is an interaction. Where Aboriginal
children are concerned an empathetic relationship between
teacher and learner is essential . Because success is unlikely
without it there are implications for teacher education estab
lishments .
Young teachers ought to:
1 . Be aware of cultural difference, especially in relation to
social mores, and its effects on education ,
2 . Be aware that socially disadvantaged groups often have
psychological problems of adjustment ;
3 . Have a determination to accept each pupil , conununicate
positive regard, be tolerant ; and,
4.

Have attained relative personal maturity .

The second area in which I believe teacher preparation can be
significantly improved is in the development of professionalism.
In recent years I have had contact with a large number of
American teachers. One feature of good American teachers that
stands out is their professionalism . Australian teachers,
especially since the Vietnam war period, tend to be dedicated
and rate highly on idealism, but dedication and idealism do not
quite equate with professionalism .
I do not intend to essay on professionalism, but I would like to
see in young teachers , internalized attitudes that would see
Laurie Craddock i s Principal of Wal gett Primary School ,
Wal gett , N . s . w.
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1.

Seeking proper advice from other professional persons ,

2. Researching questions e. g. from the available literature, and
experimenting where necessary to find answers ,
3. Realising that the way they were taught was not necessarily
the best or only way 1
4. Presenting themselves to their clients as professionals ,
which implies having s ome regard for the clients expectations in
everything from dress to behaviour, and
5 . Having a far better understand ing of the relationship of the
school to its conmunity than is presently the case, and the
implications of this relationship for curriculum.
There are obvious implications in the forgoing for teacher
education bodies and for departments responsible for continuing
education.
One final matter needs attention. We talk a lot about screening
and we certainly need to do something about screening teachers
who are go ing to work with Aboriginal children. Colleges need
to refer relevant material about ex-students to the employ ing
authorities. over a three-year period colleges can surely assess
the developing maturity level of the student teacher and make a
succinct statement to the employing authority. I will not accept
that employing authorities cannot at least have a quick assess
ment made by e. g. a principal, on potential appointees to the
more sensitive educational areas. Of course some potential good
teachers w ill be screened out , and some will still get through
who should not , but the nett result must be a better staffing of
arguably, the nations most significant schools.

4.TEdCHEA PAEPdAdTIOn
FOR dBOAIGlndL
EDUC dTIOn

I

I

I
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BEND I GO STAT E COLL EGE
Len Hall

In Victoria teachers are trained for service in the Aboriginal
context as :
1.

2.
3.

Resource Teachers with the Victorian Education Department.
These teachers are placed in schools of high or
significant Aboriginal population to assist the children
with their special educational difficulties, to act as
liaison between the school and its teachers on the one
hand, and the Aboriginal parents and community on the
other, and to assist teachers in the schools with irore
effective teaching about Aborigines.
Teachers with the C. T. S. to teach in the Northern
Territory.
Teachers who will teach about Aborigines.

The Aboriginal community seeks to gain fully qualified
Aboriginal teachers alongside non-Aboriginal teachers in the
schools. To that end, they seek admission to Victorian
colleges to enable them to undertake the same Diploma of
Teaching, on the same terms, as is done by the non-Aboriginal
student. · The only concession sought (and granted by most
colleges) is in the area of special Aboriginal entry.
Almost all colleges make no special distinction within the
course for students intending to follow a special interest in
the Aboriginal context. Apart from some colleges conducting
short units on "Aborigines" , little more is attempted. The
Victorian Division of the C. T.S. recognises this, and issues
its students with a special bibliography on Aboriginal Education,
which it recommends the students should follow up personally.
Bendigo C.A.E. is the only college which is the exception, so
I propose to limit this description to what Bendigo does.
In general, the deliberations and reports of the two major
Conferences-Seminars-Workshops on Aboriginal Education : Canberra 1973
Adelaide 1976

have formed the charter of the blue print for the development
of what happens at Bendigo in courses in Aboriginal Education.
1.

(a)

Courses

Pre-Service
All students may, many do, and all C.T.S. students must

Len Hall i s a Lecturer at Bendigo State College o
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select from the course elements available, those which are
directly televant to teaching in an Aboriginal situation .
They are: ( i)
A major ( 3 year study) in Social Science Education
which includes:
studies in Ethnicity, Race and Race Relations
contact history
- Aboriginal Studies ( a full year)
- Aboriginal language elements
and may include:
group dynamics: study of the pressures in
isolated communities.
( ii) A major study in Education which includes:
- Teaching English as a Second Language
Remedial Teaching

( iii) A Sub-major ( 2 year study) in English which includes:
Primary School Language Arts
the study of Language
( iv) A single ( 1 year) unit in Mathematics Education
( v)
Practical Teaching Experience including
- possibility of teaching in an Aboriginal situation
in second year
teaching in an Aboriginal situation in third year,
at least once .

(b)

(i)

In Service
At present approved on the V . I.C. Master Plan and
undergoing the accreditation process for commence
ment in 1978, the post-graduate Diplana in Aboriginal
Education
This is to provide:
(a) a program of study to enable teachers who are
equipped as above, and who have a demonstrable
interest in the area of Aboriginal education
to extend their canpetence in order to under
take more effective responsibility in this area ,
( b) a qualification for teachers in a career
structure requiring a fourth year of study the qualification to be equal in vigour and
status to other similar fourth year qualifi
cations;
At the moment, teachers in the Aboriginal
context in Victoria in this situation are
required to undertake irrelevant studies, out
side their inmediate field of interest and
practice, if they are to acquire a qualifi-
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cation that is recognised. This PGI,
provides the relevant qualification.

CORE STUDIES:
Aboriginal Australia
Cross-Cultural Psychology
Introduction to Language
Curriculum Development
Teaching English as a Second Language
Language, Reading and Reading Disability

OPTIONAL ( 2) :
Human Relations in Educational Administration
Social Policy and Education
Aboriginal Art, Music and Dance
Field Experience for students without practical
experience in an Aboriginal context1 or Special
Theoretical study for others.

2.

People-centred

As in other culture studies carried out in the Department
of Social Science Education, it is recognised that it is
impossible to carry out a valid culture study in Aboriginal
Australia without the students coming into direct sustained
personal contact with Aboriginal people from a wide
diversity of Aboriginal situations. Since the main aim of
the culture study on Aboriginal Australia is to enable the
prospective teacher to discover something about himself
and his personal reactions to Aboriginal situations, and
to enable him to develop attitudes appropriate for a teacher
who is either going to teach Aborigines or is going to
teach about Aborigines, there is no other way whereby this
might be done with validity. It is primarily an emotive
rather than an intellectual matter.
Means
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

used are:
teaching practice in Aboriginal situations
field work in Aboriginal situations
Aboriginal visitors to the College to meet with and
talk to students
These three aspects together are the laboratory of the
culture study of Aboriginal Australia.

3.

Teacher Training for Aborigines

This particularly concerns the training of Aboriginal
teachers for communities of distinctively Aboriginal people,
usually of low Europeanisation . Bendigo does not concern
itself with this activity. However, by the Special
Aboriginal Entry Scheme, Aboriginal people are enabled to
enrol for the normal Diploma of Teaching (Primary) . Under
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the N.E. A. T. Schem e, a tutor is engaged by the
adJni n� stration, to act a s sp ecial tutor to th ese stud ent s.
In a�dition, two staff m embers have duti es a s Counsell pr s
to Aboriginal stud ent s.
4.

S taff:
(a )

;( b)

(c )

Teacher Ed�cators

Aborigi nal l?E'opl e in th e teaching team
Thi s n eed is r ecogni sed by the Coll eg e. It was one
of the earliest factors to be introduc ed when
these cour ses fir s� s�rt ed some year s ago . Whilst
it ha s always been recogni sed that it wa s nec essary,
ultimatel y, to have a f ull tim e Aborigi nal staff
member, it i s onl y r ec ently that th e Coll eg e ha s
initiat ed po sitive st ep s toward s achi eving th is end.
It ha s al so tak en step s to secur e the appointm ent
of an Aborigi nal R esource P er son/Trainee. An
important program for involvi ng Abor iginal peopl e
in th e teaching team over th e year s ha s been th e
Aboriginal vi sitor s schem e, whereby 6-8 Abor ig inal
p eople fran diverse Aborigi nal situation s ar e invit ed
each year to the Coll eg e for var ying p er iod s of tim e.
While at the Colleg e they meet stud ents and t ell
them about their own per sonal lives as Aborigines,
and what i s impor tant to th em about being an
Aborigi ne, what i s sp ecial about being an Abor ig ine,
what i s valuabl e about being an Aborigine and what
i s diff ic ult about being an Aborigine.
The Colleg e now need s to direct it s att ent ion to
finding ways of including a tra ining element for the
Aboriginal vi sitor him self.
L ectur er s who are graduat es a s speciali sts in
Aboriginal Studi es and Education, g en erally do not
exi st :a s such, yet are required for th e courses. In
eff ect it m�ans appointing conc erned p eople whose
speciality. li�s �n alli ed di sciplin es (e.g.
ling ui stic s, an throl>Ology, hi story, sociolog y, etc .
etc . ) and who ar e teacher s, and, after appointment,
by con scio us and deliber ate �alleg e policy ,
enabling them to acquire the additional exp ert is e
they n eed. The d etail s o f thi s are pealt wi th in
(c ) following.
In g en eral, thi s progr am i s proceeding and an
incr easing number of staff have had direct personal
contact w ith Aborigina l Australia, probably a great er
proportion than any o th er Colleg e in Victor ia.
Each year, a number of staff, who ar e directl y
involved w ith stud ents pr epar ing for t eaching in
the Aboriginal cont ext, ar e k ept in per sonal touch
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with the Aboriginal situation.
( i)

Staff visit students who are doing their
teaching practice in Aboriginal schools.
They will sometimes visit Aboriginal schools
which do not yet have our students in them,
in order to look at the situation and try to
arrange for the school to become another of
our training schools. With the approval of
the appropriate state administrators, this has
been done in a number of schools in N. s.w. and
S.A.
Visits are also made to Aboriginal communities
in order to seek ways in which students may be
able to spend some time in those communities.
Staff are then involved in conducting student
residential field work in these communities.

These activities are invaluable means of keeping
staff members in personal touch with the
Aboriginal situation. The extent to which the
staff are able to do this, in many ways
determines the validity the course has in the
eyes of Aboriginal people and of Aboriginal
educators.

( ii) Exchange programs with teachers in Aboriginal
situations are recognised as desirable, and
there are staff in this College who would avail
themselves of such opportunities. (The College
is at present negotiating with the Education
Department of the Northern Territory to see how
such a program could be set up. )

( ii� There are Conferences, Workshops, Seminars, etc.
at which it is important that this College be
present. Indeed it is these workshops which,
in recent years, have hammered out the broad
policy guidelines and goals that colleges
engaged in Aboriginal Education try to work to.
In addition to the contributory content that a
staff member brings to such a workshop, attendance
and participation themselves provide an enrich
ing experience, and extend the expertise of the
College itself.

S
.

Evaluation

At present, in the absence of any reliable methods, this is
based on quite subjective personal judgements on how the
courses in general are meeting their aims. I t is, of course,
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acknowledged that the main aim is to enable students to
come face to face with themselves to enable them to
discover something about themselves and how they personally
react to the Aboriginal situation as persons and as
teachers. To do this, the course needs to provide
opportunities (the more, the better) , for each student to
meet with Aboriginal people and for each student to inter
act- in Aboriginal situations.
The course also needs to provide opportunities. for the
students · to share their experiences and . their reactions. to
those experiences. However, what· is,- experienced directly
needs to happen to a person who is accurately informed ·
about the Aboriginal situation. The course, therefore,
needs to provide a solid intellectual content, not only to
provide the accurate information, but . also to counteract
the usual misinformation most Australians have picked up
in their schooling and by living in the whi.te W0rld. The
course needs to be evaluated against these criteria, namely,
that it is providing students with the most possible, and
best quality experiences- of this nature.
6.

The following is- the pre-service course that is , undertaken
by all' C.T.s. students. who· come to the . College • . Non C.T.S.
students, of · course, may elect to do it too, and quite a
number do.
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7.

Conclusion

For the teacher, each Aboriginal situation is an individual
one. Ultimately the young teacher must make his own
adjustment to the situation he finds himself in. We
believe the college courses will help him to be able to
do it more easily. The graduating teacher needs to be
professionally prepared to adjust to teaching in a wide
variety of inter and cross-cultural situations , including
adult and community education. The fact that Aboriginal
situations are stressed in this aspect of this College's
training does not mean that the graduate is professionally
prepared for nothing else - nor should it. Actually, the
graduate thus prepared should be able to be also a highly
effective teacher in a mono-cultural, anglocentric teaching
situation in Victoria if he were to be placed there.
It is really teacher preparation for diversity ., i.e. that the
teacher has been prepar.ed by the development of appropriate
sensitivities and attitudes, to function in situations very
different from his own. Hence, for example, little attention
is given to intense examination of the Aborigines of the
north - the tribal - as distinct fran the urban Aborigines
of the south. Rather Aboriginal Australia, with its rich
diversity and variety, is the subject of study. One can fine
down dis tinctions, but, for purposes of teacher preparation,
we reject, for intense study, the distinction between north
and south, between one side of a river from another , and so
on, as being impractical , preferring to acknowledge that
there is a richness of Aboriginality in Australia amongst the
diversity of its expression - as, indeed, it always has been.
It is this that we seek to prepare a teacher to understand
and to handle in pre-service qualification, whether he is
teaching Aborigines directly or teaching about Aborigines.
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MOUNT LAWLEY COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION
John Sherwood

Until 1973, there was no specialised training of teachers for
Aboriginal education in Western Australia. The Aboriginal
Teacher Education Program (ATEP) was established at Mount
Lawley College of Advanced Education (then a Teachers College)
to develop a variety of pre-service and in-service programs
for Aboriginal education.
Aboriginal Studies at Mount Lawley College of Advanced
Education is taught within the context of Intercultural
Studies, which offers students insights from the experiences
and needs of a variety of ethnic minorities in Australia
and overseas, and the development of educational approaches
which are appropriate for cultural and linguistic differences
in pupils. Intercultural Studies is based on a recognition
that Australia is a multicultural society, and that teachers
and pupils should be made aware of this in every area of the
curriculum, both in content and in interpersonal relationships.
School systems and teacher training institutions must change
to initiate and develop that awareness, and to develop
education which is directly relevant to members of different
ethnic groups.
Both Aboriginal and migrant conununities must be included in an
intercultural (or multicultural) approach. Any program which
emphasises Aboriginal or migrant issues while ignoring the
other is hypocritical and monocultural, because it is guilty
of the same kind of neglect of some ethnic minorities as its
supporters complain about receiving. A true multicultural
awareness will only become widespread in Australia if the
aspirations and needs of all ethnic groups are promoted and
fulfilled.
All of the courses in Intercultural Studies at Mount Lawley
College of Advanced Education involve interaction between
students and different ethnic conununities. Aboriginal and
migrants make up a majority on course advisory conunittees,
and contribute to the teaching of courses as staff members
and guest lecturers; field trips enable students to personally
· visit and meet members of conununities; and teaching practice
is arranged in predominatly Aboriginal or migrant schools.
Intercultural Studies courses have three main components :
Anthropology/Sociology, Linguistics and Education. Units
in Anthropology/Sociology examine culture and cultural
differences; the social structure and organization of various
ethnic conununities ; race and ethnic relations; and teaching
about ethnic groups in Australia.
John Sherwood i s Head of the Abori ginal Teacher Education Program
at Mount La.wley CuAuE o
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Linguistics units involve an introduction to descriptive
linguistics , language acquistion, the nature of English
and major Aboriginal and ' Migrant' languages teaching
english as a second language , and the learning of an
Aboriginal or other Australian conununity language.
Education units build on the concepts and information from
the anthropology and Linguistics units, and introduce
approaches and skills needed in Aboriginal and migrant
education , curriculum development, and teacher awareness.
Students usually specialise in either Aboriginal or Migrant
Studies, depending on their intended area of work, but all
students cover some common issues. Each student may choose
units from the range indicated in the list below. As this
paper has been written for the national conference on
Aboriginal Eudcation, held at Mount Lawley in 1977, emphasis
will be placed on teacher preparation for Aboriginal
education . It should be noted, however, that most features
of the structure and organization of Aboriginal Studies are
parallel in Migrant Studies.
In 1977, Intercultural Studies offered units in four different
courses, as indicated below.
DIPLOMA OF TEACHING
A major consists of:
Seven 45-hour units in 2nd and 3rd year.
1-week field trip to Aboriginal communities
3-week teaching practice in selected Aboriginal schools
13-week teaching practice in selected Aboriginal schools
A sub-major consists of:
Three 45 hour units in 2nd and 3rd year
1-week field trip to Aboriginal conununities
3-week teaching practice in selected Aboriginal communities
13-week teaching practice in selected Aboriginal conununities
Because of the special program for training Aborigines as
teachers (reported below) , the major and sub major classes
now have both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students in them.
DIPLOMA OF TEACHING
Aboriginal Studies Major
Aboriginal Studies 210 :

Introduction to Aboriginal
Culture
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Intercultural Studies 210:
Aboriginal Education 210:
Linguistics 210:
Aboriginal Education 210:
Intercultural Studies 340 :
Language 340:

Multicultural Australia
Teaching Aboriginal Children
Intercultural Linguistics
Aboriginal Education in
Australia
Race and Ethnic Relations
Teaching English as a
Second Language
(English Department)

Migrant Studies Major
Migrant Studies 210:
Intercultural Studies 210:
Migrant Education 210:
Linguistics 210:
Migrant Education 310 :
Intercultural Studies 340:
Language 340 :

Introduction to Migrant
Cultures
Multicultural Australia
Teaching Migrant Children
Intercultural Linguistics
Migrant Education in
Australia

Aboriginal Studies Sub-Major
Aboriginal Studies 210:
Linguistics 212:

Introduction to Aboriginal
Culture
Aboriginal Languages

Migrant studies Sub-Major
Migrant Studies 2 10:
Linguistics 214:

Introduction to Migrant
cultures
Language Issues for Migrants

DIPLOMA OF TEACHING - CONVERSION
(To upgrade two year trained teachers to a three year tertiary
award) Units are offered by external (correspondence) studies
to all parts of Australia.
Aboriginal Education 390: Introduction to Aboriginal Education.
Migrant Education 391: Introduction to Migrant Education.
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
Units are offered part-time (evenings) and externally
(by correspondence)
Education studies Unit
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
Education Studies Unit
Education 458: Aboriginal and Migrant Education
General Studies Units
Aboriginal Studies
Aboriginal
Aboriginal
Aboriginal
Aboriginal

Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies

484:
486:
480:
482:

Education for Aborigines
Aboriginal Languages
Remote Aboriginal Communities
Aborigines of the South-West
of W. A.

Migrant Studies
Migrant Studies 482:
Migrant Studies 484:
Migrant Studies 480:
Migrant Studies 486:

Migrant Children and their
families
Language Problems in Migrant
Education
Sociocultural Backgrounds
of Migrants
Migrant Education in
Australia

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN INTERCOLTURAL STUDIES
This is a complete course for people interested in Aboriginal
and/or Migrant Studies. It is equivalent to one year's
study, although because it is presently offered only
in the external mode, it can be completed in two or more years.
Teachers from all parts of Australia, including many in very
remote Aboriginal Schools, as well as linguists community
workers, administrators and others. The Graduate Diploma
has been accredited and registed at PG 1 level by the
Australian Council on Awards in Advanced Education (ACAAE)
and is recognised as a fourth year of training by ioost
employing authorities.
CORE UNITS
Intercultural Education
Intercultural Studies 490:
Linguistics 490:
Intercultural Studies 492: ·

Comparative Ethnic Education
Cross-Cultural Perspectives
Intercultural Linguistics
Intercultural Research
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Electives
Aboriginal Education Major
Aboriginal Education 491:
Aboriginal Studies 491:
Aboriginal Studies 493:
Linguistics 491:
Language Education 493:

Developments in Aboriginal
Education
Traditional Aboriginal
Society
Aboriginal and Social Change
Australian Aboriginal
Linguistics
Teaching English as a Second
Language
(English Department)

Migrant Education Major
Migrant Education 491 :
Migrant Studies 491:
Migrant Studies 493:
Language Education 493:

Developments in Migrant
Education
Immigration and cultural
Differences
Migrant Conmunities in
Australia
Teaching English as Second
Language
(English Department)

Dissertation
Intercultural Studies 499:

Research and Dissertation

In addition to these four courses, a further course is
planned for 1978, and since 1976, a special program
has commenced to train groups of Aborigines as teachers,
in the Diploma of Teaching course. A brief sunnnary of each
of these programs is offered below.
CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION
After extensive investigations and planning, a course is
being designed to extend the education of Aboriginal people
working or living in remote areas of W.A., particularly
those '41t'Orking in education, health, welfare, or the police
force. The course will be offered externally by
(correspondence), to enable these people to continue working
and living in their own communities, and will be designed
and operated to offer maximum relevance and support to
Aboriginal people.
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Local tutors will be appointed to assist with studies on a
one-to-one basis.
TRAINING ABORIGINES AS TEACHERS.
ABORIGINAL STUDENTS
Since early 1976 people of Aboriginal descent have been
admitted to the Diploma of Teaching course at Mount Lawley
College under special entrance provisions. Funds for the
project have been provided by the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs. Eight students are now in second year and another
ten students are in first year. They were selected after
extensive advertising throughout Western Australia and after
completing a special testing program which focussed more on
the skills required for teacher training and teaching than
on previous educational achievement.
The students come from a wide range of social and occupational
backgrounds and from all parts of Western Australia and
include school leavers and mature aged people. The students
are all enrolled in all units of the Diploma of Teaching
course, in order to obtain uormal teacher qualifications.
Special assistance is provided outside the course and
includes the special advertising and selection procedures,
tutorial and counselling assistance, and help in obtaining
acconunodation and child care.
N.B. These Aboriginal students have already made a
significant impact on the staff and other students of the
College, and in the schools in which they have had teaching
practice. I look forward with great anticipation, to
December, 1978, and subsequent years, when groups of
Aboriginal people will graduate as teachers, and will commence
to make many important contributions to the education of
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal children, and to the teaching
profession.
SUMMARY

The Aboriginal Teacher Education Program (ATEP) at Mount
Lawley College of Advanced Education has developed several
different programs to prepare teachers, both Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal, for Aboriginal education. These programs
cover pre-service and in-service teacher education, as well
as education for Aboriginal teacher aides and pre-school aides.
Intercultural Studies is the underlying framework of all
courses and programs in Aboriginal or Migrant Studies,
because it is considered that comprehensive multicultural
perspective is required in order to counteract the
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destructive monocultural attitudes, policies and programs
which have existed in Australia until the present.
An important component of Intercultural Studies is the
contributions made by Aboriginal people on advisory committees,
and as lecturi�g staff and students. In this way, the
College population and teaching profession, as well as the
courses, will reflect more accurately the multicultural
nature of the Australian population.
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TORRENS COLLEGE O F ADVANCED EDUCATION

Max Hart

SOME OF THE PROBLEMS

The false image of the Aboriginal, as a naked boomerang
throwing desert dweller is hard to dispel. Most students have
learned about them as a slightly sub-human species, very few
know them as real people.

Many students are surprised to find that different groups of .
Aborigines have different customs, that some didn't follow the
custom of circumcision, that some didn't use boomerangs and
that some actually wore clothes.
In our lectures at Torrens we aim to dispel the major misunder
standings both about the traditional cultures and the present
day situation, but because students are naturally interested
in the dramatic differences in customs, languages and ecology
of Aborigines from ourselves, there is a tendency not to accept
them as having all the attributes of 'homo sapiens'.
It has been necessary to use audio-visuals, especially
documentary films and video-tapes which again dramatize the
differences between Aborigines and ourselves. Some of the older
anthropological films dwelling on the physical aspects, tend to
present them as part of the flora and fauna. Some of the modern
T.V. versions over-emphasize the differences in their way of
life.
Even in tutorial discussion where we may attempt to correct these
impressions, the ideas that the students have may be more clearly
seen, but not always changed.
The library resources which we have built up, the books,
periodicals, tapes, pictures are helpful in dispersing some of
these incorrect ideas provided that students can be encouraged to
read. Many will only read when it is necessary to write assign
ments or to work out tutorial papers so that they are more intent
on getting an acceptable mark for the exercise rather than learning
about Aborigines as people.
Most of our students are confronted with Aboriginal art and
artifacts in the lecture room. We have, in our new buildings, a
special lecture room for Aboriginal Studies. Here we have been
able to display weapons from different areas, carvings, bark
paintings, and other art work from different areas. The various
styles of art and craft help to illustrate the differences in the
way of life of several tribes. It is helpful to have such a
valuable collection available where students can notice it.
Max Hart is Senior Lecturer, Aboriginal Education at Torrens C.A .. E.
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Visits from Aboriginal speakers are very necessary so that the
warmth of the personality or the effects of racial prejudice can
be seen and explained. To meet Aborigines as people is important
but it tends to give only one facet of the Aboriginal cultures.
The more fluent, more successful urban Aboriginal agrees to come
to speak to students. Those afflicted by unemployment, poverty
and alcoholism are unlikely to appear in our lecture room.
Experienced teachers who have had some years of experience with
Aboriginal communities can give valuable insights into under
standing of the Aboriginal child and his environment. These
teachers especially the more successful, have a contribution to
make in instructing students in teaching techniques and about
life in an Aboriginal community.
But until the student has been in that situation and has spent a
few weeks in the Aboriginal community the advice can be somewhat
meaningless.
Students do need to have the opportunity to visit Aboriginal
schools for observation and teaching practice. They need to work
alongside of Aboriginal people, and to meet them in their own
environment. The lecturers need to share these experiences and to
supervise them.
After that our lectures, tutorials , displays, audio visuals, books
and periodicals, the whole course begins to come alive.
THE COURSES

Some students who are intending to teach in Aboriginal Schools
will continue Aboriginal Studies in the second and third years.
Many will go no further than one year of the course.
Most students will teach about Aborigines and need reliable
information. The majority of students will meet some Aborigines
at some time during their teaching career and should understand
the Aboriginal child. A minority will elect to teach Aboriginal
children in tribal or settlement schools.
A full course is set out showing the options open to any student.
All courses are electives - there is no compulsory course.
First Year

Dip. T.

Aboriginal Studies
Aboriginal Studies

Aboriginal Studies
Second Yea.r Dip. T.

Social Issues

1

1

term

2

II

3

II

Pitjantjatjara Language
Linguistics

1

term
II
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T.E .S.L.

"

Third Year Dip. T .

1

&

2

2

terms

Anthropology

1

term

3

terms

Cross Cultural Studies

Ethno Science
Fourth Year (B. Ed)

Teaching Strategies in
Aboriginal Schools
Research in Teaching
Strategies.

"
"

"

In addition to these courses, we offer electives (one term courses)
in Studies in Education both in Aboriginal Education and in
Cultural Anthropology .
Approximately three hundred students have enrolled for three
courses this year, some full-time students , others part-time and
others external . Numbers are fairly evenly divided between those
students who attend lectures and those who do courses externally
by correspondence, and only come in for one week .
External Students

Since 1968 the number of external students has steadily increased
from two to one hundred and fifty . Lecture notes and Study guides
are now put out in book form although in sane sections, such as
T.E . S . L. , the lectures are sent out on casette tapes supplemented
by brief notes . External students in their first year come in to
the College during their vacation to spend a week in conference
discussing problems, working with tutors, joining other students
in lectures and audio-visuals. The State Library, External
Students Section, has a supply of the necessary reading texts and
these books are available on request to country teachers.
Part-Time Students
A number of teachers living in the metropolitan area attend
lectures in the evenings. This means that the college is very
busy most evenings of the week with a number of staff members
working up to seven or eight o'clock two or three evenings each
week.
Staff

We have a staff of four not including two part-time lecturers.
This year we have an Aboriginal tutor, Allan Randall who is
gaining formal qualifications while at the College and has been
very successful in helping students to understand an Aboriginal
viewpoint. He has had previous experience in Aboriginal Legal
Aid and in the Museum.
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New Developmen ts

Three n ew developments are planned fo r next year. Gen erally
they are exten sion s o f th e p resent courses. Although these
are outl in ed here, we have no firm gu arantee that they will be
financed by the Board o f Advanced E ducat ion.

ABOR IG INAL TEAC HERS

Non -T ribal Teachers

Tho se Abo rigines who could cope with the tert iary cou rse o f
educat ion given at this Coll ege, but p erhaps may not complete
it at th e same rate as o ther student s, will be adm itted on a
mature age test rather than on matriculat ion resul ts. An
advertisemen t fo r a lectu rer/coun sello r has been sent out fo r
someone who can assist these Aborigines in any academ ic o r
soc ial problems they may encounter.
It is hoped to begin with a small group o f about twelve and to
help them select courses in wh ich they will be successful. W e
have had, in t h e past, a few Aboriginal student s but we hope
that a group o f th is size will be abl e to work togeth er an d
support each other more effectively.
T ribal T each ers

Short courses for Abo rigin al teaching assist ant s have been
con du cted by To rren s sin ce 1974. Th e mo st recent one was h el d
at Ernabella in July th i s year.

Associate Diploma

A number of go vernmen t o fficers in department s o f so cial wel fare,
employmen t, health an d hou sing as well as some o f th e Abo riginal
teacher aides in the metropol itan area are interested in under
standing more abou t Abo riginal people and their cultu re. A two
year full -time (o r longer part-t ime) course has been devised fo r
these peopl e and we are applying to start th is next year. Th ere
will be a con siderable overlap with th e pre sent cou rse s in
Aboriginal Studies.
Teachers fo r No rthern Territory

To rren s C.A. E. has been asked to o rgan ise a cou rse o f teacher
education fo r teachers who will go to Abo riginal po st -primary
school s in th e Territory. Th e se teachers will sp ecial ise in art,
home econom ics o r techn ical craft s, an d will all h ave course s in
Aboriginal Studies and T.E. S. L. as well as studies in education.
Th is again will make use o f the existing cou rses in Abo rigin al
Studie s bu t Teach ing Engl i sh as a Secon d Language will be extended.
Developments from th ese Courses

There have been quite un expected developm ent s from these courses
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and I can only mention a few. Perhaps the most important is
that many teachers who have completed Aboriginal Studies at
Torrens have developed some race-relationship course in their
own primary or secondary schools. At present a committee is
working on a curriculum for these schools to suggest a course
within the Social Studies courses syllabus.
Some teachers who were indignant about racism in text-books
and biased material about Aborigines have started a Schools
Library Project in which the books available to children are
reviewed and the best books about Aborigines are reconunended.
In sane cases grants have been obtained to put suitable books
into some school libraries.
Then the Aboriginal Community College in North Adelaide
developed as a part of Torrens C.A.E. in 1973. At that time
it was on the College campus but now it has its own site in
North Adelaide.
Perhaps it is not too much to say that in the last ten years
the change in attitude to Aboriginal Education in this state has
been partly influenced by the increasing number of teachers who
have studied in these courses.

l
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ToWNSV I LLE COLLEGE O F ADVANCED EDUCAT I ON

Geof f Coombes

The following is a brief outline of what one tertiary
institution in Queensland, the Townsville College of Advanced
Education , is attempting in the way of preparing teachers
to cater for Aboriginal students in their classrooms . The
Diploma in Teaching course offered by the college does this
in a number of ways ; firstly, the college now runs a
modified Diploma in Teaching program for a special intake
of Aboriginal students . Secondly , each student enrolled in
the Diploma program has to complete a " Race and Culture"
course, usually in their third year at college . Also in the
third year of the college course, an elective "Aboriginal
Education" is offered .
A specialist course , now in its third year , the Graduate
Diploma in Aboriginal Education along with the courses
already mentioned, is outlined below :
PART A :

DIP . TEACH . OF ABORIGINAL AND ISLANDER STUDENTS

RATIONALE

The need to increase the number of minority group persons in
the teaching profession and the need to provide special train
ing for teachers of Aboriginal children have been recognized
for the last few decades . For example , the Native Welfare
Conference of 195 1 , attended by State and Federal ministers ,
made recommendations on this latter point . l The fact that
twenty-five years later there has been relatively little done
is a matter of some concern . Further, there has been a rapid
increase in the Aboriginal population, especially those of
school age . The Aboriginal birthrate is approximately double
that of the general population ; as Lippman states , "Over 40%
of the Aboriginal and Islander population ( was) under the age
of 15 years compared with less than 30% of the general pop
ulation , and almost 20% was under 5 years compared to less
than 10% of the general population ( in 1971) . " . 2
These figures indicate that it is increasingly important for
Aborigines and Islanders to be trained as teachers so that :
1.

Aboriginal and Islander children are provided with
Aboriginal and I slander teachers as role models . Of
all adult groups , teachers are uniquely visible to
children . The aspirations of Aboriginal and Islander

Geoff Coombes is Lecturer in Aboriginal Education at Townsville C . A o E o
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children can be developed as they realise the
possibility of attaining such "status occupations"
as teaching.
2.

Aboriginal and Islander teachers may make their
particular contribution, of understanding and providing
for the special needs and interests of Aboriginal and
Islander children.

3.

Aboriginal and Islander teachers can provide for
children of the dominant groups in our society important
perspectives related to cultural pluralism.

There is another perspective from which to justify a special
program to train Aboriginal and Islander teachers. Soc ial
justice demands that Aborigines and Islanders be given
opportunities for advancement equal to those of other groups
in our society. However, the failure of secondary schools
to cater adequately for Aboriginal and Islander students has
provided an institutional barrier to almost all Aborigines
and Islanders who aspire to become teachers. Tertiary instit
utions ought not to erect a further barrier by insisting upon
secondary school qualifications which the schools themselves
have rendered unattainable to almost all Aboriginal and
Islander people. Public tertiary institutions have a
responsibility to be accessible to the many publics which
they are supposed to serve and to provide conditions under
which capable persons have a reasonable chance to succeed.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The program follows the basic structure of the Diploma of
Teaching. Students, on completing the course, will be expected
to meet the same standards as other candidates for the Diploma
of Teaching. However, some modification of course content
and sequence, and particular organizational arrangements are
required. The experience gathered in a large number of
programs for minority group students in the United States
indicates that the following features are desirable in
achieving success in these programs:

�

1.

Adjusted curriculum taking account of the special
interests (e. g., Ethnic Studies) and needs of the
students;

2.

Financial security for the students;

3.

Tutorial support;

4.

Remediation directly relevant to course work ;

-------�- -----------------------------------
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5.

Counselling and social/psychological support, especially
to protect students fran the impersonal atmosphere of
many colleges, and from institutional pressures.3

Given these desiderata, the Dip. Teach. is modified to:
1.

Spread the first year of the Diploma of Teaching over
three semesters;

2.

Provide tutorial assistance on a regular basis as well
as on a demand basis ;

3.

Retain the students as a discrete class group for at
least the first three semesters of the program, although
gradual integration with normal-entry students occurs ;

4.

Provide additional courses in Study Skills and
Communication.

5.

Provide introductory courses in Mathematics arrl Science
to prepare students for the second-year Professional
S tudies units in these two sub jects ;

6.

Make provision for a possible ma jor study sequence in
Social Science: Australian Society.

These modifications give rise to the following course structure
over the first three semesters (thereafter these students will
follow the normal course pattern) ; the normal first-year course
structure is shown for canparison:
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COURSE STRUCTURE FOR AB. DIP. TEACH . , SEMESTERS 1 - 3
Semester 1
EDUCATION STUDIES·

Semester 2

Semester 3

ED 100

3

ED 100/101

3

ED 101

3

Elective 1

3

Elective 2

3

Elective 3
Elective 4

3
3

Tchr. Devel . I
Phys . Ed .
Music

2
5
1

Tchr . Devel . I/II 2
5
Art
Music (cont . )
3

Tchr. Devel . II
Lang . Arts A

2
5

Study Skills
Communication
Intro . Maths .

2
2
2

Study Skills
Communication
(Intro. Maths. )

Study Skills
Intro . Science

2
2

GENERAL STUDIES

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

ADDITIONAL COURSES

Total Hours

2
2

21

20

20

REGULAR DIP . TEACH . COURSE STRUCTURE , SEMESTERS 1 AND 2
Semester 1
EDUCATION STUDIES

Semester 2

ED 100

4

ED 101

4

Elective 1
Elective 2

3
3

Elective 3
Elective 4

3
3

Teacher Development I
Art
Music

2
5
5

Teacher Development II
Language Arts A
Physical Education

2
5
5

GENERAL STUDIES

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

Total Hours

22

22

l
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NOTES ON THE MODIFIED COURSE STRUCTURE
1.

The Dip. Teach. program is modified for only the first
year of the course, to cover three semesters in time. At
the end of this time, it may be desirable that the
students be fully integrated in the regular program;
however, the option of retaining the students as a discrete
group needs to be maintained.

2.

The two units Education 100 and 101 are spread over three
semesters. As in the regular program, assessment will
occur at the conclusion of each of these two units.

3.

Similarly, Teacher Development I and II will be spread
over three semesters although for these units the students
will be integrated with students taking the regular
program. Teaching practice, which is closely related to
the Teacher Development units, is organised in the same
way as for the regular program and is undertaken with
students in the regular program.

4.

General Studies elective I Aboriginal Studies is a
specially designed course. This forms part of a possible
special major study sequence, but is also regarded as an
acceptable prerequisite for existing Social Science major
studies if the special major study proves to be impractic
able because of financial restrictions.

5.

General Studies elective 2 is also a specially designed
course, to be offered as Social Science 124 : Contemporary
Australian Society.

6.

General Studies electives 3 and 4 are to be chosen from
the regular electives (including a unit chosen from
Group B subjects) .

7.

These students will undertake the first-year Professional
Studies, except for Teacher Development I and II, as a
discrete group.

8.

Inevitably, there will be considerable flexibility with
regard to (a)

(b)

the relation between the additional units in
Communication, Study Skills, Introductory Maths
and Science, and the set and requested tutorials;
and
the interconnection between Study Skills,
Communication, and the tutorials and the regular
Dip. Teach . units.
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The tutors will be free to modify their programs to meet
individual and class needs . Lecturers in the regular
Dip. Teach. units will be expected to indicate tasks for
Communication , Study Skills , and tutorial sessions , and
tutors will be able to request such exercises when they
or the students consider them necessary .
Such flexibility will also apply in special cases to the
completion of both regular Dip. Teach . units and the
additional courses designed for these students . Thus
students who have not reached the required standard in
Introductory Maths will have to continue working in this
subject into second semester . Similarly , students who
have not reached the required standard in regular units
such as Physical Education and Music will have to continue
working in these in the following semester.
SELECTION PROCEDURES

It is expected that candidates will be mature people , with
experience either as classroom assistants or in some other
field related to education or community development , or will
come direct from secondary schools .

An assessment of each candidate ' s potential will be made
through :
( a)

(b)
(c)

( d)
( e)

interviews conducted by teams o f staff either on campus
or in local communities;
an evaluation of his/her reading and writing skills to
provide a ranking of candidates ;
consideration of school and other academic results ;

recommendations from the Australian and Queensland
Education Departments;

recommendations from previous employers , from Aboriginal
communities or from any other nominated referees , one
o f whom ideally would be an Aboriginal or Islander .

Final decisions on admission will rest with the College.
STAFFING

The program is conducted by the regular College staff and by
two specially selected teachers seconded to the College staff
from the Queensland Department of Education.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED BY THE PROGRAM

Graduates of the complete 3� year Dip. Teach . program will
be eligible for normal registration as teachers on satisfactory
completion o f their probationary year . It is hoped that many
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(b)

( c)
( d)
(e)

( ii )

difference , cultural pluralism , cultural void or vacuum
ideology , e thnocentrism , stereotyping , and racism;
an understanding of minority ethnic group perspectives ;

an understanding o f various topics o f crucial importance
to minority groups ;

more positive attitudes towards minority groups within
the community , especial ly towards Aborigines and Torres
S trait I slanders ;
a n understanding of the impli cations o f cultural
difference for teachers .
ABORIGINAL EDUCATION

( Third Year of Dip. Teach . Elective Unit )

This unit is based on the belie f that effective educational
provis ion depends heavily upon teachers ' understanding of the
cultural systems of children entrusted to them . I n the case of
Abor igines and I slanders , there is ample evidence of a general
lack of such understanding . Widespread fai lure of Aboriginal
and I slander children to achieve in our schools is also
apparent , reflecting in part the culture -specific nature of
much of what occurs within our schools and college s .
A course i n Aboriginal education has benefits beyond the
inunediate concern of catering for ethnic minori ties . Through
attempting to examine one ' s own be liefs and practices from the
perspective of another culture , teachers may gain greater self
awareness and added insight into ' mainstream ' society and its
institutions . B y acquiring skills which increase e ffective
nes s in accommodating cultural difference s , students will also
extend their compe te ncies in catering for individual
differences within groups .
OBJECTIVES :

Thi s unit provide s opportunities for students to develop :
( a)

an increased awareness o f ethnocentrism in themselve s
and i n Australian Society ;

(b)

an appreciation of cultural relativism ;

(d)

an ability to perce ive o thers within the context of
their own cul ture ;
increased sensi tivity in communicating and inte racting
with members of other cul tural groups ;

(c )

(e)
( f)

increased understanding of cultural difference , and
empathy with members of other cultures ;

increased awarene ss and understanding o f viewpoints
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Sociolinguistics may he lp teachers to recognise that many
problems arise from the interaction of two different cultural
systems . Acceptance of this position requires teachers to
become learners and to develop new ski lls in receiving meaning
from Aborig ina l chi ldren and to develop increased sensitivity
to the effects of the ir own canmunications devices on the
children.
Throughout this unit, teachers will participate in practical
sessions . These wil l sometimes involve observation and
analysis of interaction patterns in cla ssrooms and in play
groups . Tape recording s , language transcripts , and vido
tapes wi ll also provide stimu lus material .
Field Experience

S tudents wil l spe nd one period of three weeks ' duration at an
Aboriginal conununity school to gain experience in living and
teaching in an Aboriginal conununity . S tudents wi ll observe
for the first week , gaining as wide an understanding of the
school and the community as pos sible , and teach , in co-operation
with the Principa l and teachers of the school , during the
second and third weeks .
s tudents wil l also participate in a local experience program
of three weeks ' duration .

NOTES
1
ROWLEY , C . D .
Outcasts in White Australia , Ringwood , Vic . ,
Penguin Australia, 197 2 , p. 402 .
2
LIPPMAN , L .
Aborigines and Education, Mimeo , 1976 , p . 6 .
3
GORDON , E .
Equal Opportunity i n Higher Education : A
Review of the S tudies of Programs , I . R . C . D . Bul letin, Winter 1976 .

,. THE IIIEWS OF
dBORIGlndL STUDEnT
TEdCHERS
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FROM HUMPY TO COLLEGE
Linds ay Grant

It has only been in recent years that Aboriginal people have been
able to gain admission to tertiary institutions in any significant
numbers. The Aboriginal student has, in fact, been notable by his
absence. This applies to the professions as well, where Aboriginal
people are again notable by their absence. For example, we have
never trained an Aboriginal doctor. The same applies to dentists,
engineers and architects and to my knowledge, only one Aboriginal
person has ever completed a law degree. There are some fully
trained Aboriginal teachers - but the numbers are lamentably small.
Why does this situation exist? Why do so few Aboriginal people
make it to tertiary level education? A comparison of the Australian
and Papua New Guinean situations reveals significant anomalies and
some large gaps. In a relatively short time the Australian
government took a whole nation out of what we might call 'the stone
age' to political independence . In doing so they trained large
numbers of teache rs and other professionals, many of whom came to
Australia for their training. Papua New Guineans are now represen
ted in all but a 'few of the professions. Why hasn't the same been
done for Aboriginal people? Is it because the Aboriginal person is
incapable of attaining the necessary standards? Should he be con
tent to be regarded as a second-class citizen and accept this as
his lot in life?
Thankfully, during the past decade there have been some changes.
Not enough, true. But at least some steps have been taken to change
the situation . Prior to the past decade government policies with
regard to Aborigines moved from 'protection' to assimilation to
integration until today the ' in-word' is 'self-determination'. On
the surface, at least, the government seems to want the Aboriginal
to ' do his own thing ' and to determine his own destiny. This policy
has found its way into the educational systems and are just now
beginning to have some effect on Aboriginal people.
Until quite recently there was very little progress at all in the
area of Aboriginal education and seeking to answer the question
' why?', I can only speak from my own experiences and background.
When I was a yotm.g boy at school, very few Aboriginal people made
it into high school. Most dropped out at 6th grade and those that
did make it into high school dropped out after 1st year. I was a
little more fortunate than most - I dropped out after 2nd year.
Those of us who did get to high school usually sat in what we used
to call 'the opportunity class'. When I was in primary school I
started off in an A class. I was in 3A, then 4A and then S
A. In
that last class I came second but then for some reason or other,
Lindsay Grant i s a Fi rst Year Diploma of Teaching student a t
Mount Lawley C.A.E u
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when I went into 6th class, I was put into 6B. Again, I came
second in the class but when I went to high school I was put
into lD. In the half-yearly examinations I was in the top three
and I can remember the headmaster calling me in to congratulate
me because I was the only Aboriginal student who had excelled.
My reward was promotion to le. But, after that I lot interest
in school and dropped out at the end of 2nd year.
One of the reasons so many of us dropped out were the conditions
we had to live in at home. I lived on an Aboriginal reserve
for the first 21 years of my life, in a kerosene tin humpy on the
outskirts of a town in the western districts of New South Wales.
We had no facilities for studying. There was no electricity, no
cooking facilities apart from open fires and certainly no
separate room or place to study at night. Our parents had no
education and couldn't get steady jobs to settle themselves and
us down. They had to rely on fruit picking, pea pcking or
shearing and the children had to move around with them in search
of work. They couldn't settle in one place and so there was no
continuity of education. In some respects I was fortunate
because my parents did have a reasonably settled life and that
was probably why I was able to make it to high school . But other
children were not so fortunate and that is why so many of them
had to sit in the opportunity class at school.
One of the major reasons that Aboriginal people don ' t make it in
to tertiary institutions is that entry requirements are too high
for them. If you don't come up to standard then you don ' t gain
admission. However, the fact that there are several of us here
today at this college bears witness to the fact that we are able
to cope with tertiary studies, even without the necessary bits
and pieces of paper from high school. And I think that the same
would apply to other professions if the same opportunities were
given. There are Aboriginal people who have been given these
opportunities and have proved that they can do it and I feel
sure that if entry requirements were relaxed, as they were for
us, then more Aboriginal people woul d be able to take their
places in the professions.
Aboriginal students at this college, Mount Lawley College, are
doing exactly the same course as other non-Aboriginal students.
There is no special dispensation given whatsoever. The fact that
several Aboriginal students have dropped out does not necessarily
indicate that they are incapable of completing the course. I
think that it ' s mainly because of the many pressures that they
experience, both inside and outside of the college - pressures
that other non-Aboriginal students experience as well . And
non-Aboriginal students drop out too!
The one, and perhaps the only thing that would make me drop out
would be financial problems. I came into this college having to
support a family of four people. Two of my children are self-
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supporting. One daughter is here with me doing the same course as
I am and my other daughter is completing her studies at the
Western Australian Institute of Technology. My two sons are still
dependent on me . Maintaining a family under these circumstances
is quite difficult. We do receive special grants, for which I am
grateful, but they are barely adequate to keep us going. They
are just enough to keep us above the breadline.
These are some of the pressures that I face as a student. But I
intend taking full advantage of the opportunities that have been
given to me and I know that in just over two years' time I will be
out there doing my bit for Aboriginal children and Aboriginal
people in general. ·
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FRQM HOUS EWORK TO SCHOOL
Louise Kearing

My family was fairly s table and I was fortunate in that they prov
ided me with a great deal of SUfi,por t as I was growing up - though
we s till suffered many of the things that other Aboriginals s uffer .
I come from Pin j arra in the south -west of Wes tern Australia and
the problems that we f ace were, in many respec ts, qui te differen t
from those facing Aboriginal people in, say, the Pilbara and
Kimberleys regions . We seem to suffer more from discrimination ,
probably because in the south -w es t , we are a minor ity in every
town w hereas in the north, Aboriginals of ten mak e up the bulk of
the population and so discrimination is no t so evident .
One of the mos t frightening things that I faced in coming to
coll ege was mixing wi th white people . I hadn ' t really fixed wi th
them before coming here because in Pin jarra , the whites and the
Aboriginals don ' t mix very much . Beside s this, before I came here
I w as a housewif e for ten years, raising four children, and my
world was my house . We did have small social gatherings wi th
o ther Aborig inal people but my husband, like many Aborig inal men,
didn ' t want me to work or go mixing with other people . So, coming
here meant the opening up of a whole new world .
I h ad o ther problems to overcome even before I entered the college .
I ' d recen tly separated from my husband and I found it diffic ult to
find suitable accommodation for my four children in the metropoli
tan are a. My sister and I searched all over but most places
refused me because they t hough that the college should provide
acconunodation . Finally we se ttled on a place about 100 miles south
of here - Rowl ands Village, run by t he Church of Chris t. This was
jus t the place I needed . There is plenty of space for the
chi ldren to r un and play - my children were used to living in the
coun try . And the people there are loving c aring people so I know
that my chi ldren are being well looked after .
This lef t m e all by myself and the transi tion f rom housewife to
studen t was a frightening experience . From being locked inside a
house al l day I found myself wi th al l the spare time I ever wanted .
All that freedom and having to spe ak with people I ' d barely had
contac t with was, at first, hard to take . The very firs t experi 
ence I had a t this college was almos t enough to make me give up
righ t at the very start . I was one or two minutes late for the
first lec ture d uring Orientation Week and I walked in to thi s very
lecture theatre, looked up and saw 200 people, 200 s tranger s look
ing a t me . My firs t reaction was to turn and run . But I thought
that if I ' d gotten this far then I was going to go on . I was
determined to become a teacher, and this de terminat ion helped me
overcome this fear and I felt that if I could get through this
first lecture then I could get through the rest . That determinaLoui se Kearing i s a Second Year Diploma of Teaching student at
Mount Lawley C.A .E"
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make it all the way. I have changed a great deal in my transi
tion from housewife to student and I just hope that I can make
the same changes when I leave this college to go to my own
class.
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CRI S I S : BLACK EDUCATOR� BLACK BOURGEO I S?

Robyn Robinson

Throughout this paper, the term "bourgeois" is defined by the
English adjective "middle-class" rather than the more ambiguous
Marxist interpretation. Teaching is a typical, white middle-class
profession also through the education process the trainee teacher
is exposed to conventional, white middle-class beliefs, attitudes
and values. Therefore, Aboriginal educators, that is, educators
of Aboriginal descent, risk loosing their identification with the
majority of their people occupying the lower socio-econanic rungs
of the social structure.
There is also the inherent danger of regarding the teaching
profession primarily as a means of upward mobility, escaping
from the Aboriginal canmunity into the white, through the process
of assimilation. The Aboriginal educator working in Aboriginal
communities, may also be confronted by the moral issue of main
taining and reinforcing the status quo, thereby advocating the
superiority of White Australian cultural and ethical values.
Operating within the white Austracentric education system , the
Aboriginal Educator working amongst Aboriginal students may cane
to view his/her role as that of an Uncle or Aunty Tom , reinforc
ing racist attitudes and beliefs, the invasion of the Aboriginal
culture and the gross inequality in material and social rewards
between the whites and the blacks.
Also, internalization of the bourgeois desire for personal success
would enable the Aboriginal educator to be easily manipulated by
whites, thereby fulfilling of the "Black Capitalism" concept, the
black replaces the white in an exploitative relationship with the
black community.
However, the black bourgeois deserves credit for his long hard
struggle to "make it in a white mans system" and understandably
is not eager to gamble his hard earned status. Perhaps his own
life t. i story rationalizes any guilt feelings he may have about
the mass of his people living in poverty. However , the middle
class bl ack is not completely insulated from his people, he is
aware of their problems , their needs and their way of life. He
is also socially identified as an Aboriginal. As such the black
bourgeois is an untapped and increasing resource invaluable to
Aborig� n al Protest Movement.
Distrust of black professionals and intellectuals by less educated
or militant blacks is impractical. The bourgeoisis black
promises power and impetus to the Aboriginal protest movement and
should therefore, be involved and utilized. Referring to the

Robyn Robinson is studying for a Bachelor of Education degree
at Murdoch University"
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Blacks in the United States Samuel Proctor (in Goldstein 1971 ; 288)
writes, that it is folly for young blacks to allow the press and
class structure to divide the blacks. Blacks are categorized
either as activists, moderates, conservatives or radicals . These
labels also weaken Aboriginal power, that is, the ability of
Aboriginal communities and/or Aboriginal individuals to influence
decisions made by the white authorities.
Frazier ( 1957:234-237) maintained that the black bourgeois in
the United States in the late nineteen fifties had become
"exaggerated Americans", attempting to conform to the behaviour
and values of the white communities in the most minute details.
He also wrote that many negro teachers did not identify with the
negro masses of their traditional culture. He concluded that the
Black bourgeois did not suffer from persecution but from nothing
ness due to this separation from people and culture. Should this
have been the case, the up and coming Aboriginal bourgeois
should be wary of following in the footsteps of their American
counterparts.
Importance of Education Aims
Aboriginal educators should aim at advancing Aboriginal unity,
self respect, and political and economic power which is the key
to Aboriginal self detennination. Aroused black consciousness is
the foundation of political strength. The Aboriginal educator
is morally obliged to provide his/her students with the tools to
enable the students to develop an awareness of their personal and
social realities. That is, the causes of their political power
lessness and their low socio-economic status.
Until they develop this awareness, life is perceived fatalistically • •
"because of their identification with the oppressor (the whites)*,
they have no consciousness of themselves as persons or as members
of an opressed class". (Freire, 1972 : 30)
Aboriginal educators by identifying with the Aboriginal people,
do not impose their attitudes, and values on them. By providing
the tools of critical awareness of reality, Aboriginal educators
give Aboriginal students the opportunity to discover their own
consciousness, the oppressor, reflect upon the causes of their
oppression and act upon their reflections.
The Aboriginal educator should bear in mind Paulo Freire ' s belief
"that every human being, no matter how ignorant equipped with
the proper tools can gradually perceive his personal and social
reality as well as the contradictions in it, become conscious of
his own perception of that reality and deal critically with it".
(Shaull in Freire, 1972: 13) The main aim of the Aboriginal
educator therefore, is that of Aboriginal consciousness raising
to ensure greater political maturity and therefore, greater
Aboriginal political and economic power.
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ABOR I G I NAL COMMUN I TY COLLEGE., ADELA I DE
George Smi th

Background
I come from a fring e area in Deni liquin . I can remember when I was
about six we l ived on the north s id e of it down on th e river and
we were living in humpies there . When my fathe r left my mothe r
sh e look ed aft er the four o f us and we kept moving about following
s easonal work and end ed up in Swan Hi ll . It was not in Swan Hil l
itse lf but mo re o r less in N . S. W. just over the bo rd er at a place
ca lled Windy Hi ll. That 's wh ere I lived five or s ix yea rs. It
was there that I en count ed the attitud e of the wh it e commun ity
j ust how they look ed on th e fringe dwe lle rs, as tho ugh we were
noth ing. My b rother and I wo uld go looking fo r wo rk and they
would know that we came f rom W indy Hill, as they ca ll it, because
it was a h i l l that caught all the wind about the place. The re
were a few pepper-corn t rees and nothing e lse . We had to carry
wat er about a mi le, and we had to h unt fo r wood as we lived about
three o r four miles out of town . If we had to go into town to
buy anything it always meant walk ing, wh ich gave us pl enty of
exercise.
But it wa s home t o us . It was a bumpy ; j ust a tent with a f ew
t in s put up aro und it ; that was a ll we co uld affo rd, but it was
home . It was someth ing to us becaus e we had nothing e lse. We
d idn 't know what was being offered to the Abo riginals at that
time, wheth er there was anything we could ben ef it f rom. We we re
out on the o uter; we d idn 't know anything.
The on ly time I was able to go to s chool was when I was about
th irt een and I went for about e ight een months. I reached thi rd
grade in pub li c s chool . Then I had to leave . I fe lt I wanted to
help my mothe r , becaus e she had done a lot fo r us, and it was
t ime that I got out and return ed the favour. Late r as I was
workin g in the mission, there was a lways something in my l ife
that I felt I want ed to go back to school to start from s crat ch,
to some schoo l to learn the f irst principles.
Int roduct ion
Fo r a large propo rt ion of th e adult Aborigina l population,
current ly available ed ucation prog rams and fa ci lities are
eithe r irrelevant o r d emand prerequis ite qualif ications that
have not been able to be attained within existing systems .

George Smi th i s a Counsellor a t the Abori ginal Communi ty
College , Adelai de , S "A "
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For such Aboriginal people, the College aims, generally, to provide
opportunities for them to continue their education in areas that
are meaningful to them.
To facilitate the achievements of this aim, the College provides
opportunities for students to pursue individual education programs
whose objectives are . not only to enable them to become more
satisfyingly involved in their immediate community, but also more
generally, to gain access to more satisfying employment, social
activities and life-style in the wider multi-racial and multi
cultural Australian society.
The Aboriginal Community College
In 197 3 , the Australian Department of Aboriginal Affairs provided
funds to establish, on a trial basis, an Aboriginal College of
Education as part of Torrens College of Advanced Education. As
a result of assessments of College activities during its first
two years of operation by Ms. Lorna Lippman of Monash University
and Mr. Noel Wilson of the Education Department, the College was
guaranteed funding by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs until
the end of 1978. To give recognition to the College ' s develop
ment as an educational focal point for many Aboriginal people in
Adelaide, South Australia and beyond, the College ' s name was
changed to the Aboriginal Community College in 1975. The College
is governed by a Management Committee with its powers delegated
to it by the Council of Torrens C.A.E. whose Director or his
nominee is Chainnan. The Committee includes representatives from
the Aboriginal community, State and Federal Departments, student
and staff. The majority of its members are Aboriginal. The
results of a survey conducted by a sub-committee of Aboriginal
people in 1976 indicated that, while the Aboriginal community
believed that a continued association with Torrens C.A. E should
be maintained, the College should develop as an autonomous
institution with a governing Council of Aboriginal people and
student/staff representation. The Torrens Council approved a
Management Committee proposal that such a governing Council
should be established over a transitional period of twelve to
eighteen months, at the end of which time the College should
become an autonomous educational institution . A request for
approval for this proposal is currently with the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs.
Broad Aims
Since most applicants to the College, when asked why they want to
enrol, say that they want to do something better in life than
they have done up until then, the broad aims of the College are
to :
1. Enable the student to determine and pursue his personal goals
in life 1
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personality problems resulting from repression by and alienation
from the dominant Euro-Australian society.
The College sees these problems as fundamental to the students'
previous lack of success in academic or vocational education, in
employment and in other areas of involvement in community
activities. Thus the program deals first with the development of
positive self-concepts and a positive identity as Aboriginal
people in a multi-racial, multi-cultural Australia :
It seeks to develop a greater knowledge of the range of opportuni
ties that exist for satisfying involvement in the community in
work and in other activities and thus to enable him to live well
with independence and self-management. The Program offers studies
and other experiences in a range of areas including Aboriginal
culture and society, communication and creative expression of many
forms, community studies, job experience and work orientation.
Academic studies, ranging in level from basic literacy to upper
secondary, depending on the individual's present abilities,
include English reading and writing skills as well as oral skills
and Mathematics. Courses in this program average one year in
length. If the student feels he needs more time then he can apply
for an extension.
2. The Specific Studies Program, allows those students who have
established confidence and self-respect and clear goals in life,
and who need further academic qualification or skil ls to enable
them to continue to a particular job or further training in
another institution, to remain on in the College for about twelve
months and pursue specific academic, pre-vocational, or vocational
courses. Courses followed are generally geared to particular
primary or secondary school levels, and have included English,
Arithmetic, Mathematics, History, Navigation, Aboriginal Studies
and Art. This program also caters for a small number of students
from Aboriginal comnunities who have been nominated by their
Council to come to the College to learn particular skills that
they will apply in their community, to develop greater understan
d ing of the structure and methods of Euro-Australian society,
and to develop a greater cornmand of oral and written English .
3. The Community Education Program, seeks to develop a greater
understanding amongst non-Aboriginal people of Aboriginal people,
society and culture. The ultimate aim is to develop a greater
cross-cultural understanding in the multi-racial, multi-cultural
Australian society. The program also provides experience for
the students in communication, and opportunities to demonstrate
and practise the knowledge and skills learnt at the Col lege.
Teaching/Learning Methods
The principal techniques used in producing the educational pro
cess going on in the College include :
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1 . Teaching Aboriginal culture and society , both traditional and
non-traditional • . The approach is positive , and consideration
of the "problems " of Aboriginal people has proven to be best
undertaken late in the program ;
2.

Teaching Community Studies or pract ical Social Stud ies 7

3 . The deve lopment of Communication skills in English and in an
Aboriginal language i f any student wishes it ;
4 . Introduction to art and development of skills in creative
expression e . g . art, musi c , potte ry, photography , sport , film
making , carving , etc ;
5 . Providing opportunitie s to see and experience a wide- range
of social situations and employment and then concentrated
experience in any j ob that interests the individual student in
order to determine job goals ;
6 . Deve lopment of Techniques to enable the growth of att itude s
and habits appropriate to holding a j ob in the workforce . A
research project in this area i s be ing planned for 1976 and 1977 ;
7 . Counse lling , personal , academic and vocational , has high
priority in this Col lege . The constant discussion between
student and staf f , and between student and student is vital in
the educative process taking place .
8 . Individual programming of students ' courses , espec ially
after the First Term in the Comprehensive Studie s Program ;
9 . Provi sion of fol low-up support on reque st , to students
leaving the College ;
10 . Provi sion of a Community Education program aiming at modify
ing attitudes to Aboriginal people in the wider community ;
1 1 . A remedial approach to teaching in all academic subjects
(espe cial ly Engl ish , reading and writing skills and Arithmetic) .
Conclusion
The Col lege is the re to bring them out and he lp them to take
their place in society . A broader outlook on life is not saying
that , " I am an Aboriginal , and that there is nothing really
for me" . But there is something of fered for them if they want
to get ahead then it is up to them to make it. The staf f
encourage the students a lot , they help them , even students who
are very pessimis tic and have prob lems in home life , or
personal problems . The staff were sometimes up to two or three
o ' c lock in the morning he lping students and trying to establ ish
confidence in themselves . They are always the re to give advice
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when needed.

The students have benefited from this.

'!be College is a stepping stone to further education if the
students want to follow it. But the College is really a help
to those of use who have never had any education. We can apply
and if there are any open positions , we are accepted. There
were three or four there who could not read or write . They can
now. When they started from ABC, it was amusing to see cat ,
and mat written up on the board, but it does something to you
to know that here is a place where people can come , a place we
can call our own. Not working among the white students and
feeling perhaps a little awkward in that situation, but among
Aboriginals, we feel at home. I only hope in time to come
that there will be more colleges like this one. Although I
came from N. s .w. , I give credit to S . A . for having the first
Aboriginal College.
I believe there is a real need for similar separate bridging
institutions in areas throughout Australia ,
Sources
Aboriginal Ccxmnunity College : Subnission to the Enquiry into
Post-Secondary Education in South Australia , Adelaide ,
1977.
Ingram, J :

Aboriginal Conanunity College, Adelaide , 1976.

Smith, G :
"George Smith" in Hart , M . (Ed . )
Their Earlier Years, Torrens C.A . E. , Adelaide , 1977 .
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NEW SOUTH WALE S

Alan Duncan
Background

During the past two years the Department of Adult Education ,
University of Sydney has conducted a Training Course for
Aboriginal Teaching Assistants appointed to schools as
Aboriginal Teachers ' Aides in New South Wale s . The Course
is funded through the Divis ion of Special Education of the
N . S . W . Department of Education from a grant provided by the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs . The Course has been organi sed
in close consultation with the Division of Special Education
with whom very close liai son is maintained at all time s .
I n both the pilot course conducted i n 1975 and in th e course
conducted in 1976 students were graded into three levels
depending upon their educational background , potential and
motivation . The Basic Course for Level I and Leve l I I students
was de signed to cater for students with limited educational
attainments or potential and empha si sed job competence and
personal development. At the end of thi s Basic Course students
were awarded a Leve l I or Leve l II Certi ficate depending upon
the ir progre s s , attitudes and per formance .
S tudents who se progress during the year was above average and
who were highly motivated were invi ted to undertake the Inte nsive
Training Ses sion in 3rd Term and to sit for an annual exam
ina tion . Those who succe ssfully completed this section o f the
Training Course and who passed in all subjects were awarded a
Level III Certi ficate . Over hal f of these students then
proceeded to tertiary institutions to undertake full profess 
ional training .
The following is a sununary of the re sults over the past two
years : S tude nts

Awarded Leve l
Awarded Leve l
Awarded Level
I ncomplete
Left Dept. of

I I I Certificate
II Certificate
I Certificate
Education

1975

1976

23

40

5
7
7
2**
2

Level III s tudents proceeding to tertiary***
4

*

9*
20
6
3**
2

4

I nclude s two 1975 students who undPrtook "Upgrading" Course

Alan Duncan i s Lecturer in Aboriginal Educa tion at the Uni versity
of Sydney "
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**
***

To complete training in 1977
As at 1 February 1977

During the two years that the programme has been operating,
continuous evaluation is made of all aspects of the course.
Last year, for example, the number of professional staff
engaged in the training programme was increased from two to
six so that the quality of the courses and the individual
isation of students work was greatly increased. I t is
anticipated that student accommodation arrangements will be
improved and that much closer liaison will be maintained with
schools where Aboriginal Teaching Assistants are employed.
The basic aims of the Training Course are as follows:1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

To assist the student to become an effective and useful
member of the school staff.

To enrich the personal growth and development of the
student so that their self-concept is enhanced.

To improve both the oral and written canmunication of the
students to enable them to express themselves with self
confidence in a variety of situations.
To provide each student with basic understanding of
child growth and development so that each one will be
able to assist teachers and parents to relate more
effectively to Aboriginal pupils at the school.

To equip the student with a tolerant understanding of
cultural and social processes in locak, national and
international communities, thus enabling them to function
more effectively in the school and in the local community.
To make students aware of their unique role as a link
between the school and their own community.

To assist students to relate to and work with all
sections of the community so that greater parental
participation and community involvement will be facil
itated.
To provide an opportunity for students, regardless of
their previous educational attainments, to undertake
studies which will enable them to proceed to tertiary
education if they so desire.

197 7 Training Programme

There are now sixty two (62) Aboriginal Teaching Assistants in
N.S.W. and this year the Department of Adult Education is
organising three types of co urses so that some form of training
will be provided for all Teaching Assistants. The progranune
comprises a Basic Course, an Upgrading Course and a short In
service Refresher course.
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Basic Course

The Basic Course is similar to that which has been provided
for Level I and Level II students in 1975 and 1976 but it is
intended that this year the Course wi ll be completed by the end
of Second Term . Students wi ll be awarded a Level I or Leve l I I
Certi ficate on the basis o f their performance . A s in past
years , students who show potential and whose performance during
the year is above average , wi ll be invited to j oin the
Intensive Level III training session in Term Three and to sit
for an examination in f ive subjects . The subjects studied in
the Basic Course , and at much greater depth in the Intensive
Course , are English , Educational Psychology , Educational Method 
ology , Elementary Sociology and Anthropology , and Government
and Current Affairs .
Students who successfully complete the course will be awarded
a Teaching Assistants Certificate by the University in
December , 197 7 .
The training programme for the Basic Course will be five weeks
in first Term ( 28th February to 11th March , 18th April to
6th May) , six weeks in Second Term ( 30th May to 17th June ,
25th July to 12th August) , an d one week in Third Term ( 5 th to
9th December) for the Certification Ceremony .
Students selected to undertake the Level I I I (Advanced) Course
wil l also be required to attend a four weeks training session
from 12th September to 7th October or from 17th October to
1 1th November and will attend University for study and examin
ations and for the Certi fication Ceremony from 2 1 s t November to
9th December .
Upgrading Course

The Upgrading Course is of fered only to selected students whose
performance during the 1975 or 1976 Basic Courses indicated that
they have the potential to undertake study at a level at least
f quivalent to that of the H igher School Certificate . The Course
is designed to enable those students with the ability and the
desire to tackle the Leve l I l l examinations to work steadily
towards this goal throughout the year . It will involve a lot
of work , both during the course sessions in Sydney and at home
and only those who are genuinely interested in gaining a Level I I I
Certificate and are prepared to work hard for i t wi ll be
accepted for the course. Progress of each student wi ll be
reviewed each term and only those students who are considered
to be making satisfactory progress will be permitted to continue
with the course .
Students wil l attend sessions at the University for two weeks
in First Term ( 28th March to 7th Apri l) and for two weeks in
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Second Term (15th to 26th August) . Students whose progress is
satisfactory will then undertake a four weeks Intensive
Course from 12th September to 7th October or from 17th October
to 11th November and will attend the University for study and
examinations and the Cer tification Ceremony from 21st November
to 9th December.
Inservice Refresher Course

This two week Inservice Training Course, financed by the State
Development Committee, will be offered to all Teaching
Assistants who are not enrolled in either the Basic Course or
the Upgrading Course.
l t will be conducted from 11th July to 22nd July and will
include seminar discussions directly related to the work
being undertaken by the Teaching Assistants in schools. It will
provide opportunities for Teaching Assistants to discuss
matters of mutual interest including the ways in which they are
involved in their school programmes and how they are overcoming
any problems or difficulties.
Opportunities will be provided for all students to increase
their verbal and written conununication skills and their general
knowledge. Arrangements have been made for a number of guest
speakers to participate in the training programme . These
include Aboriginal Vocational Officers with the Department of
Employment and Industrial Relations, representatives from the
Aborig inal Medical and Legal Services, officers from the N.S.W .
and the Conunonwealth Departments of Education and from other
government departments and representatives from such community
organisations as the Federation of Parent and Citizen
Association.
General

The Courses are made as practical as possible and are directly
re latP.d to the work of the Teaching Assistants in the schools.
special features include visits to a number of schools in
Sydney for practical observations , visits to live theatre and
to places of special interest to enhance communication and
personal development. Except for students undertaking the
Refresher Course , all Teaching Assistants will be expected to
comple te various written exercises, assignments and projects
whilst working in their schools. It has been accepted that
Teaching Assistants will be granted two afternoons each week
for study purposes .
I t is apparent that al l students undertaking the Upgrading or
Level III Intensive course will be expected to undertake a
considerable amount of study outside normal school hours.
They will need study advice and coaching assistance from a
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suitably intere sted member o f the teaching sta f f o r someone
in the local community . I t i s hoped that arrangements wil l
be made for thi s nece ssary support i n the local area .
Accommodation

Arrangements are being made for students to live at Inter
national House dur ing course ses sions , with residential costs
being covered by the N . s .w . Department of Education . Thi s
arrangement worked very successfully with the Level I I I
Intensive Course last year and was very popular with th.e
students . Among st other advantage s , it comple tely eliminate s
travel ling time to and from the University each day , provide s
a friendly congenial atmosphere for study whilst living in
Sydney and facilitate s acce ss to the library and other
University departme nts and contact with the course staf f .
S tudents will be expected to take advantage of the se special
accommodation arrangements and it is possible that students
may not be e ligible for the goverrunent l iving allowance if
they decide to live elsewhere during the course se ssions .
Liaison with School

I t has been clearly demons trated that the closer the co-oper
ation which exists between the school and the Training Course ,
the greater are the chance s of succe ss for the individual
student concerned . I t i s important therefore , that the
Princ ipal , or a person nominated by him , should provide
counse lling and advice to the Teaching Assistant at the school
and should act as the contact person for the Department of
Adult Education to ensure that the school is kept fully
informed of details of the Training Course and of the progress
of the individual Teaching Assistant concerned .
Each school will be visited a t least once by a member of the
Training Team during the year and i t i s hoped that where
possible these visits will include some form of inservice
training for teachers working directly with the Aboriginal
Teaching Assistant .
sin ce continual evaluation i s being made of the Course comments
about the e f fectiveness of the Training Course from Principals
and te achers would be we lcomed .
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NORTHERN TERR I TORY

Michael U ibo

As course co-ordinator at the Aboriginal Teacher Education Centre
and a lecturer, I have worked closely with other lecturers and
the Aboriginal Teaching Assistants since activities began at
Batchelor in 1974.
In the Northern Territory , Teaching Assistants are Aboriginal
people who work in team-teaching situations in schools with
predominantly Aboriginal enrolments - that is, mainly "bush"
schools, but some town schools with a reasonable proportion of
Aboriginal enrolments.
Some of the Teaching Assistants are part way through a three
year course structure which will qualify them as Teachers - with
full Commonwealth Teaching Service Band 1 status.
The structure of grades for teaching assistants has been formu
lated in conj unction with the Department of Education and the
Australian Public Service which gives both trained and untrained
teaching assistants parity with A . P.S. clerical assistants, in
wages and conditions. This is as follows:
Untrained Teaching Assistants are Grade 1
Graduates of the 1st Year Course are Grade 2
Graduates of the 2nd Year Course are Grade 3, or
they may elect to j oin c.T.S . as a Temporary Band l Teacher.
N.B. This must be converted to C.T.S. Permanent Band 1 within
five years, by completing successfully the 3rd Year course - or
the teacher reverts to T. A. Grade 3.
The maj ority of the applicants for the 1st Year course at
Batchelor have worked in schools as teaching assistants - and as
a general rule this is one of our few entry requirements - but
depending on individual applications some people are accepted
from outside the teaching system.
Most graduates of the 1st Year course return home (to their own
schools) but a few people have gone straight into 2nd Year.
After a year of teaching (or possibly more) , the teaching
assistant may apply for entry to the second year course - and at
this stage we are looking at some form of entry level, mainly a
reasonable standard of literacy, but we have no formal test.
Again, the maj ority of the Second Year graduates return to their
Michael Uibo is Course Co-Ordinator at the Abori ginal Teacher
Education Centre, Batchelor, Northern Territoryo
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own conununity to teach but some are selected to continue straight
into 3rd Year - this decision is reached by the group of lecturers
concerned, in consultation with the student, home conununity and
Head Teacher.
At this point, I would like to point out that the 1st and 2nd
year courses are run by the Department of Education, while the
3rd Year course is run by the Darwin Conununity College - both
groups operating in the A . T . E . C . , Batchelor. Full liaison and
co-operation takes place between both groups - the reason for
D . C . C . involvement is for the purpose of accrediation by the
National Accreditation Groups - the course being called the
Aboriginal Schools Teaching Certificate , Additionally, at
p resent c. T. S. only recognises the graduate as "2 year trained
status" because of no formal entry requirement as a 1st Year
Teaching Assistant. This will bar any person from applying for
promotion until the equivalent of 3 years of full training has
been undertaken . The Conunissioner of the C .T.S. has said that
longer inservice courses and other areas of study could be con
sidered as relevant achievement to qualify for the further year
status, to allow the teacher to apply for assessment for
promotion.
Our course outline at present consists of 4 main strands of
study :
a)

General Studies ;

b)

curriculum Studies ;

c)

Educational Studies ;

d)

Aboriginal Studies.

(Individual subj ects are listed in the Appendix ) .
Each year is divided into two semesters, and all subj ects are
terminal co urs es , which allows some flexibility if a student
can only stay at Batchelor for one semester and wishes to re
turn for the second semester in the future .
The course is structured as years 1, 2 and 3, and the various
level s are aimed eventually at allowing Aboriginals to become
fully trained . Our current thinking is to possibly introduce a
1 year teaching assistants course and as well have the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd year stage o f a full teaching course . Entry levels
would need to be imposed for the latter course if it were to
gain full accrediation nationally , and there would still need to
be negotiation between the two bodies who operate at Batchelor
as to the details of running such a course.
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This year, one of our three first year groups is working with a
non-structured course, with the aim of allowing the teaching
assistant more freedom in picking the subject areas in . wnich they
wish to work, and find a need for personal improvement. Before
formal work commenced , a period of many weeks was spent allowing
the students to work out their own place within Aboriginal
culture and how they looked at life and education. This approach
could best be summarised as Paulo Freire methodology.
This year also we have put more emphasis on practice teaching
which has both created and solved problems for individual
Teaching Assistants. As well as the one month's practice at
the end of Semester 1, in the student ' s home area, we initiated
a programme of 1 day per week in the various schools in Darwin .
The student was selected to work in his area of choice {pre
school, infants, primary) with the same group each week . This
allowed the skills learnt in "Teaching Skills" to be used and
also the observation of and participation in a school different
from the one in the student's home area. (All Darwin teachers
were volunteers for this scheme) . For a number of students the
experience was beneficial and for some it was traumatic,
culminating in absenteeism on practice day . As can be guessed,
social gains and experiences were beneficial to both the
Teaching Assistants and the pupils and teachers in Darwin . We
did include also a 1 week's block in May in the same schools.
Lecturers visited each student for observation and consultation
with the respective class teachers every week . The practice in
home areas is largely supervised by the class teachers and Head,
and at least one visit is made to every student's school.
One method which is being tried at present, to combat the problem
of leaving home to go to a central training campus, is on-site
teacher education. The present scheme has operated at Yirrkala
si nce the beginning of 1976 and primarily caters for those people
who can ' t for family reasons, or don't want to for personal
re asons, come to Batchelor. The A.T.E . C . 1st Year Course is
spread over two years because the respective Teaching Assistants
spend only half their time on formal lectures, etc . and the
balance on classroom work. A positive benefit for the school
is that they don't lose a staf f member, because in the present
sta ffing situation, Teaching Assistants who go to Batchelor
officially can't be replaced in the local schools, so vital
programmes suffer. The lecturer at Yirrkala co-ordinates all
the subjects but doesn't necessarily have to teach them - he
draws on the combined resources of the school staff .
For 1978, there are possibly three further on-site courses
commenc ing - all in the top end of the N. T . As well, a small
Teacher Education Unit will be established at Ti-Tree, north of
Alice Springs, where Central Australian Teaching Assistants will
attend for their first year course .
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Finally, our programme and curriculum is constantly under review ,
for improvement - and as newer staff are appointed, so the
degree of specialisation is able to increase . For example, this
year English Language Arts units have been prepared for all
groups, as this is recognised as a major need for Teacher
Training.
I hope in this brief paper the main points of Aboriginal Teacher
training have been outlined, as undertaken at A. T.E.c . , Batchelor,
N.T .

COUR.c E STRUCTURE FOR 3 YEARS OF ABORIGINAL TEACHER TRAININ'.i AT A.T.E.C .
Curriculum Studies

Education Studies and
Semester Practice Teaching
l

2

C . S.l:The Teaching of G.S. l:English Language
Mathematics (A)
Arts (A)
C . S. 2:The Teaching of G.S.7:Mathematics
Art and Craft

A.S.l:Linguistics and
Aboriginal
Language

E.S.3:Teaching Skills
E . S.4:Child Development
and Learning
P.T.2:Practice Teaching

C.S.3:The Teaching of G.S. 2:English Language
Language Arts
Arts (B}
G.S.8:Social Science
G.S.9:General Science

A . S.2:Linguistics and
Creative Writing

(A)

E.S.5:Classroom Organisation C.S. 4:The Teaching of G.S.3:English Language
Arts (C)
E . S.6:Programming and
Social Studies
G.S.10:M.A.c.o.s .
Planning
P.T.3:Practice Teaching (C}

A.S.l:Linguistics and
Aboriginal
Language

P . T.4:Practice Teaching (D}

C.S.5:The Teaching of G.S. 4:English Language
Science
Arts (D)
G.S.11:M.A.c.o. s.
C.S.6:T. E.S. L.
G.S.12:Art and Craft

E.S.7:Education in Develop
ing Conununities
P.T.5:Practice Teaching (E)

A.S . 3:Socio-Cultural
C.S.7:The Teaching of G.S.5:English Language
Change
Mathematics (B)
Arts (E)
G.S . 13:The Ecology of N.T.

E . S . 8:Development of a
personal approach
education
P . T.6:Practice Teaching

G.S.8:T . E.S.L.

4

5

Aboriginal Studies

E.S.l:Teaching Skills
P.T.l:Practice Teaching

(B)

3

General Studies

(F)

A.$.2:Linguistics and
Creative Writing

A.S.4:Creative Express
G . S.6:English Language
ion Workshop
Arts (F)
G.S.14:The Social Develop
ment of the N.T .

I
00
-..J
I
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QUEEN SLAND

John Budby

The employment of Aboriginal/Is lander teacher aides in our schools
has become a maj or development in the education of Aboriginal/
Islander children throughout the country . At present , an estim
ated s ix hundred are employed at least one hundred and thirty in
Queensland . The pre sence of the Aboriginal/Islander teacher aide
in our schools is ensuring support for our children as they
progress through the educat ional system which prevai ls in thi s
country .
Although educational authorities generally regard the teacher
aide as a key in our schools , some teachers and principals are
reluctant to permit or even to encourage aide respons ibility in
their schools . In some case s , teachers and principals do not
have enough conf idence in the ability of the aides and there fore ,
prefer to permit aides to perform the menial tasks such as
making the role , making stenc ils and running them off and
running me ssages . The criteria that these people give for their
attitude i s that the aide has not been adequately trained to
perform the duties that they are reque sted to perform .
A di scuss ion I had with a teache r recently enforces thi s point .
The teacher was complaining that the aide who had been working
with him , was unable to copy material correctly from a book to a
stenci l . H e mentioned that wheneve r the aide was asked t o do
this , that the finished product had many errors , in printing ,
spe lling and setting out . He questioned me as to why thi s was
the case . When que stioned whether he had given precise instruc
tion to the aide , his response was that surely since the aide
had been to previous seminars , he should have been trained to do
thi s .
I n my address , I intend outlining the needs for teacher aides to
have an opportunity to do training and then to di scuss some of
the problems involved in , with suggested solutions for , the
training of aide s .
T�ere are two maj or needs , as I see it . Firstly , we need to
produce Aboriginal/Islander teachers . Secondly , for those who
prefe,- to remain as aides , to professionally and personally
develop aides .
Throughout Australia there are a small numbe r o f qual ified
Aborig inal/ Islander teachers . Obviously , there is a need for
these numbers to be increased . In teache r aide rank s we have
people who have had extensive experience in classroom situations .
In Queensland some people have had up to twenty or thirty years
as e ither a teacher and/or teache r aide . When the missions and
John Budby , an Advisory Teacher wi th the Queensland Education
Departmen t , i s a member of the Na tional Abori ginal Educa tion
Commi ttee .
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Department of Native Affairs were in charge of the community ,
Aboriginal people actually taught . Teachers' Unions , have made
it impossible for this to continue . Only qualified teachers are
pennitted in front of classrooms. These people who have shown
sure keeness in teaching obviously enj oy being connected with
children and would probably make excellent teachers , given the
relevant skills . These chances of ever becoming recognised as
a teacher are quickly fading away.
At this stage , the only training available for the acquiring of
a teacher quali fication is a minimum of three years at a
recognised College of Advanced Education. Because of this , I
feel a great amount of potential is wasted. Aides with
families are unable to commit themselves to three years of
st udy.
For these people, there is a need for short-term courses to be
devised , so that these people can have an opportunity to
improve their status in the school .
The maj ority of aides are older people. They have not had the
same opportunity as the present generation . Therefore , these
academic qualifications are not high . To commit themselves , to
even twelve months of involved academic study chould be
disastrous. Shame because of failu re would demoralise the
Aborigine/Islander.
Many aides are the main salary earners in the family. They are
unable to leave communities to attend colleges and live on
student incomes . What provision can be made for these people?
Is on-the-job training sufficient ?
There is an in credible male/female imbalance in aide rate. Of
the 18 teacher aides in Brisbane/Ipswich area , none are male .
At Aurukun where there are 10 aides , three are male. What has
caused this? I feel that the salary and the fact that there is
no promotional structure for aides has meant that the male has
had to find employment elsewhere. We need male Aboriginal/
Islander teachers for in Aboriginal culture , the male was the
teacher . How do we encourage more males to take on training
when there appears to be no point in doing so.
Many aides have taken on correspondence studies to improve their
knowledge but in most cases there has not been adequat e support
services and the aides have not been able to cope. When
designing training progranmes or for people attending Colleges
of Advanced Education provision should be made for the provision
of support services .
So even though educational authorities should tap resources with
in the teacher aide ranks when looking for Aboriginal/Islander
teachers there seems to be many problems that need to be ironed
out .
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the school. In Queensland a s probably in other states, aide roles
can be categorised into several different areas. These include:
1. Teacher Assistant:
Responsible for the preparation of materials e.g . making charts,
drawing up stencils, marking of rolls, etc.
Has very little contact with children in the classroom. This
is usually the position held by newcomers. However, many
experienced aides prefer this role to the others that are to be
mentioned.
2. Bilingual Teac hing Assi stants:
Responsible for the teaching of Aboriginal/Islander language
within the bilingual schools. Many of these aides have had
preliminary training at the Batchelor College in the Northern
Territory .
3. Van Leer Teaching Assistants:
Responsible for providing assistance in the teaching of infant
grade pupils.
4. Small Group Teaching Assistants:
Involved in teaching small groups of children.
children for reading.

Usually take

5. Home/School Liaison Assistants :
Principally involved in encouraging parents to participate in
or take more interest in the education of their children . This
aide usually visits the parents at home taking copies of the
child ' s work and discusses his/her progress.
6 . Student Education and Vocational Assistant:
Stationed at school; has informal contact with children :
encourages children to discuss problems, also given advice on
careers.
7 . School Visitors :
Visit schools and gives lessons on either contemporary and/or
cultural aboriginal life. Does not necessarily visit schools
which have a high proportion of Aboriginal/Islander students,
situated in urban areas.
8. Specialists Assistants/Aides:
Manual arts, home economics and library aides.
9. cultural Aides :
Responsible for the teaching of Aboriginal/Islander culture,
e. g . making of boomerangs, art and craft, usually parents who
are employed for 3-4 hours per week.
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10. Pre-School Aides:
Involved in assisting in pre-schools throughout the state .
If such variation exists, then what sort of training programme
should be devised? Is it a programme which concentrates on
training to increase the competence in the common elements of
teacher aide roles, or does one devise a multiplicity of
programmes to provide an opportunity for the aides to obtain
more expertise in the specific roles that they perfonn?
An important aspect is that the aide is employed to be a contact
between the school and the community. However, some aides are
reluctant to communicate with their teacher because of, to some
degree, shyness . The teacher can be also at fault because of
a lack of awareness or because of his lack of understanding of
aboriginal people. How then does one train teacher aides to
become more confident and prepared to provide teachers with
necessary background infonnation about the community in which
they are teaching? Is training aides in this respect the
answer or should one concentrate on sensitising the teachers
by giving them further training?
Another problem as regards training of aides is funding. In
Queensland, funding for the employment of teacher aides is
provided through the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, Schools
Commission and the state department of Education, the majority
being provided by the state. Funding arrangements vary from
state to state, but what needs to be considered is who to
provide funds for training. If large amounts of money is
spent on training, then maybe one is limiting the number of
aides that can be employed.
Another situation that has arisen and has to be taken into
account is that if a training programme was developed for
Aboriginal/Islander aide s, what is to happen with the non
Aboriginal/Islander aides? In urban centres where both people
are employed, some conflict has occurred. Non-Aboriginal/
Islander aides question why so much money is being spent on
Aborigines and Islander. This is a reality that has to be
faced.
During this address, I have attempted to outline some of the
needs and problems associated with the training of Aboriginal/
Islander aides. Training programmes are essential but need
to be well planned and prepared for them to achieve the
desired effect. I hope this conference can provide some of
the answers.
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WESTERN AUSTRAL IA
Colin Mounsey

I will preface my paper with two remarks which will, I believe,
set the parameters of the topic under review :
Firstly, although I have been asked to speak on the training of
Aboriginal Teacher Aides in Western Australia, I will be using,
as my example, the progranune which has been initiated within the
Education Department of Western Australia.
The location of schools in which we employ Aboriginal Teacher
Aides and the ideological variat ions which are d iscernable between
the Catholic Education Commission and the Education Department
prevents me from drawing a direct parallel between the two
school authorities which employ Aboriginal Aides in primary
schools . I am also suf ficiently ignorant of the programme which
has been initiated by the Pre-School Education Board to refrain
from drawing examples from their training programme .
Secondly, if we are to be consi stent in our terminology then we
should not confuse the issue of Aide Training w ith Aide Education .
To me the former is related to the development of competency in
discharging a function, i . e . the development of skills to perform
a spe cified role within a school and in a community .
Aide Education on the other hand should refer to the development
of personal skills which will increase the potent ial of an Aide
to become a fully trained teacher . It is this form of develop
ment to which the Aboriginal Consultative Committee referred in
its report - Education for Aborigines ( 3 ) "Comprehensi ve training schemes which will lead to full teacher
quali fications should be organized for those who are capable of
and desire to be teachers , but do not possess normal academic
qualifications" .
Aide training is primarily the responsibility of the employing
authority . The aim of a training programme is to improve the
Ai de ' s on-the-job performance . It will be seen later that each
aide programme is unique, although there are some universals
which may be introduced in a group situation .
By comparison the responsibility for Aide Education rightfully
belongs to past-secondary education institutions :
Universities , Colleges of Advanced Education, Institutes of
Technology and technical schools. These institutions already

Col .in Mounse y is Superintenden t of Aboriginal Educa tion ,
Educa tion Dep t . of w.A .
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To extend an awareness of school expectations and inten
(d)
sions through the broader native community.
Nei ther of these two models is compatible with the rationale
underlying the Education Department Aide programme, although we
agree with sections of the British Columbian model. If what we
required was a person to assist in routine school activities
then it is reasonable to assume that this would be peformed
more effectively by a person who was more familiar with the
school's learning programme and school administration. Few
Aboriginal people would match the skill of a non-Aboriginal
person in performing such a role in the school. However, if
the development of competence and self-confidence amongst
Aboriginal students is to be emphasised, then it will only be
accomplished if teachers are fully aware of the difficulties
which confront Aboriginal students. Teacher awareness of
su ch difficul ties can be established through the use of
Aboriginal teachers or through interaction between a non
Aboriginal teacher and an Aboriginal assistant. The objectives
which we hope to develop through our Aide programme are to:
1. Act as a communications facilitator between students and
teachers, teachers and parents, the school and the community .
2 . Provide an ethnic presence in the school and by so doing
providing an example of Aboriginality which is not synonymous
with the stereotype which pervades the non-Aboriginal
conununity
3. Assist teachers to understand general and specific
learning and attitudinal problems which exist for Aboriginal
students.
4. Establish within schools, people who have developed a set
of skills which are of particular relevance to Aboriginal
students.
Selection of Aides
Selection of suitable Aides is considered to be a vital element
in the programme. Principals of schools in areas where the
· need for supportive staff has been established, are provided
with a set of criterian to assist him/or her in making a
suitable selection.
Selection specifics which must be adhered to include:
Potential Aides must - be Aboriginal people;
- be representative of the Aboriginal community in which the
school is located;
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- either be a nominee o f the Aborigina l conununity o r be accep
tab le to the people who comp rise the Aboriginal conununity ;
- b e abl e to communi cat e readily wit h the st udents, the
teacher and parents of st udents. In areas where the Abo rigina l
ve rnacula r language is the fi rst languag e o f the conununity, the
Aid e must be b i-lingual ;
- have acqui red English literacy and numeracy ski lls above the
l evel of thos e demonst rat ed by the pupi ls with whom the Aid e is
to intera ct ;
- have denonst rat ed a desi re to becom e a Tea cher Aid e .
Schoo l Principa ls wo uld a lso b e cons cious of a who le range of
perso nal charact eristi cs whi ch may be re levant to the succes s
potentia l of the Aid e. He must also consider sta ff att itudes
and relat io nships and fa ct ors which wo uld maxim ize or inhihit
the success pot ential o f an Aide.
The Lo cation o f Aid es currently employed by t he Educati on
Department
The number of Aid es employed at any one t ime is d ep endent upon
the majo r variabl es:
(a )

the pool o f peopl e who aspi re t o the position ;

(b ) the deg ree to whi ch s chool p ri ncipals and sta ff consider
the need for the appo intment o f an Aid e ;
(c) the amount of money available to emp loy pa ra -p ro fess ional
suppo rt staf f.
The thi rd variable imposes co nsid erable const rai nts on the
prog ramme .
I bel i eve that schoo ls whi ch have d emonst rat ed a high priority
of need for add it ional Aborig ina l support sta ff are those
schools where (a ) chi ldren do not sp eak Eng lish as a fi rst lang uage, o r who
use a dialectic form of Eng lish as a first lang uage ,
(b) where t raditional Abo rig inal conununity organizat ion and
aut ho rit y p revail s ;
(c) where s chool -based curri culum d eve lopment , or standard
curriculum modi fi cation is essent ial to the educat ional satis 
fact ion of st udents and parents ;
(d) where the majo rity, or a s ignificant minority of the
st udent s are Abo rigi nal.
Currently Aides are employ ed at -

L
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Balgo Hills
Broome
Carnarvon and East Carnarvon ( 3 )
Cambal lin

cue

Cundeel ee ( 3 )
Derby
Fitzroy Crossing ( 3 )
Gnowangerup
Gogo
Hal ls Creek ( 3 )
Jigalong ( 2 )
Kellerberrin
Kununurra ( 2 )
Kalumburu
Laverton
La Grange ( 2 )
Lombadina
Marble Bar
Meekatharra
Mt. Margaret
Mul lewa ( 2 )
One Arm Point ( 2 )
Onslow ( 2 )
Quairading
Roebourne ( 2 )
South Hedland
Tardun
Warburton ( 3 )
Wi luna
Wittenoom
wyndham ( 2 )
Yandeyarra
and in the Central Reserve Jamieson ( 3 )
Wingkelinna ( 3 )
An emphasis has been placed on appointing Aides in more remote
schoo ls .
Training of Aides
At present there is no opportunity to provide Aides with pre
service training . Induction and orientation of Aides to their
task is of necessity a school-based operation. It is my res
ponsibility to provide a training format as a guide to
teachers . The structuring of an adequate t raining programme
which is appropriate to all Aides is not possible . The
disparacy which is discernable in the age , sex , academic , social
and experinetial background of Aides and the geographic,
demographic and social variations of the centres of employment
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c) the importance of a whole school involvement in the training
progranune;
d_) the individuality of the Aide in terms of background
experiences and levels of attainment;
e) the expectations of the community , students , the school and
theemploying authority,
f) the relative responsibilities in the school of the profes
sional and paraprofessional.
3. By conducting short-term intensive courses for Aides.
Course progranunes include sections which a) are designed to improve the Aides' understanding of the
conununity and social institutions which function within the
conununity;
b) assist Aides ' to understand stages of child development and
skills acquisition;
c) permit Aides to pursue areas of interest or develop a
specific skill ;

r

!f

d) encourage social interaction between Aides from differing
geographic locations, Aides and the residents of a large
community and the Aides and staff involved in the training
progranune.
The Relationship between Aide Training and Aide Education
There is a natural bridge between progranunes which are designed
to increase job efficiency and courses through which Aides will
become fully trained professionals.
The demonstration of practical competence is a pre-requisite
for the confirment of a teaching qualification. This principal
is supported in the current proposal to offer an Associate
Diploma in Community Service, which will offer Aboriginal
Aides their first opportunity to acquire a professional quali
fication as an external study course. The practical elements
of the course will be accredited on the basis of the Aides'
performance of their role in the school . Each of the
authorities which employs Aboriginal Aides, who will partici
pate in the course, are to be responsible for the development
of the Applied Study Units which are applicable to that
organization. The competence developed through an Aide
training progranune will thus become transferable to meet the
requirements of an education programne.
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Conclusions
Teacher Aides are primarily employed to assist students with
their learning programme. Their effectiveness is likely to be
in direct proportion to their ability to perform a supportive
role to the teacher within the classroom . The principal role is
one of conununication.
Student ++

teacher,

school ++

Community

teacher +-+

parent,

With the development of more effective communications it is
possible for students to gain a greater understanding of the
learning progral!llle. Conversely, through effective commun ication
with their Aides teachers develop a greater understanding of
the difficulties and constraints which confront Aboriginal
students in our schools. Improved conununications between the
parent and the school should facilitate an exchange of expec
tations and aspirations and thus reduce the level of misunder
standing which does occur.
The very presence of an efficient, effective and sympathetic
Aboriginal Aide provides tremendous intangible benefits to the
pupils in general and to the whole tone of the school.
An effective Aide training programme is of inestimable benefit
to the pupils, teachers, school, parents and the community.
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THE ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIAN IN NORTH EASTERN ARNHEM LAND

A Soc ial Sc ience Unit for Upper Pr imary/Lower Secondary
Students
D . Williams and A . C . F idock*
In 1975, the Curriculum Development Centre made a substantial
grant to the Evatt Primary School in the A. C. T. for the develop
ment of a social science unit - The Aboriginal Australian in
North Eastern Arnhem Land.* * The initial curriculi.nn materials
were developed at the Evatt School. The final materials will be
trialled in all Australian states and territories in term I, 1978.
The Curriculum Development Centre will then publish the materials,
making them available to schools throughout Australia. The
materials in this curriculum unit, which is a case study of a
particular people, should complement the comprehensive set of
general materials on Aborigines being developed by the Curriculum
Development Centre.
Aims and Rationale
In primary and secondary schools throughout Australia at present
there is a need for resource materials on the Australian
Aborigines. The existing materials are not only inadequate but
also inaccurate and racist in some cases. Some attempts are
* The project directors are Dr . Don Williams, a Principal
Lecturer in Curriculi.nn Studies at the Canberra College of
Advanced Education, and Mr. Alan Fidock, formerly Principal of
Evatt Primary School, now Co-ordinator (Aboriginal Education),
Curriculum Development Centre. They formerly lived in Arnhem
Land for many years where they carried out research. When devel
oping the curriculum unit they worked in close association with
the local town councils and Aboriginal leaders, and, lately, the
National Aboriginal Edu cation Committee.
* * In the anthropological literature the Aborigines of the area
are referred to as the Murngin , the Wulamba or the Miwuyt. It
is debatable whether these names have clear denotations in
common parlance; the people do not have a clearly identifiable
general word to describe themselves as a group.
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being made to produce materials for use at the sub-tertiary and
tertiary levels but little is being accomplished at the primary
level. The success of the Aboriginal Studies program supervised
by Margaret Simpson in the Cronulla District of N . S.W. suggests
that Aboriginal Studies can form a vital part of a primary school
social science program.
The aims of the project are as follows :
(a) to produce a set of resource materials on the Aboriginal
Australians in North Eastern Arnhem Land ;
(b) to involve children in the selection, generation and
evaluation of the materials as part of a development and
research program;
Cc) to organize and present the materials in such a way that
pupils who use them may select and pursue their own learning
activities with minimum intervention by teachers ;
(d) to present the materials as a social science unit which
may be used as part of a school's basic social science program;
(e) to ensure that the materials cover a broad range of
educational objectives such that any children who follow the
curriculum may :
understand themselves, North Eastern Arnhem Land Aborigines and
other peoples with greater insight ;
develop academic and social skills through the methods and pro
cesses employed to study the materials;
acquire tolerance and empathy towards ethnic groups whose skin
colours, personalities, social structures and cultures are
different from their own.
Descriptioi: and Plan of Project
(a) Age Level of Materials
The materials will be designed for children in their final years
of primary schooling, or early years of secondary schooling, that
is children who are approximately 11- 14 years of age.
Cb )

Duration of Project

The development and evaluation of materials will take three
years: 1976

Initial development at the Evatt Primary School.
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1977 Towards the end of 1977 the curriculum unit should be at the
prototype stage ready for production and wider distribution
throughout Australia.
1978 Trialling and evaluation of the materials in selected
schools in all Australian states and territories.
Cc) Correlation with Social Science Programs
The project materials may be used throughout the course of a year
to generate approximately two hours per week of learning
activities for the average pupil. Alternatively, they may be
used for shorter or longer periods to fit in with other social
science programs. This curriculum synthesises, in the form of a
case study, all key social science concepts developed during the
children' s primary schooling and, hence, should help the
children integrate knowledge from a variety of disciplines.
(d)

Objectives

Specific objectives were worked out with children as the initial
materials were produced. Even when the project has proceeded to
a stage when the resource materials are produced on a large scale
for use in other schools, behavioural objectives will not be
specified. The materials are so written that pupils are
encouraged to specify their own goals and discuss their programs
with their teachers. Special study guides will be provided for
this purpose. ( In the Teachers Handbook, which will form part of
the kit, guidance will be given to teachers on how to develop
goals with their pupils).
(e)

Selection of Content

Two basic questions were asked when selecting the content of the
project. Firstly, small samples of North Eastern Arnhem Land
Aborigines were asked : What should white people in Australia
know about you? Secondly, people living in Evatt, particularly
members of the School Board and children in the senior primary
school, were asked: What would you like to know about Aborigines?
The data yielded from these two approaches was checked against
the content of a variety of modern social science curricula to
ensure that the materials dealt adequately with an elementary
introduction to the disciplines which contribute to social science.
Cf) Organization of Content
While it is impossible at this stage to specify the nature and
scope of the content of the final program, the following is an
outline of the contents and organization of the draft materials.
The materials concentrate on a particular group of Aborigines
rather than Aborigines in general. It is felt that this is the
best approach for upper primary/lower secondary school children.
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History
Life Cycle
Economy
Art in Society
Level 4.
(Green)

Ecology
Religion
Politics
Kinship and Social Organization An Introduction

Kinship and Social Organization (Extending Knowledge)

These materials will extend, even the gifted, children who want
to pursue the study of kinship introduced in level 3 in greater
depth . (The same materials will be beneficial to teachers in
Aboriginal schools who have little knowledge of Aboriginal kin
ship systems) .
Symbols
Grandmothers & Grandfathers
Clans
Culture Contact

Mothers and Fathers
Marriage
Moieties and sub-sections

Language Studies (Purple)
A special set of materials on Gupapuynu, one of the dialects in
N.E. Arnhem Land, will be prepared to achieve the following
aims :
1 . To show that Aboriginal languages are viable and complex
means of canmunication.
2 . To demonstrate that Aboriginal languages (and other
languages) have meaningful sounds which do not occur in English.
3 . To discover that Aboriginal thought forms may differ from
Engl ish thought forms.
4.

To introduce the concept of dialect .

5.

To discover the significance of sign language.

6 . To appreciate the fact that languages which have never been
written may be reduced to writing.
In order to achieve the aims it will be necessary for children
to learn a limited number of conversational sentences, using a
basic vocabulary of 100 words , and attempt to pronounce a few
sounds that do not occur in English.
Booklets on spoken and sign language will be prepared to go with
audiotapes.
Teacher ' s Handbook
Learning About Language
Gupapuynu - Lessons 1 - 10

(booklet)
(booklet)
(booklet/cassette)
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5. Materials will be cross referenced. For example, a pupil who
is reading through the booklet on the Mining Industry will be con
fronted with the Aborigines' claims for land rights and mineral
rights. In order to understand the basis for Aborigines � claims,
pupils will be directed to the level 3 materials where clan
ownership and totemism are discussed.
Space is not available here to discuss other dimensions of learn
ing activities. For example, the project directors plan to
introduce role playing as a strategy and explore the effective
ness of gaming and simulation approaches.
Evaluation
During the developmental stage of the programme in 1976/77 no
rigorous evaluation will be made. It is the project directors •
firm belief that a large number of "soft" measures should be used
to provide immediate feedback to the producers of the materials.
For example, the following are some of the questions which
teachers, pupils and parents will be asked as a section of the kit
is developed.
a) What did the pupils want to discover?
b) How interested were they in the topic?
c ) Was the content manageable?
d) What learning processes were preferred?
e ) How did the topic relate to previous learnings and how
will it relate to future learnings?
f) What emotions did pupils display?
g) Were reading and other difficulties encountered?
h) Did the teacher have to provide much guidance?
During the developmental stage the project directors plan to ask
an outside educational consultant panel with Aboriginal membership
to review the program. It is felt that outside criticism could
reveal weaknesses which the directors have not yet detected because
of their close involvement in the project.
In 1978 the project directors plan to try out the materials in
selected schools around Australia, using other selected schools as
a control group. Although detailed plans for the evaluation have
not been prepared, the directors feel that there are two impor
tant issues which call for rigorous examination.
First, there would appear to be grounds for hypothesizing that
white Australian children who use the kit will develop more favour
able attitudes towards Aborigines. This is a somewhat tenuous
prediction which will present many problems as it is operational
ized in a research design.
Second, it could be claimed that social science program which
involves a detailed study of Aborigines will enable pupils to
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It has been our responsibility therefore, to modify the curricu 
lum in such ways as necessary for Aboriginal children to succeed
in the discrete subjects taught in western tradition orientated
schools. Specifically, Aboriginal children have to be literate
and numerate in the full meaning of the words, culturally aware
and educated, competent in the psychomotor area, and emotionally
adjusted to their life style with its irresistible pressures
from the material culture . No mean task and certainly a long
way from full achievement yet, but positive progress has been
made. One must express some reservations about the value of
some of the discrete subjects referred to, but this is subject
matter for the broader issues of curriculum relevance. At first
I wish to concentrate on the problems of the school whose
Aboriginal community asks for a western education for its
children. The vast majority of N.S.W. schools are in this
position.
One could chronicle the changes in curriculum that have seen
illiteracy at Year 6 level reduced from thirty-five to four
percent, or has seen only two pupils above Year 10 turned into
six graduate or trainee teachers, and a host of other success
stories. However, I believe it would be more profitable here to
examine the underlying principles that have governed the changes
which seem to be most important. Basically they have been dis
covered by trial and error. All elements are present in success
ful programs, and a key element (s) has been missing in the
failures.
Applied Principles Leading to success
Teaching is an interaction. While learning often occurs when the
relationship between the teacher and learner is not empathic,
usually because the enculturation process has preset the pupil to
learn regardless of personality factors, it rarely occurs if the
pupil is from an educationally disadvantaged group. As teachers
who have worked with Aborigines for some time can attest, the
establishment of an empathic relationship between teacher and
learner is fundamental for success. The same people also know
that an empathic relationship does not in itself ensure success.
Pupils have to be motivated, and this is often difficult.
When dealing with Aboriginal children two categories of special
considerations have to be accommodated. There are factors of
Aboriginality which in five or six significant ways affect the
teaching task. There are also often factors of psychosocial
deprivation commonly found in disadvantaged groups. In partic
ular teachers need to be cognizant of the role of anxiety, stigma,
various attitudes and beliefs, and acceptance/rejection on
self-esteem. Likewise they need to examine the factors involved
in the development of achievement dispositions, and even the
development of imaginative capacity as a defence against anxiety.
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Finding the 'relevance base' for a group of children involves
getting to know what goes on inside the corporate skin of the group,
and also the skin of each individual member. It means finding out
what interests and motivates the group, what it responds to as
relevant stimuli. Individuals differ, but there is a commonality
about many stimuli evoking responses. For example, almost without
exception our Aboriginal children are fascinated by the super
natural. We have, as a consequence, used the supernatural in
numerous ways in our teaching. (A word of caution: with this
particular stimulus, as with others, it is important to know what
is taboo) .
The Re levance Model
The model for establishing basic relevance has three focuses .
Each focus requires basic research by the teacher, but it is not
at all difficult at primary relevance level. The following are
the three focuses with some simple illustrations.
Basic drives: this refers to primary and secondary psychological
drives common to the human species. We all respond to the sight
and smell of food when we are hungry. We have an appreciation of
different foods. Several readers will appreciate red wine made
from a blend of Hermitage and Cabernet Sauvignon grapes. Most
children enjoy lemon meringue pie. Several of 01r teachers have
capitalised on children's interest in food, and Keri Negline
developed a splendid teaching strategy embracing literacy, num
eracy, social studies, natural science and affective development
around the stimulus of food.
Context: this is the situation in which the stimulus arises. If
you were viewing slides of towns around Australia, familiar ones
would evoke a different response from those that you had never
visited, and, of course, one of the old home town would produce
another response again. The word 'butcher' on the awning of
Reeve's shop in Walgett is far more relevant than the same word
in a pri mer. Env ironmental, or experiential reading/language
schemer. are successful largely because of the context factor ,
though the other two categories can, and should be incorporated
in properly planned schemes.
Enculturation Process: this refers to all the experiences of the
individual which in sum establish his particular way of life with
its social mores, special interests and antipathies, forms of
enjoyment, etc. Sir John Kerr when viewed on television evokes,
supportive feelings from some, hostility from others, and no
response from many. The differing responses can be traced to the
enculturation processes of the people concerned. A much simpler
example at school level - Walgett's Aboriginal boys all love Rugby
League football. This fact has been well used.
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duty, escort on sporting trips and excursions, and the other con
trived, infonnal situations in which children reveal themselves
and the source of their group identity.
One should add before leaving the relevance model that application
of the basic principles at Walgett High School has proven just as
successful as at the primary. A breakthrough in science teaching
occurred when the science teachers moved out of the laboratory in
to the 'context' of the famil iar exterior environment. The Art
Design course {in this case a Walgett special) has proved to be a
very effective medium for the development of literacy.
Inadequacy of Existing curriculum
As I mentioned in the first part of the paper, I have considerable
doubts about the adequacy of existing curricula to give Aboriginal
children the learnings necessary to have complete mastery of their
own destinies, or as much as the ordinary citizen can realistically
achieve . The problem stems from the effects of fitting the
children to the curricular subjects, rather than selecting from
the possible curricula those, and aspects of them, which will
realise the legitimate aspirations of our clientele . An exc iting
development took place in N.S.A. in 1973 when a move towards school
based curriculum documents was initiated. This change clearly had
the potential to line up community aspirations wi th the total
curriculum. The move has tended to bog down through the inability
of the profession to capitalise on the innovation. N . s .w. c.A.E. ' s
need to change radically the emphasis they give to curriculum
studies, but this will not at first overcome the problem . With
seventy-five percent of teachers under the age of twenty-seven, our
profession lacks the depth that canes from experience and maturity .
This is no criticism of young teachers, whom I admire tremendously,
but an acknowledgement that there is no short tenn answer to the
difficulty .
In reflection, the 1971 Walgett decis ion to lift the funct ional
intelligence of the experimental groups, rather than teach them to
read, write and count, was both correct and very significant . The
groups did learn to do these latter things quite dramatically well,
but they were by-products of the pursuit of the superordinate goal .
A great deal was learnt about language and its role in functional
intelligence, and the profound relationships between cognitive and
affect ive domains. We also learnt how insidious the affects of
boredom arising from environmental factors can be, and more
importantly that they can be overcome .
In Sununation
If Walgett has something to say about the total curriculum, it is
probably this. Full and meaningful interaction needs to take place
between the school and the canmunity. That part of the educative
process that takes place in schools ought to be a mediation of the
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of the desires of parents and the professional expertise of the
teachers. Once goals are established they ought to be refined
into clear concepts of a number of individuals, i. e. the compon
ents of an egalitarian, positively oriented towards social progress,
society. One or two superordinate goals seem valuable. Then the
full range of curriculum options need to be considered and
selections made from them that will contribute to the achievement
of the goals . Curricular subjects are possible means to ends,
not ends in themselves. If they are inadequate in the achievement
of goals, new curricula have to be devised. Once teachers can be
revived from their liberal arts hangovers, and this includes the
young ones, new curricula are surprisingly easy to develop.
Finally, far more attention than is usually found in schools,
needs to be given to the psychomotor domain in early education,
and the affective domain at all stages. A genuine taffective '
curriculum constantly implemented is a must.
So, modify the curriculum that exists, develop new aspects per
tinent to the needs of the clients, make sure the interaction
between teacher and learner is empathic, and present all learnings
in a relevant frame of reference, and success is assured. Most
readers would predict this would be so. In Walgett we have
established that it is so, though it will probably take yet
another decade to make it a complete reality. some may feel that
my references to the interaction of the teaching-learning process
were outside my curriculum brief. Where Aboriginal children are
concerned I do not believe that we can discuss one without
reference to the other. Perhaps this may be so of education as
a whole.
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APPENDIX B
Alternative curricula tried at Walgett suggests that there should
be ,
a) a total psychomotor curriculum which has a strong relevant
component of work skill and perceptual development ;
b) an affective curriculum which not only deals wi th positive
self concepts , but actively attacks t he problem of inadequately
developed prosocial values ;
c) a curriculum devoted to through pattern training with com
ponents of lateral thinking ,
d) a cu rriculum developing the s ki ll of learning through
listening (a skill often taken for g ranted) ,
e)

a cu rriculum for the development of paralanguage ;

f) depending to some extent on the local environment , a
curriculum that aims at extracting more stimulat ion from the
environment to combat the pathological/psychological problems
o f boredom ;
g) curricula to meet special needs , e.g . mothercraft programs
for girls regularly handling babies (s iblings) and feeding them ;
h)

a comprehensive health curriculum , and

i) an expanded mental hori zons in relation to place of living
and work options , curriculum .
Many o f the above are encompassed in existing curricular areas ,
but the trouble is they tend to be buried and l argely ignored.
The only real solution seems to be to tease out the pr iorities
and build a special curriculum around them. c above supposes
that 1'estern modes of thought in relation to management of , and
adaptat ion to the env ironment are import ant. If this is so ,
then it almost certainly needs a curriculum fo'r"'"reasons of
primary focus.

9. POLICIES 1n dBOAIGlndL
EDUCdTIOn: SUCCESSES.
FdlWAES.EXPEnDITUAE.
II
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1.

Aboriginals, as the indigenous people of Australia,
are the particular responsibility of the Australian
people and hence the Commonwealth Government. It is a
sad commentary on black-white relations that a special
department is needed two hundred years after contact,
but in the light of existing conditions, it is essential.

2.

Economically, socially, and medically, Aboriginals are
the most poverty-stricken group in Australia. Whatever
aspect of living is considered, Aboriginals as a collective
average are well below acceptable standards. Education
ally we produce few professionals in the Western sense
and we do not sufficiently acknowledge tribal scholarship.

3.

Aboriginals' disadvantage has arisen because of the inter
vention of an alien society which has dominated the
indigenes, dispersed them from traditional territory, and
dispossessed them of the most precious possessions, namely,
their land and their ethos .

4.

These disadvantages have been perpetuated by adverse
discrimination, neglect, and inappropriate education.

From these assumptions the Department's policies and programs
are derived.
(a)
It seeks to play advocate by representing
Aboriginal needs to appropriate agencies.
(b)
(c)
(d)

It promotes Aboriginal self-management.

It encourages the perpetuation of Aboriginal
cultures .

It attempts to bring consistency of approach
by all Australians toward the indigenous
population.

Thus the key of the Department's work is enrichment.
In practice this means that the Department is not expert in
education, for example, but it gingers education authorities and
agencies into appreciating Aboriginal need. Thus:
tribal elders now are accepted as qualified instructors and
paid to teach bark painting and traditional weaving in some
Northern Territory schools.
classes with predominantly Aboriginal students have a lower
staff-student ratio than otherwise would be the case.
some tertiary colleges admit Aboriginals apart from the
quota system; or in spite of their lack of formal
qualifications .
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around Australia ;
3.

Bilingual education is introduced so that the
traditional culture is recognized.

In administering such programs , the Department must avoid a
handout mentality , yet ensure that basic needs are satis fied.
Assistance prompted by pity is a stop-gap which wrecks
development and creates continued dependence. On the other
hand , there is a strong moral requirement that the Government
accept responsibility for the position in which Aboriginals
now find themselves.
Finance

Most of the money from the annua l Federal Budget appropriated
to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs is directed to the
benefit of Aboriginals through two sources :
1.

Direct grants are made to Aboriginal organizations especially community-based groups - for the conduct
of programs which benefit the indigenes. In the
education realm , for example, all Aboriginal pre-schools
are constructed and operated , or research into reading
difficulties is conducted.

2.

State grants is the name given to an annual grant to
each State Education Department. The Commonweal th
Government has no wish to compete in this function : it
is c learly a State responsibility . However , for
specifically Aboriginal programs the Commonweal th wil l
supplement th e State. For example, many o f the State
Superintendents of Aboriginal Education are paid from
the Commonwealth grant. Remedial materials and
compensatory sta ff are other items.

A third and generous slice o f the Aboriginal budget goes to
Statutory bodies , companies , or external-to-Government bodies.
The National Aboriginal Education Committee , which advises the
Commonweal th Minister for Education , and is paid for by his
appropriation , is such a body. The Australian Institute of
Aboriginal Studies and the National Aboriginal Conference
are other examples.
EXPENDITURE

In summary then , we must dispel the misconception that Aboriginals
are receiving large handouts. It is simply not true.
Aboriginals receive entitlements provided to all Australians
but Aboriginal communities and State Governments receive finance
to launch Aboriginal-oriented programs .
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EVALUATION

Stories of ogres who live in white castles on far away hills,
but who periodical ly invade the peaceful val ley of the good
fairies are inappropriate to Aboriginals but the mad , bad and
dangerous giant is a reasonably accurate portrayal of the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs ' image .
Unhappily , it is all but impossible to balance the financial
needs of the clientele with the requirement that public funds
be accounted for rigorously . Given Treasury regulations ,
though , what do we look for in financing a proj ect?
What do we look for in funding?

When a program is prese nted to departmental officers the re
are a number of obj ective criteria , and I suppose some
subj ective, by which we evaluate its worth .
1.

Is it Aboriginal inspired? We delude ourse lves if we
imagine that a good white idea will be necessarily
hailed by Aboriginals . Be on the lookout for Aboriginal
suggestions . If you manage some inspiration , try it
first on the conununity leaders . Involve them . Should
you have an "open day" at school? Shou ld you take the
school to the city? Ask the community .

2.

Does it seek to meet an expressed Aboriginal need?

3.

Does it accord with the principles of the Government ' s
policy? By and large the written policie·s of the ma jor
Government and the alternative Government are not too
different . Governments issue policy documents prior to
e lections and , after being elected to office , begin to
implement them. Along the corner-stones of the present
Government ' s policies are :
( a)

self-management ;

( b)

self-sufficiency ;

( d)

Aboriginality .

(c)

land rights;

and

Proj ects we finance should ref lect these .
4.

Does it al low for Aboriginal involvement?
( a)

(b)

The Departme nt would prefer to fund an Aboriginal
body ;
It wants to know if Aboriginals are involved in
the management of the pro j ect ;
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(c)
(d)
5.

Preference is given to Aboriginals being employed
in the project; and
Aboriginals should be involved in evaluating the
project and modifying it after review.

Does it relate to or reinforce the communities ' objectives
in the fields of housing , health , employment, welfare ,
justice , and so on?

You will notice that these criteria are not :
Is it professionally acceptable?

Is it good teaching practice?

Does it help Black people to become more like White people?
Some teachers have the idea that their training equips them to
better understand Aboriginals, whereas it really is directed at
improving communication skills. The basic needs of a people can
only be determined by the people. I remind you of my opening
illustration • . Professional competence must take second place
to understanding.
Localization

Since the Department emphasises the importance of the community
in Aboriginal life it has decentralized its administration probably more than any other Commonwealth department. This is
not only a geographic distribution of staff , but a delegation
of responsibility and decision-making in relation to recommending
program sponsorship.

For this reason , any proposal should be negotiated , in the first
instance , between the local community and the Department's
field staff. There is little to be gained by writing directly
to the head of the Department in Canberra in the hope that it
will short-circuit the system . He will return it to the local
officer for assessment.
The role of programming conferences is also receiving increasing
attention . Budget allocations are discussed both at the "bid"
stage, and in the post-budget analysis stage , by Aboriginals from
communities and organizations who meet with staff from the
Department , and often staff of other departments , on a regional
basis . Relative priorities of the monies allocated from the
budget are considered , and the Aboriginal contribution to the
discussion is decisive. This process has been refined more in
some areas than others , but for all its deficiencies, it is the
most sophisticated mechanism that any Conunonwealth Department
has developed with its clientele. State Education Department
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allocations and direct grants to educationally-based voluntary
organizations are to be subject more and more to this process .
EXAMPLES

In the same way as one cannot identify a teacher or a lesson as
only good or only bad , it is difficult to categorize Aboriginal
education programs as " successes" or " failures" . How wet is
wet, or how dark must it be, to be called dark? How much
impact did your last lesson make on the pupils? Would you ,
then, consider it as a success or a failure?
One of the programs which seems to have met with an abnormally
encouraging response , however , is the pre-trade training program
conducted in New South Wales . It can be regarded as tending
toward the successful pole of the continuum from our point of
view in that it satisfies the funding criteria we set . (But ,
then, that is our view - white , bureaucratic removed. )
It is Aboriginal inspired. Leaders pointed to the New Zealand
Trade Training project and suggested that it be copied in
Australia . Aboriginals were conscious of the similarity of
standards , students , and service, and they firmly recommended
its introduction here .
Secondly, it met an expressed Aboriginal need . The New South
Wales Aboriginal Advisory Council , among others, identified
the need and sought its gratification.
Third , it accorded with the Government's policy .
Fourth , it allowed for Aboriginal involvement - in the
recruitment , on the staff .
Fifth , it related to other aspects of living , especially
employment.
Among other so-called successes , one can also list programs
related to alternative education , rehabilitative education ,
and bridging education .
1.

Alternative education : in some places there are conununity
schools which Aboriginals conduct . The Black Conununity
School at Townsville and the bush school at Strelley are
examples. To some Europeans these are considered
disorganized and unbalanced , but to the Aboriginals they
represent a ma jor achievement in self-management.

2.

Rehabilitative education: the Aboriginal Conununity
College, an annexe of the Torrens College of Advanced
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Education , typifies programs funded by Department of
Aboriginal Affairs to assist Aboriginals to restore a
sense of self-confidence . You will learn more of the
College during this Seminar .
3.

Bridging education: some programs are established , at
Aboriginal request, to assist Aboriginals enter the
European education system while not discarding their
Aboriginality . The teacher-aide training course conducted
at the University of Sydney is one example of this type .
People with little more than a primary education are put
through an extensive specialist course to achieve sixth
form high-school qualification , yet simultaneously have
their importance as Aboriginals underscored.

One could also regard the teacher-aide scheme as less than
successful in that the training and career structure for aides
with experience does not enable them to graduate as fully
certificated teachers . Consequently while they may appear
fully accepted teachers to the pupils , they are , in fact ,
locked into a low-status immobile and powerless position .
Another unsatisfactory situation is teachers' preoccupation
with professionalism. I believe that , until very recently ,
this has inhibited Aboriginal involvement and failed to develop
a satisfactory curricula which are relevant to Aboriginal
needs, interests and experience .
EXTRAPOIATION

For the teacher what does this all mean? On the theoretical
side it means that persons appointed to teach in Aboriginal
schools must appreciate that their specialist training is in
communication , and not in Aboriginal affairs. As a result
they must expect to misunderstand and be misunderstood , to
suffer culture shock , to find that they will be criticised .
Th0 lesson to be learnt is not j ust that Aboriginals have
specific subcultures that require adaptive curricula , but that
in terchange with Aboriginal community leaders is imperative if
education is to be appropriate for the specialist needs of
the people . Impeccable pedagogic methodology is secondary .
On a practical note it means that innovations in the Aboriginal
school may be funded . If teachers believe that a program will
assist their Aboriginal students and they require finance for
it, there is a procedure .
1.

Contact the Education Department's Superintendent of
Aboriginal Education . It is possible that the program has
a precedent and that there are established means of
achieving the obj ective .
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2.

Consider all possible sources of funding . In this respect ,
the Department of Aboriginal Affairs is not the sole body
for financing Aboriginal programs . The Office of Child
Care , the Schools Commission , and voluntary organi zations
among others , may help .

3.

I f assistance is needed from the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs :
( a)

discuss with the local conununity ;

(c)

contact the local departmental officer ;

(b)
( d)

check that it accords with the guidelines ;

file an application either through the State
Education Department ( for a State Grant) , or
through a local Aboriginal organization (for
direct funding) .

Not wishing to finish on a mercenary note , I'll revert to
anecdotes , and apologize for plagiarism .
A keen young teacher volunteered to serve in an Aboriginal
school in a tribal area . In excited anticipation he revised
all hi s best classroom techniques and re-read his child
psychology texts . By the time he arrived at Cundelee he was
prepared for any eventuality - until a tribal elder gave him
some unsolicited but sobering philosophy . " The last white man
who came here was a painter : we liked him , and he became our
friend . The one before was an anthropologist : we didn't like
him , so we ate him. Now we have you . "
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DIRECT COMMONWEALTH EXPENDITURE ON ABORIGINALS
ESTIMATE
1977-78
( $ , 000 )
Health
Grants to the States
Grants in Aid
Aboriginal Health Services in the N . T.

12 ,607
3 , 231
7 , 510
2 3 , 348

Education

Grants to the State
Grants in Aid
Aboriginal Secondary Grants
Aboriginal S tudy Grants
overseas Study Grants
Aboriginal Education Services in the N .T .

6 , 334
2 , 824
11 , 984
3 , 260
67
18 , 790
43 , 259

Employment
Grants to the States
Grants in Aid
Employment Training
Dept. of Employment and Industrial Relations Share of employment strategy

1, 106
5 , 625
185
46 1
7 , 377

Housing
Grants to the States
Grants in Aid
Aboriginal Housing & Personal Loans Fund
Aboriginal Hostels
Missions (N . T . )
R . A . I .A . Housing Pane l
Other

10 , 430
13 , 740
5 , 000
5 , 300
668
154
310
35 , 602

Town Management & Public Utilities

Grants to the States
Grants in Aid
Settlements (N .T. )

650
18 , 974
11 , 540
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Missions (N.T.)
Other

3, 606
15
34, 785

Legal Aid

Grants in Aid
Cultural, Recreational & Sporting Activities
Grants in Aid

Enterprises

Grants in Aid
Aboriginal Land Fund
Ecological Projects
Other

3, 800
775

4, 000
750
1, 050
185
5, 985

Welfare

Grants to the States
Grants in Aid

1, 314
1, 718
3, 032

General

Administration
National Aboriginal Consultative Committee
National Aboriginal Conference
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies
Other

14, 5 17
206
987
1, 950
390
18, 050

Grant Total

176,013
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EXPENDITURE BY DEPARTMENT OF ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
ESTIMATE
1977-78
( $ , 000)
Health

Grants to the States
Grants in Aid

12, 607
3 , 231
15 , 838

Education

Grants to the States
Grants in Aid
Missions ( N . T . )

6, 334
2 , 824
14
9, 17 2

Employment

Grants to the States
Grants in Aid
Employment Training

1, 106
5 , 625
185
6, 916

Housing

Grants to the States
Grants in Aid
Aboriginal Housing & Personal Loans Fund
Aboriginal Hostels
Missions (N . T . )
R . A . I . A . Housing Panel

10, 430
1 3 , 7 40
5, 000
5 , 300
668
154
35, 292

Town Management & Public Utilities
Grants to the S tates
Grants in Aid
Se ttlements ( N . T . )
Missions ( N . T . )
Other

650
18 , 974
2, 547
3, 606
15
25 , 792

Legal Aid

Grants in Aid

3 , 800
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Cultural, Recreational & Sporting Activities
Grants in Aid

Enterprises

Grants in Aid
Aboriginal Land Fund
Ecological Projects
Other

775

4 , 000
750
1 , 050
185
5 , 985

Welfare

Grants to the States
Grants in Aid

1 , 314
1 , 718
3 . 032

General

Administration
National Aboriginal Consultative Committee
National Aboriginal Conference
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies
Other

13 , 7 44
206
987
1 , 950
390
17 , 17 7

Total

123 , 879
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APPROPRIATION (NO. 1) 1977-78

DEPARTMENT OF ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS

Division 120 - Administrative
1.

f
I
.f

''

I,

Salaries and Payments in the nature of Salary 01 Salaries and allowances
02 Overtime

$
1977-78
10, 736, 000
207, 000
10, 943, 000

2.

Administrative Expenses
01 Travelling and subsistence
02 Office requisites and equipment, stationery
and printing
03 Postage, telegrams and telephone services
04 Office services
05 Advertising
06 Freight and cartage
07 Information and public relations
08 Computer services
09 Motor vehicles - Hire, maintenance and
running expenses
10 Consultants - Fees
11 Incidental and other expenditure

857, 000
232, 000
6 40, 000
4 1, 000
8, 000
135, 000
150, 000
6, 000
600, 000
10, 000
54,000
2, 733, 000

3 . Other Services
01 Conferences, meetings and consultations expenses
02 Investigations and research
03 Support of Aboriginals at Government
settlements
04 Assistance to missions
05 National Aboriginal Conference - Election
expenses
06 Vocational training and adjustment
07 Support for ecological projects
08 Architectural se,r vices for Aboriginal
housing
09 Support for Aboriginal hostels ( including
payments to Aboriginal Hostels Limited)
10 Northern Territory Land Commission Operating expenses
11 Aboriginal Loans Commission - Fees for
services

190, 000
200, 000
2, 439, 000
4, 288, 000
475, 000
185, 000
1, 050, 000
154, 000
5 , 300, 000
100, 000
85, 000
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APPROPRIATION (N0.2) 1977-78

DEPARTMENT OF ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Division 811 - Capital Works and Services
Buildings and Works General services
2.

Plant and Equipment 01 General services

123, 000
Total:

Division 811

123,000

Division 813 - Payments to or for the States
1.

For the purpose of the States Grants
(Aboriginal Assistance) Act 01 Housing
02 Health
03 Education
04 Employment
05 Welfare
06 Town management and public utilities
Total :

Division 813

Total Department of Aboriginal Affairs

10, 430,000
12, 607,000
6, 334, 000
1, 106, 000
1, 314, 000
6 50,000
32, 441,000
32, 564, 000

10.dBOAIGlndL
communlTY SCHOOLS

\
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SAUNDERS STREET PERTH
Ruth Rickett

I am the mother of five children and I have three grand
children . I still have a lot to learn . But I ' m looking to
the future . I have never come forward before .and asked for
government assistance and I have never received any grants
from the government in order to help the interests of my
people . I have just taken the opportunity of being a voluntary
leader .
I've had a taste of living in state housing under temporary
conditions . But that's the white man ' s way of life and not
a black man's way . The whi te man is able to have the way of
life where he can lead his fam1ly into a nice, sound permanent
future . I ' m just an Aboriginal woman standing here with nothing .
We've got some land on the outskirts of Perth , some tents , our
children and ourselves . We've spent two winters in these
conditions now and the time i s getting near where I and my
brothe r , Robert Bropho will ask the government for a grant but not before we can see where we are going .
I know that certain money has been granted to our people in the
pas t , but most of our people have not benefitted from it . I
have lived all my life in the metropol itan area and I've seen
the changes and the de struction that have happened to my people
and I think it is time for the government to wake up to the fact
that we Aborigina ls must be given more opportuni ties to help
ourse lve s . As far as I can see , Aboriginal people are sitting
down by the trees waiting - waiting for something . And that
something is a debt that has to be paid to the original
inhabitants of thi s country - the Aboriginals . We are not
going to beg any more for this debt to be paid in full . We must
be given a chance of planning our own destiny and the government
must back us up on this and help us out financially .
I ' ve seen the discrimination in the schools that my children
went to . My children are fine teenagers now and three of my boys
arc without any achieveme nt whatsoever . Instead of being in the
school room learning what they should learn , what they go to
school for , they were put out into the garden to do the gardening
for the school . Now I don't think that that was right . But we
didn't have the right to stand up for ourselves . And we still
haven't got the right to stand up for ourselve s . There i s the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and all its officers to cater for
us . But they don ' t help us . We ' ve got Mr Viner . But Mr Viner
isn ' t always around when there are problems , important problems .
We arc not animal s . We are human beings , l ike everyone e l se .

Ruth Ki ckett is invol ved in establ ishing an all-Abori ginal
Communi ty on the outskirts of Per th u
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I've got my grandson with me here now and I wonder what sort of
future he will have if we don't get through to the people in
authority today . What future will any Aboriginal children have
if we don't get through? We need a kindergarten out there on
our land at Saunders S treet . At present, if anyone came out
there and said, 'Where is your kindergarten? ' , I would point out
a green patch of grass in the sunshine or a little bit of yellow
san d . I f it rains there i s no place to play . And a s for the
children who should be at primary school , they're afraid to go
because they've left so many times because they feel they don ' t
fit in with white children . You must agree that some white
children can be racist . I t ' s handed down f rom generation to
generation .
We are still waiting for our opportunities to do things for
ourselves. It hasn ' t come yet . We are expected to be master 
minds, do what we're told to do and some people are sick and
tired of it . You have only got to get on a train or go down
to the nearest park to see where some of the fathers and mothers
with big families end up - drunk , no responsibility , no homes ,
just living out in the open . Some of you are lucky to have a
home . A home is very important when you are sending children to
school . Children don't want to go to school dirty and grubby
and sit next to children from comfortable homes who are neat and
clean . They pretend to go to school but they go to the bush and
hide till school is over and then come home and their parents
ask , 'Have you been to school? ' , and they answer 'Yes, Mum' .
They feel very guilty and not very proud of themselves . I've
seen this happen many times . And I've seen it happen where the
law is concerned . The police come along and take them out of
the classrooms to question then about things they haven ' t done .
And the mother waits at home and wonders why they are home early
and then the police come around asking more questions . And they
know that it was white children who did it , but the police blame
the black kids first .
But let's get back to Saunders Street where we want to start our
own community with our own school and other ameni ties. We haven ' t
got any finance yet and we won't go ahead until we know we've
got some real backing . I want it to be successful . Not a failure .
There are failures everywhere and I think one of the reasons is
that people don ' t understand the Aboriginal himsel f - what ' s in
his heart and what ' s in the hearts of mothers . They don ' t under
stand . They think they do we ll by us . But they don ' t . It ' s
the rightful mothers and fathers who carry their chi ldren's
destinies in the palms of their hands .
A lot of you pe ople have taken away our children to go into your
ways of life , and that is wrong . We want to be the ones who find
the future for them . We love them . You can take my daughter
away, but when trouble comes she runs straight back to me . And
I take her back and accept her completely . I think , myself , that
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the mothers and fathers should educate their own children to the
best of their own ability. They should bring them forward and
make them proud of where they came from , proud of their mothers
and fathers and then go forward and take the opportunities to
travP.l and meet the needs of other Aboriginal people.
Now I think I ' ve said a mouthful , but I don't like beating about
the bush. I believe that the possibilities are there for us to
build and make our own school. We want to build houses and
other things , bring in friends and get help from others outside
our own Aboriginal organizations . We need people to come in and
show us . But we don't want them to take us away and put us in
some place we don ' t want to be in . And the same applies to our
children. Let us have the freedom of choice wherever you may
find us - just a few people trying to build a future .
I think I have said enough now.
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STRELLEY COMMUN ITY SCHOOL

John Bucknall

As an organization recognized and approved by the appropriate
authorities Strelley Community School is in its infancy, being
only eighteen months old. As an idea it has existed since the
Group came together during those momentous days in '48 when the
Marrngu 1 of the North-West had the courage to challenge the
authority of the European dominated social and econanic order.
However this is not the occasion and I certainly have not the
time to do justice to the origins of the Nomads Group which is
perhaps better known to some of you as McLeod's Mob. Let it
suffice to say that they are a group who have played and
continue to play a vital role in the history of Aboriginal
Affairs in this State and that they have always vowed to retain
and develop their economic independence and culture! integrity
separate from white-dominated institutions.
With these circumstances in mind the school was established
with the aim of further developing the Community's capacity to
successfully adjust this commitment to the realities of the
twentieth century in the Pilbara Region of W .A. When this aim
is examined in the context of the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs' policy of self-management it can hardly be described
as revolutionary. I think it would be reasonable to say that
for a number of years there has been a growing desire expressed
by a wide range of educators to provide the Marrngu child with
an ability to make a choice in terms of his future place in
society. The policy of the Strelley School does not challenge
this philosophy but it does very seriously question its
implementation by other groups in other places. It is the
opinion of the Strelley Community that it is still the main
stream culture that determines the framework within which a
choice will be made in other so-called Aboriginal schools. It
is still the European controlled school that sets the major
parameters for learning and, as such, conditions to a dis
proportionate extent future decision-making by their Aboriginal
clients. Genuine choice only occurs when the process is
entirely in the hands of the clients.
So much for the underlying rationale, now I would like to
describe how it works.
The Community, through an incorporated body, the Nomads
Charitable and Education Foundation, employs eight European
teachers on a full-time basis and another four on a part-time
basis. The teachers sign a contract with the Community which

John Bucknall , Principal of Strelley Communi ty School , is on
Secondment from Mount Lawley C.A .E.
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conunits the teacher to an undertaking whereby he or she
recognizes the Group ' s integrity (law and life style) and
agrees to abide by certain rules of behaviour required of all
members of the Conununity , white or black . These teachers are
involved in a number of programmes ranging from pre-school
activities through to adult classes , some formal in structure
and content , others entirely informal in approach and duration .
There are three pre-school groups conducted in each of the three
main camps which are located geographically , and to a certain
extent culturally, in separate locations . A number of mothers
are involved in each of the groups using one of the European
teachers as a resource person in terms of ideas , preparation
of materials and most importantly , determining the meaning and
aims of the total experience . The success of this particular
programme is one of the most obvious examples of how seriously
the Conununity regards their involvement in the more formalized
aspects of the educative process .
Six Europeans and nine Marrngu are involved in a school age
basic literacy and numeracy programme which is also located in
each of the three camps . It ' s all very open - open to aunts
and uncles , mothers and fathers and grannies , especially grannies .
It means that nothing is done without the full knowledge though
not necessarily consent of the Conununity . When consent is not
forthcoming it is the responsibility of the School Board to draw
the attention of the teachers to this fact and reconunend
alternative approaches or procedures . The Conununity directly
asked for a number of vocationally and recreationally oriented
progranunes for its adult members . Hence the development of dress
making , crafts , mechanics , typing and other European oriented
activities .
Possibly the most exciting and potentially the most far reaching
development to date has been the progress of the Nyangumarta
programme . To date there has been an active full-time involve
ment by three Marrngu men in the preparation and production of
Nyargumarta materials ( both print and non-print) . Two of these
men have recently returned from a working visit to Milingimbi
where they were involved in that conununity ' s bilingual programme .
1978 should see the conunencement of preliminary work in
Manyjilj arra as there has developed a desire among the speakers
of this and associated languages for a literacy programme similar
to the one conunenced in Nyangumarta .
A relatively sophisticated production centre has been established
to facilitate the production of both English and Marrngu language
materials . Due to the inadequacies contained in most English
language materials , especially in the various reading schemes ,
a determined effort is being made to produce locally written and
illustrated materials based on local language concepts and
experiences .
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There i s more, much more that I could say about the adult
l i teracy class, the continuing development of the School
Board's ability to communicate its ideas and wishes to its
employees, the overall lack of absentees and associated
problems but I hope that what has been said and illustrated is
sufficient to convey the idea.
I must in conclusion comment on the extent to which I feel the
Europeans by the very fact of their presence and the constant
expression of their value systems influence, perhaps even
manipulate, the Community in all sort of ways and in all sorts
of directions. The difference between Strelley and other
situations is the conscious and deliberate attempt to neutralize
this influence by keeping the decision-making proces s firmly in
the hands of the people.

NOTES
1

The term 'Marrngu' is a widespread term used throughout the
NW of Western Australia. It means people or mankind and I
intend to use the term throughout this talk as being more
appropriate and meaningful than the term 'Aborigine' or
'Aboriginal'.

II. REcommEnDdTIOns
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�CQYMENDATIONS

The following recommendations, apart from those marked ( * ) ,
were passed at plenary sessions of the Conference. Because of
lack of time, those recommendations marked ( * ) were referred
to the Planning Committee and subsequently passed.
PRE-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION
1.

To: Al l Col leges of Advanced Education and Universities

We recommend that recommendation 5 . 7 of the National Conference
on Aboriginal Education 1976 be adopted, strongly endorsed and
implemented immediately, inter alia
' That training institutions incorporate Aboriginal Studies in
all teacher education programmes as a fully integrated core
element. That a working committee be established to examine
the strategies involved. '
We also recommend that lecturers and other staff involved in
and associated with courses of Aboriginal and Intercultural
Education actively seek to promote a positive and informed
direction in all related courses of study, to the extent that
community education in relation to Aboriginals is encouraged,
diversified and made available more widely. And that such
educational staff are made aware of the grave problems inherent
in Ethno-centric attitudes.
2.

To : All Education Departments and all teacher education
institutions

For students who propose teaching largely in Aboriginal areas,
practical teaching periods, where at all possible be extended
and should take place largely in schools where there are
significant numbers of Aboriginal students.
3.

To : AZZ Co lleges of Advanced Education and Universities

We recommend that Colleges of Advanced Education and
Universities ensure that units and courses recognize
the multi-cultural aspects of society ;
With respect to (a)
(b)

course content and structure
student selection policies

Such changes will require co-operation between all departments
within the institution.
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4.

To :

A l l Co lleges of Advanaed Eduaation and Universities

Given the multi-cultural nature of Australian society we
recommend that Teaching English as a Second Language should be
a core unit for pre-service teacher education, with due
emphasis on the influence of cultural background on language
usage.

* 5.

To:

A l l Col leges of Advanaed Eduaation

That Colleges of Advanced Education admitting significant
numbers of Aboriginal students to their courses should :
(a)
(b)

* 6.

offer units that are Aboriginal in purpose, style and
content,

invite Aboriginal representatives to advise and part
icipate in the construction of these units.

To :

A l l Co lleges of Advanaed Eduaation and Universities

That the curriculum studies courses at teacher training
institutions prepare teachers to accept community involvement
in developing school based programs and in formulating school
policies.
IN-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION
7.

To:

A l l F'ublia Serviae Boards and Statutory Authorities

We recommend that all government departments and authorities
exercising service functions should incorporate as an integral
part of induction and in-service training, courses specifically
designed to educate staff in more positive and empathetic
approaches to dealing with Aboriginal and other cultural groups.
ABORIGINAL TEACHERS
8.

To:

National Aboriginal Eduaation Corrunit tee

This conference, bearing in mind the great diversity of
Aboriginal situations in Australia invites the National
Aboriginal Education Committee to initiate as a research
project an investigation into the variety of ways in which
Aboriginal schools and schools with a significant Aboriginal
population, can move towards Aboriginalization
i . e. towards a greater degree of involvement by Aboriginals
in the teaching process.
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9.

To : A Z Z Teaaher Organizations, Eduaation Departments,
Col leges of Advanaed Eduaation, Publia Ser>Viae
Boards and the Sahoo ls Cornnrission.

As an alternative to 3 year co ntinuou s campu s teacher tra ining
Abor ig ina l Teaching Assistants/Aide s may ga in a D ip loma of
Teaching by stages, through a f lexible combina tio n of:
( 1)

(2)
( 3)
( 4)

• 10 .

Performa nce of their pre sent teaching du ties

The unique Aborig ina l co ntr ibutio n (la nguage, per so na l
sk ills, cu lture, tea ching method) they make to their
community educatio n programme s .

Blo ck re lea se per iod s for tea cher tra ining at institutio ns
or in the f ie ld .
Externa l study units

To: AU Teaaher Organizations, Eduaation Departments,
Co le Zges of Advanaed Eduaation, Pub lia Ser>Viae
Boards and the Sahoo ls Cornnrission.

That, as a corol lary of recommendatio n ( 9 ) a progressive
sa lary scale be tied to the tra ining stages reached by
Abor ig inal Teaching A ssista nts and the extent of the ir
exper ience a s para-profe ssional s in school s .
ABORIG INAL SCHOOLS
11 .

To : National Aboriginal Eduaation Corrunittee, Department
of Aboriginal Affairs and a l l Eduaation Departments

This conference , re cog nizing the movement of Aborig inal peop le
towa rd s self management of the ir own communities and affa ir s ,
supports the pa ra llel mov ements toward s Abor ig ina liza tion of
predominantly Aborigina l schoo ls a nd toward s a grea ter degree
o f contro l ove r tho se schoo ls by the ir own communitie s .
12 .

To : National Aboriginal Eduaation Corrunittee

This co nference inv ites the Nationa l Abor ig ina l Edu catio n
Committee to inve stigate and report on the fea sibility of
government funded autonomou s community schoo ls a s model s for
Abo rig ina l schoo ls .

* 13.

To : A l l Eduaation Departments and the Sahoo ls Corrunission

Community based Edu cation should be ava ilable for Abor ig inals .
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* 14 .

To: A Z Z Education Departments and the Schools Commission

It is recanmended that teachers and administrators determine
the means within their own situations to comrnunicate more
effectively with Aboriginal families and community leaders so
that a positive education policy may be produced through this
interaction.
* 15 .

To: AZZ Education Departments and the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs

Money allocated to schools for special programs involving
Aborigines should be investigated critically and monitored
to ensure that Aboriginal people receive the benefits.
ADULT EDUCATION
16.

To: Committees on Research and Development in Education
and Research Schools in Universities and elsewhere

That this conference recognizes the desire of Aboriginal
communities for the mounting of a literacy progranune for adult
Aborigines at the immediate community level be given the
highest priority, and that:
(a)
(b)
(c)
* 17 .

the curriculum should wherever possible be generated from
the client group's own linguistic world and experience.
the possibility of using existing primary and secondary
teachers for this task be investigated .

the implications for teacher pre-service and in-service
training be given urgent consideration.

To :

The Department of Aboriginal Affairn and the Cormion
wealth Department of Education

The Tutor system already in operation as a secondary Grant
Scheme should be extended to include all levels of primary
school .
TEACHING METHODS AND THE CURRICULUM
18.

To :

National Aboriginal Education Cormnittee, aU
Education Departments and Teacher Education
Authorities

That the viability of traditional Aboriginal learning
techniques be recognized and that these be fully researched
with a view to incorporating them into teaching strategies
for Aboriginal children , to make the style of education input
from both home and school more homogeneous .
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19 .

To :

Austl'a'Lian Counci l and C'ul'l'ioulum Deve lopment Centz.e

We recommend that Aboriginal groups which are interested in
producing material designed to enhance community knowledge of
Aboriginal culture , life-style and contemporary thought,
should be allocated funds to enable this production to proceed .
Material suitable for funding should include audio , audio
visual, film, written and other media methods.
PUBLIC AWARENESS
*

20.

To :

Fedem l Gove1"YIITlent and all State Govel'rllTlents,
Commissionel' fol' Corrmunity Re lations, all
Eduaation Authol'ities

That the State and Commonwealth Governments be asked to
increase their support for a programming that would encourage
employing bodies, trade unions and the media to develop
positive attitudes and empathy towards ethnic groups whose
personalities , social structures and cultures are different
from those of the Australian mainstream population .
This program should be implemented only after full consultation
with representatives of ethnic groups and with their active
participation .
FUTURE CON!'ERENCE PLANNING

* 21.

To :

Nol'them Temtor,y Di1Jision of the Austml.ian
Department of Eduoation, Northem Temtoey Teaohsrs
Assooia.tion, Nationa l Aborigina l Education Cormrittse

We recommend that the 1978 conference be held in the Northern
Territory , and that
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

notification of the conference be given to all States and ,
schools by April 30th , 1978 (or four months before the
conference .
The majority of the delegates should be classroan teachers
and teaching assistants , where the conference emphasis is
on classroom procedures.
Aboriginal representation be as high aa possible .
the 1978 conference to be workshop oriented with a few
keynote speakers .
the National Aboriginal Education Committee be invited to
convene future national conferences on Aboriginal
Education.
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Stephen Albert
I am grateful for this opportunity to make some concluding
remarks on behalf of the National Aboriginal Education
Committee about what went on at this conference . My first
remarks concern the numbers and types of people who attended
and took part . We have made up a rough draft of figure s of
people who have attended from the official lists . According
to our calculations , the proportion of teachers was about
3 3% , lecture rs made up 20% , education officers 10% , admini
strators 13% , principals 7% and Aboriginal people about 7% .
It is this last figure that causes us most concern and we
think that , for a conference of this kind , it is not good
enough . We fee l that there should have been far more Aboriginal
involvement .
The N . A . E . C . i s very keen to have a national conference whe re
delegate s are all Aboriginal - so that we can decide what we
want . Eve rybody has said this during the conference - that
Aboriginals can rise and choose their own de stiny . But , unless
we are involved more in conferences of this kind , we don ' t
really have the chance to make our feelings and hope s known .
The N . A . E . C . is also keen for Aboriginal education consultant
groups to be set up in all state s and territorie s in Australia
and we would like your support for these groups to come into
being . We have already stre ssed this point to the di fferent
departments in the different states and also , at the federal
leve l .
Coming back to the conference , we thought that the original idea
was for te ache rs to meet and work on ideas for the ir schools .
This didn ' t re ally happen , though teachers did partic ipate to
some extent at least . We think that future conferences of this
kind should have the following repre sentation : 35% teachers ,
35% teaching assistants , 10% re source people , 10% students and
the last 10% influential administrators . I t is absolutely
essential that funds be made available for conferences of this
type . One of the reasons for the lack of attendance of
Aboriginal people might be that funds were not available for
transport and accommodation .
Another thing that the N . A . E . C . is intere sted in is in knowing
about any re search into our people . We would appreciate it if
you could provide us with any information that you already have
and also , to let us know about proj ects that are planned for
the future .
We were disappointed in the lack of directness in the matter of
Aboriginal studies being a part of every teacher ' s training , or ,
Stephen Albert i s Chai rman of the Na tional Aboriginal Education
Commi ttee .
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at the very least , cross-cultural studies with an Aboriginal
emphasis as a major part of teacher training courses . Our
reason for wanting this is that our people make up 99% of this
country's history and we feel that we should be given due
recognition or at least some consideration in this regard .
We had hoped that you people who work with us would have had
more sympathy with this point of view and made some more
definite recommendation or recommendations concerning it.
I hope that you will keep what I have said in mind and thank
you again for the opportunity of being here.
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Paul Hughes
Thank you for the opportunity to be with you at this conference.
Conferences are always very exciting things to attend. Of
course, how you get excited depends on what you do ! But it
has been good to meet new people and to renew old friendships
and to hear reports of what has happened during the past
twelve months - and what hasn't happened.
Following Stephen really puts me in the role of devil's
advocate and I'd like to raise a few points that might, perhaps,
give you some food for thought - particularly with regard to
what this conference has or hasn't achieved. In my opinion,
there has been a little too much of people standing up here
and talking and not really enough of people working and
discus sing together at workshops. I a:m quite amazed at some
of the reconunendations that have been made, especially when one
considers the relative lack of time that has been spent in their
consideration. Then again, this may be a reflection of the
capabilities of the participants in individual workshop sessions.
Late last night I took a long look at the recommendations that
were made at the conference in Adelaide last year. 49 recommend
ations were made at that conference and, as far as I am aware,
only 14 of those have been acted on in any significant way by
more than two or three state s. Some state s have acted on another
three to some extent and that leave s 32 that have not been acted
on at all. I would have hoped that this conference would have
used this as a starting point - to consider which recommendations
had been acted on and to discuss why others had been left lying.
May I expre ss the hope here that the next conference planned for
the Northern Territory will consider the recommendations from past
conference s, especially those that have not been implemented, and
use that as a starting point.
Conferences of teachers and educators generally follow a similar
pattern. Teachers, (and I am one, or have been one) , are often
criticized for the fact that they have really only moved from one
side of a desk to another in their lives and they haven't seen
much more than that. The system is, to a very large extent, an
incestuous one and it is difficult to engineer any really radical
changes. The unde rlying assumption seems to be that the system
itself is all right and that all is needed is time and a little
polishing of the edges or whate ver for the system or systems to be
refined and/or expanded. As far as the children are concerned,
the system is right, the children are the ones who are wrong.
They have to be moulded to fit the system and not vice versa.
I don't buy this type of thinking at all and I don't think we
have really opened our minds to the many options that are
Paul Hughes is a member of the National Aboriginal Education
Committee "
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available. W e seem t o be concerned with the maintenance, or
at the most , very minor adj ustments to the status quo rather
than becoming somewhat more dynamic and open-minded in our
approach to the issues at hand. I wonder if it is possible for
us to reject our traditional bases and to search for totally
new ways of tackling the many problems in Aboriginal education.
It is not an easy thing to do, I know, and I'm not totally sure
that whatever we would come up with would be viable or worth
while . But , we must all agree that the present approaches
have not been totally successful. Sure , there has been some
progress in some areas. But this is not enough.
And there are viable alternatives. I was really excited to
hear about what has been happening at the Strelley Community
School near Port Hedland. The people there have decided just
what kind of education they want and are working towards it.
More to the point , they are exerting their own control over it.
I get tired of people who seem more concerned with what happens
to Aboriginal children when they get to secondary schoo1' ''age
and so on. Aboriginal people have to try things for them-' 1 '
selves - to establish their own systems. Mistakes will be
made and adj ustments and modifications implemented in order to
meet objectives. But this is all part of development. The
important thing is that the Aboriginal people themselves must
be involved in and responsible for the education of their
children. They must be given the chance to do things for
themselves.
1

And this app lies , as Stephen said , to conferences like this one.
People like Stephen , John and myself do have a lot of contact
with Aboriginal communities in many areas and we can , I
suppose , present some of their hopes and feelings on their
behalf. But it is the people themselves who should be doing
this. They are the ones who live in the communities and on
the reserves day in and day out and they know what they want.
�hey themselves should have the opportunity to present their
ideas and desires to interested people like those of us who
have participated here this week.
It is absolutely urgent for more Aboriginal people to be trained
as teachers to teach their own people. We also need to make
far more use of other Aboriginal resource people who are working
in schools already. I'd like to comment here on the use of the
term 'teacher aide'. They are not ' ai des', they are 'teaching
assistants' and they should not be in schools merely to ' hold
the teacher's hand' or run off bits of paper or collect work
or that sort of thing. They should be involved more in the
educational process itself. I would have hoped that a national
conference of this kind would have given far more consideration
to this - to consider ways of training Aboriginal people to play
a much bigger role in actually teaching Aboriginal children.
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This relates too, to what I was saying earlier about the
maintenace of the status quo . As things go now , the informal
training that Aboriginal teaching assistants get ( in most
places) ensures that things will change slowly , if at all .
Surely it follows that with more involvement of Aboriginal
people in the education of their children, and with greater
responsibility , there will be a better chance of worthwhile
change taking place. Just the fact that these people bring
a whole new outlook and dif ferent perspectives and dimensions
means that some change will occur and it must be change for
the better because it is related directly to the Aboriginal
situation.
At every conference I ' ve been to in the past few years people
have talked about involving Aboriginal people more and more
within the system and there have been some welcome develop
ments. But there seems to be a ' wait and see ' attitude of
just letting things f loat along with only minor changes taking
place . There is no ' game plan ' as it were - no definite time
table for change . Dr. Eedle in his address talked about an
A frican country where everyone predicted that it would be the
year 2000 before , the nationals of that country could run things
for themselves . But it took only 11 years and not the 48 years
that everyone had expected - mainly because the people were
involved � given the power and responsibility to work things
out for themselves.
We must also bear in mind that no non-Aboriginal person is
going to be able to give an Aboriginal child all the things
that he needs. I t doesn ' t matter whether the child is an Al or
a Z25 student . In any case , it is probably the Z25 child who
needs an Aboriginal teacher most of all .
When I speak of Aboriginal involvement I don ' t only mean
involvement at the classroom and consultation levels . There is
an urgent need for Aboriginals to be involved at the administration
leve l . What about Aboriginal Advisory Teachers, Principal
Education Of ficers and Superintendents? The only state that
has made any positive move in this regard is Queensland . By 1983
Queensland will have four senior Aboriginal executive people
involved in educational administration . We can argue about the
time involved and the small number of people - but at least it is
a positive and concrete step in the right direction . In other
states there is little or nothing being done in this regard and,
more importantly, little possibility o f anything being done in the
immediate future. I realize that such people have to be trained
and that this takes time and that you j ust can ' t pull people off
the streets. But there are people who do have the basic back
ground and training in education . All it needs is for the
decision to be made , and implemented, that Aboriginal people be
more involved in management and administrat ion .
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Teachers and administrators must also get far more involved
in political activity . I don ' t mean standing up in state and
federal elections and that sort of thing. I mean getting
involved in the ordinary everyday processes that operates
be tween schools and communi ties and the education departments
and other government departments. Teachers really are the most
conservative of people. The Aboriginal communities want you
to do a lot for them and we can ' t get by without you. I don ' t
think there will ever be the day when we can do absolutely
everything by and for ourselves. But at this particular point
in time there are a lot of things that can be achieved if
teachers do involve themselves politically just within thei r
own school and departmental situation. This conference has
demonstrated that we don ' t really want to get involved in any
thing that is too controversial.
Teachers must decide whether they are going to be professional
teachers or professional educators. To me , a professional
teacher is someone who operates a classroom, who has a list of
instructions and follows them, with some minor adaptations, and
works really, at maintaining the status quo. A professional
educator, on the other hand , looks at what he has to work wi th
and then works with everything he has at his disposal to
provide all the things that his students need - even if it
means working outside the system .
And there ' s one of the major problems. Is it possible that most
of us are where we are because of the system that trained us,
employs us and continues to orientate and train us and keep
employing us, and so we don ' t challenge the system and simply
close ranks because we want, unconsciously or otherwise to
protect the system and never move or think outside of it?
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Neville Green
I must join with Stephen Albert, the Chairman of the N. A.E. C.
in expressing disappointment at the Aboriginal involvement at
this Conference and Workshops at the first meeting of the
Planning Camnittee in March, 1977. Maximwn Aboriginal involve
ment and Aboriginal selection of speakers were accepted as basic
principles.
PLANNING COMMITTEE

This included a member of the Aboriginal Advancement Council,
nominated by the Aboriginal Advisory Committee of Mount Lawley
C.A.E. Membership of the Planning Committee included
representatives of the Catholic Education Commission, Education
Department, and teacher training institutions.
SELECTION OF ABORIGINAL SPEAKERS

Prior to the formation of the N.A.E.C . , Mr. Eric Wilmott was
asked to provide the Planning Committee with a substantial list
of possible Aboriginal speakers. This was referred to the
Aboriginal Advisory Committee who made recommendations. Those
selected were approached. Some, such as Margaret Valadian were
unavailable.
When the N.A.E.C. came into existence, they were advised of the
Conference. The Chairman was invited to open the first session
and a provisional program was mailed to every N.A. E.C. member.
The names of Aboriginal student speakers were submitted to the
College Aboriginal Advisory Committee for a final decision.
Provisional Program (July)
Speakers:

Aboriginal
Non-Aboriginal

Chairpersons:

Aboriginal
Non-Aboriginal

Final Program (August)

13
15

11
17

5
5

3
7

(4)
(6)

SPEAKERS AT THE CONFERENCE

I n the two weeks prior to the Conference, two Aboriginal speakers
and two different Aboriginal chairpersons withdrew because of
other commitments.
INVITATIONS TO ABORIGINAL ORGANIZATIONS

The provisional programs and registration forms were sent to the
Neville Green, Lecturer in Aboriginal Education at Mount Lawley
C .A.E. , was the organizer of the conference .
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following:
1.

2.

3.

All N.A.E.C. members

One hundred and six (106) Aboriginal organizations in
Western Australia

Twenty to each Capital city D.A.A. office with a request
that the forms be sent to Aboriginal organizations in
those states.

4.

Every State and Federal Education Department

6.

Selected W.A. Government Schools in the South West where
the education of Aboriginal children may not be all it
should be.

S
.

Every W.A. Government School with a predominant number
(50%+) of Aboriginal children

PUBLICITY
1.
2.
3.
4.

Note :

Aboriginal Child at School
N.T. Bulletin
Western Teacher
Education Circular

Eastern States response unknown.

C.A.E.'S AND UNIVERSITIES

Provisional programs and registration forms were sent to every
c.A.E. and university in Australia offering teacher training
courses. In all, more than a thousand programs were printed and
distributed throughout Australia.
CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION

No restrictions were imposed either by experience, profession or
by setting a limit to participation.
Students and members of the local Aboriginal community were invited
to attend some of the day sessions free of charge so that no
interested Aboriginal person would be denied a voice for economic
reasons.
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UJNFERENCE 'BuooET
The fo l l owing i s a s tatement of income and expenditure as at
6. 12. 77.

INCOME :
Conference Fees
Schoo ls Commission Subsidy

$4730 .oo
2500 . 00
7 2 3 0 . 00

EXPENSES :
Catering/Drinks
Printing/Photocopying
Salaries
Payroll tax
Postage
Workers Compensation
S tationery
Te lephones
P�trol/Taxi fares
Accommodation of speakers
A i r fares for speakers
Typing
F.xpenses for paper presentation
Cl ean ing

2 372 . 91
1991 . 68
465 . 88
2 3 . 28
87 . 49
3 . 48
79. 77
75 . 86
14 . 85
182 . 36
592 . 74
1 30 . 00
660 . 00
2 5 . 00
$6705 . 30

other ant icipated expenses are :
Pos tage of report
Sundry expenses

$220 . 00
304 . 70

